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MuSeuM BoX oFFIce (DurING FeSTIVAL)
Open 10am - 9pm daily in the Museum foyer

TIckeT PrIceS
Standard Films                   £6.50 / £4.50 
Silent Films + live music                   £10 / £8 
Screentalks / Masterclasses                   £12**
Full Festival Pass                   £120 / £80
Industry Weekend Full Pass                   £30 / £20
Industry Weekend Day Pass                   £20 / £15
Widescreen Weekend Pass                   £85 / £65
Widescreen Weekend (FOF)                   £75 / £55
Widescreen Presentations / Lectures       £3.50 / £2.50

Prices for external venues vary. Please check the website for 
prices.

* Concession prices are available at venues for students, unemployed, 
senior citizens, registered disabled and under 15s. Please check with the 
Box Ofice.
** Screentalks - Friends of Film will receive £1 discount - no other 
concessions are available. Advance booking for all members will be 
available. 

0870 70 10 200

FeSTIVAL VeNueS

2010 marks a new dimension in the history of 
Bradford International Film Festival. For the 
very first time the festival programme will be 
taking place across the entire city and beyond 
as the National Media Museum partners with a 
range of satellite venues.

Each venue will boast its own exclusive programme 
of films, guests and associated events. Venues include 
Cineworld, Bradford Playhouse, Leeds Trinity University 
College and Victoria Hall, Saltaire. Screenings will 
also take place at Hebden Bridge Picture House, Ilkley 
Playhouse, Otley Courthouse Arts Centre and Hyde Park 
Picture House in Leeds.

Bradford will celebrate its designation as the world’s first 
uNeSco city of Film with a weekend of events from 
18 - 21 March, offering something for everyone: from 
schools to businesses, families to visitors.

coNTAcT DeATILS:
Bradford Playhouse (01274 820666)

Cineworld, Bradford (0871 220 8000)

Hebden Bridge Picture House (01422 842807)

Hyde Park Picture House, Leeds (0113 275 2045)

Ilkley Playhouse (01943 609539)

Leeds Trinity University College (0113 283 7100)

National Media Museum (0870 70 10 200)

Otley Courthouse Arts Centre (01943 467466)

Pocklington Arts Centre, York (01759 304750)

Victoria Hall, Saltaire (01274 327305)

bradford international film festival 18 - 28 March 2010

www.nationalmediamuseum.org.uk/biff
Tickets for every BIFF event/screening can be purchased from 
the Museum box office, up to 24 hours prior to the event. 
Tickets can also be purchased at the venue on the day of the 

event.

The 16th Bradford International Film Festival is generously supported by the following funders, sponsors and supporters:
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Welcome to the 
16th Bradford International Film Festival

contents

The world of cinema is ever-changing. Festivals, too, have 
to move with the times. Thus it is that the 2010 edition of 
Bradford International Film Festival is shorter but, more 
importantly, much more expansive than it has ever been 
since its creation in 1995.

For the first time the Festival is truly a city-wide affair 
taking in screenings at satellite venues from Saltaire to 
Leeds to Pocklington, near York. It’s fitting that in 2010 
Bradford, officially launching itself as the world’s very first 
UNESCO City of Film, is spreading the universal appeal of 
the movies to audiences across the region and beyond.

Our line-up this year is another exciting blend of new 
and old, fresh and innovative, tributes and retrospectives, 
fact and fiction, famous faces, new discoveries and old 
favourites. We are thrilled to be joined by John hurt, 
Imelda Staunton, Nicolas roeg, Jenny Agutter, Fernando 
Meirelles and Alex cox. If you want films and filmmakers in 
abundance, then Bradford is the only place to be.

Finally, over the last 12 months we have bade farewell to an 
alarming number of friends whose talent has graced our 
screens over the past few years. We have been saddened by 
the passing of Jack Cardiff, Ken Annakin, Richard Todd, Ian 
Carmichael and lovely Jean Simmons.

We retain wonderful memories of them all. They may be 
gone, but they are in our hearts and immortalised through 
film. For that is the magic of the movies.

Tony earnshaw,
Artistic Director
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WORLD DIGITAL PREMIERE

THE RAILWAY CHILDREN
Sunday 28 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Lionel Jeffries GB 1970 108 mins (U)

Dinah Sheridan, Bernard Cribbins, William Mervyn, Iain Cuthbertson, 

Jenny Agutter, Sally Thomsett, Gary Warren

Bradford International Film Festival is proud to conclude its 2010 

edition with a new restoration of The Railway Children. This 40th 

anniversary world digital premiere showcases a timeless period movie 

that remains one of the most beloved British films ever made. Based 

upon the novel by E. Nesbit, this classic children’s film centres on the 

experiences of three Edwardian children who are removed to a house 

in the Yorkshire dales after their father is inexplicably forced to leave 

home. The trio’s games and discoveries revolve around the railway that 

runs past the meadow at the bottom of their property. It is through 

the railway line and its users that Bobbie, Phyllis and Peter help 

conjure their father back from a dark adult limbo of court cases and 

opening night gala closing night gala

conspiracies. The combination of zestful character comedy, charm 

and innocence alongside a winning and vivid evocation of the glory 

of the steam age is brought to life with magic and elegance by 

writer/director Lionel Jeffries who delicately preserves period detail 

and a guileless world of adventure and mystery. Simply wonderful.

Print source: Optimum Releasing

We are delighted to welcome Jenny Agutter, Sally Thomsett and, 

subject to work commitments, Bernard Cribbins to Bradford for 

this unique reunion screening to celebrate the 40th anniversary of 

The Railway Children.

UK PREMIERE

PERRIER’S BOUNTY
Thursday 18 & Wednesday 24 March

Pictureville Cinema/Cineworld

Dir. Ian Fitzgibbon Ireland/GB 2010 88 mins (15) 35mm

Cillian Murphy, Jim Broadbent, Jodie Whittaker, Brendan Gleeson, 

Liam Cunningham, Michael McElhatton

The real-life denizens of Ireland’s underworld surely never resembled 

the erudite, philosophising gangsters of Perrier’s Bounty, in which 

a rag-tag trio – desperate son, sleep-deprived father and morose 

neighbour – find themselves caught on the wrong end of a crime 

lord’s ire. From Mark O’Rowe, creator of the deliciously cock-eyed 

Intermission, comes another odyssey into a surreal land in which 

guns, gore and attack dogs exist alongside a gallery of individuals 

who occupy their own very peculiar world. It’s the escalating nature of 

calamity that really makes this tick. Throw in a combination of spicy 

dialogue (relished by Gleeson and Broadbent), poetry, scenery and a 

love rat whose behaviour starts the ball rolling and Perrier’s Bounty 

rapidly emerges as a worthy companion piece to In Bruges (BIFF 

2008). A five-star ensemble rampages through a frenetic piece of salty 

whimsy punctuated with painfully funny rat-a-tat verbal exchanges. 

Cillian Murphy is the victimised hero, Jodie Whittaker his suicidal 

neighbour, Brendan Gleeson the murderous crime kingpin of the title. 

But it’s Jim Broadbent, fearful of the Grim Reaper and swallowing 

mouthfuls of raw coffee granules to stay awake, who steals the film.

Print source: Optimum Releasing

Subject to work commitments we hope to welcome the makers and 

cast of Perrier’s Bounty for the UK premiere screening on March 18, 

and Cillian Murphy for the March 24 screening.
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www.nationalmediamuseum.org.uk/biffFilm notes by tony earnshaw, Mark Goodall, tom vincent, neil young

MOVIEDROME
Wallow in an array of premieres and previews of 

new cinema from around the world. Among the 

myriad delights on offer are titles from Hungary, 

France, Iran, Germany, Mexico, the United States 

and the UK. Watch out for the latest offerings from 

Jacques Rivette, Manoel de Oliveira, Catherine 

Breillat and Werner Herzog, among others. Many 

features will be preceded by a short film.

UK PREMIERE

1
Saturday 27 March

Hebden Bridge Picture House

Dir. Pater Sparrow Hungary 2009 91 mins (adv 15) Subtitles 35mm

Zoltán Mucsi, László Sinkó, Vica Kerekes, Pál Mácsai, Zoltán Balázs

By the time of his death in 2006, Polish writer Stanislaw Lem was 

pretty much universally acknowledged as one of the titans of science 

fiction, taking high rank among post-war European authors from any 

genre (or indeed none). He’s perhaps best known in the UK thanks 

to the two very different movies based on his novel Solaris – one by 

Andrei Tarkovsky, one by Steven Soderbergh – which were reportedly 

the only films he saw after 1970. It’s a shame that Lem didn’t live to 

experience 1, the mind-bendingly ambitious and superbly accom-

plished adaptation of his supposedly unfilmable essay One Human 

Minute. Written and directed by London-educated Hungarian Pater 

Sparrow, it starts in an antiquarian bookshop whose shelves are 

found one day to be filled with copies of a mysterious book entitled 1: 

an almanac describing what happens to the entire human race in the 

space of a minute. A police investigation begins, and the bookshop 

staff are placed in solitary confinement by the Bureau for Paranormal 

Research. Which is when the fun really begins...

Print source: Hungarian Film Union

UK PREMIERE 

AND THEN CAME LOLA
Friday 19 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dirs. Ellen Seidler, Megan Siler USA 2009 70 mins (adv 15) Digital

Ashleigh Sumner, Jill Bennett, Cathy DeBuono, Jessica Graham

Talented but perpetually frazzled photographer Lola misses her 

alarm and wakes late from enjoyable dreams. She must make it 

across town to a do-or-die meeting to drop off her portfolio of work. 

Three alternative scenarios play out, each with its own set of fraught 

encounters, from getting locked in a public convenience to repeated 

attempts to circumvent a fierce traffic cop, all amusingly imagined 

in an alternate, colourful, almost entirely all-lesbian San Francisco. 

As the title hints, this is a loose rehash of hyper-kinetic late ‘90s 

race against time triptych Run Lola Run. But in swapping Berlin for 

the Golden Gate City, this winning comedy shifts to a lighter tone 

and playful riffs on the ‘what if…?’ premise, making this the more 

enjoyable of the two films. Best of all is the sheer fun of the world this 

film creates: a bright, colourful, unreal-seeming all-gay city. Refers to 

the real world, but avowedly not real, it’s an arrangement that suits 

Lola’s restarting dreamland just fine. 

Print source: Peccadillo Pictures

+ THE ENCHANTED ISLAND
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AROUND A SMALL MOUNTAIN
(36 vUES DU PIC SAINT LOUP)
Friday 19 March

Bradford Playhouse

Dir. Jacques Rivette France/Italy 2009 

84 mins (adv 12A) Subtitles 35mm

Jane Birkin, Sergio Castellitto, André Marcon, Jacques Bonnaffé

A woman stands next to her broken down car in the mountains 

near the north eastern French city of Arras. Captured by a single, 

beautifully economical shot, a man drives by in his convertible, 

disappears ‘round a bend, returns, and fixes her car with a couple 

of sharp taps. We discover that the woman, Kate, is in two minds 

whether to return for good to the circus she once deserted. Vittorio, 

the mysterious good samaritan, is much enamoured with his new 

acquaintance and his interest in her itinerant circus life is piqued... 

This is French New Wave veteran Jacques Rivette’s most breezy, most 

opened out film in years. It plays as usual with his preoccupations of 

living as performance, and life well-lived though art. It’s a world that 

is always pleasurable, never less than fascinating to inhabit, and it’s 

always a treat to return. Indeed, Around a Small Mountain has been 

delighting fans of Rivette’s work in showings at film festivals all over 

Europe. But if this director’s work is unknown to you, the elegant 

snapshot here may be the perfect entry point.

Print source: verve Pictures
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UK PREMIERE

ANIMAL HEART
(COEUR ANIMAL)
Sunday 21 March

Ilkley Playhouse

Dir. Séverine Cornamusaz  Switzerland 2009 

95 mins (adv 15) Subtitles Digital

Olivier Rabourdin, Camille Japy, Antonio Buíl, Franziska Kahl

A rural drama of high passions in the Swiss Alps, Animal Heart may 

strike a resonant chord with audiences who recently enjoyed Brit 

Peter Strickland’s much-admired Transylvania-set Katalin Varga. A 

quietly bold and ravishingly beautiful feature debut by director/co-

writer Séverine Cornamusaz, based on a novel by Noelle Revaz, it’s the 

story of introverted farmer Paul (Rabourdin), a laconic misanthrope 

who’s quite content to keep his distance from humanity. Indeed, 

as noted by Variety magazine’s critic Dennis Harvey, “he treats his 

livestock considerably better than he does long-suffering wife Rosine 

(Japy) or new farmhand Eusebio (Buil), an easygoing Spaniard. When 

Rosine complains of belly pain, Paul assumes she’s pregnant at last; 

it’s Eusebio who realises she might instead be seriously ill.” Turbulent 

complications quickly ensue in this “solidly crafted and acted picture... 

topped by excellent widescreen lensing of spectacular Alpine 

scenery,” which won the much-coveted International Critics’ prize 

at the Mannheim-Heidelberg Film Festival. “Exceptional actors tell a 

seemingly archaic story so convincingly that it touches the audience’s 

heart,” noted the jury.

Print source: P. S. Productions
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BAD LIEUTENANT
(AKA THE BAD LIEUTENANT - PORT OF CALL: NEW ORLEANS) 
Saturday 27 March

Cineworld

Dir. Werner Herzog USA 2009 122 mins (18) 35mm

Nicolas Cage, Eva Mendes, Val Kilmer, Brad Dourif, Alvin ‘Xzibit’ Joiner

An in-name only remake of Abel Ferrara’s 1992 cult favourite, Bad 

Lieutenant is – after Grizzly Man, Rescue Dawn and Encounters at the 

End of the World (BIFF 2009) – further evidence that veteran German 

writer/director Werner Herzog retains his power to amaze. And in 

the somewhat unlikely form of Nicolas Cage, he might finally found 

a successor to his legendary collaborator Klaus Kinski. Because while 

Cage’s choice of roles in recent years has been infamously wayward, 

he’s back on inspired form here as Terence McDonagh, a corrupt, 

backache-plagued, drug-addicted cop in an atmospheric, hurricane 

ravaged, semi-flooded New Orleans. The union of Herzog and Cage 

produces something entirely rich and strange, a film that works 

on multiple levels: while it has the contours of a straight-to-video 

cop drama, it’s punctuated with discombobulating set pieces and 

outbreaks of gonzo weirdness that have to be seen to be believed. 

Co-starring Val Kilmer and rapper Xzibit in a tortuous plot involving 

corruption, murder and drug-running, Bad Lieutenant is that rarest of 

beasts – a multiplex movie with an arthouse soul.

Print source: Lionsgate UK Ltd

UK PREMIERE

THE BLACKS
(CRNCI)
Friday 26 March

Hyde Park Picture House

Dirs. Goran Devic, Zvonimir Juric Croatia 2009 78 mins (adv 18) 

Subtitles 35mm

Ivo Gregurevic, Emir Hadzihafizbegovic, Rakan Rushaidat, Franjo 

Dijak, Niksa Butijer

We’re truly delighted and honoured to host the UK premiere of one 

of the most acclaimed movies to appear on the film festival circuit 

over the past year. Winner of three awards – including Best Director, 

Best Sound and Best Supporting Actor (for Niksa Butijer) – at Croatia’s 

national film festival in Pula, this inescapably nightmarish vision of 

war concentrates on a dysfunctional army unit (whose codename 

provides the picture’s title) during the 1990s Balkan conflict. It was 

crowned Best Film at the ever-competitive Ljubljana International 

Film Festival and was selected for Film Comment magazine’s latest 

survey of must-see gems currently doing the festival rounds – a list 

that also includes BIFF 2010 selections Lowlands and Beetle Queen 

Conquers Tokyo – by leading German critic Olaf Möller: “A Croatian 

paramilitary death squad self-destructs: soldiers out for revenge 

suddenly start shooting at each other; things fall apart. A No Exit 

experience directed with rigour and precision down to the smallest 

detail, character movement, gesture, even the pronunciation of every 

word; it’s perfection pure and simple. Tough, unflinching and fearless.”

Print source: Kinorama

BLUEBEARD
(BARBE BLEUE)
Sunday 21 & Monday 22 March 

Cineworld

Dir. Catherine Breillat France 2009 80 mins (adv 15) Subtitles 35mm

Dominique Thomas, Lola Créton, Daphné Baiwir, 

Marilou Lopes-Benites

When their father dies, adolescent girls Marie-Catherine and her 

bolshie younger sister Anne are sent packing from their boarding 

school. With few prospects, marriage to  wealthy local aristocrat 

Bluebeard seems to suit Anne, but rumours abound that his succes-

sive wives have disappeared in mysterious circumstances. Meanwhile, 

in a time near to the present day, two young girls are reading the 

same story and commenting on the presumed sexual mores. Charles 

Perrault’s macabre 17th century fairytale of an adulterous serial killer 

has intrigued many a filmmaker for more than a century, and inspired 

lively adaptations by, amongst others Georges Méliès (1902), Edgar 

G. Ulmer (1944), Claude Chabrol (1963) and Edward Dmytryk (1972). 

Catherine Breillat’s version is a feminist, post-Angela Carter take - one 

with a wicked, salty twist. With 2007’s The Last Mistress marking 

a move away from the sexually explicit provocations of her earlier 

films Romance and Anatomy of Hell, Breillat has found a newer, more 

rounded sensibility. Bluebeard is a classic tale of sin retold from a 

fresh angle, and it’s enormous fun.

Print source: New Wave Films

THE CALLING
Tuesday 23 & Wednesday 24 March 

Cineworld

Dir. Jan Dunn GB 2009 105 mins (adv 12A) 35mm

Brenda Blethyn, Emily Beecham, Susannah York, Rita Tushingham, 

Amanda Donohoe, Chloe Sirene, Pauline McLynn, Corin Redgrave

Secrets, lies, guilt, pain and recrimination flow throughout this unique 

British picture in which a largely (veteran) female cast inhabits a strug-

gling convent where the decades-old routine of life and prayer is inter-

rupted by the arrival of a wannabe novice. Jan (Gypo) Dunn’s script delves 

into the psychology of those who give themselves to God and questions 

whether a calling is enough to justify a lifetime of isolation and devotion. 

Emily Beecham is the ordinary lass who becomes a cuckoo in the nest of a 

band of disparate women who all have their own personal histories. And 

like a human pinball she is ricocheted from one revelatory experience to 

another as she is slowly absorbed into a life far removed from the one she 

knows. The Calling is careful not to point a finger of reproach at organised 

religion or the Catholic Church in particular. Nevertheless it has courage 

enough to draw together the threads of current events whilst mixing 

them with a very plausible back story to create a modest little drama that 

throws up a crisis of conscience, but one leavened with humour.

Print source: Guerilla Films

We hope to be joined by Amanda Donohoe, Rita Tushingham and director 

Jan Dunn for the March 23 screening.

EUROPEAN & INTERNATIONAL THEATRICAL PREMIERE 

CHIP ON MY SHOULDER: 
THE CAUTIONARY TALE OF SLAPSHOT
Saturday 27 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema 

Dirs. Ian McFarland, Anthony Moreschi USA 2009 

90 mins (adv 18) Digital 

Documentary with Dave Smalley (narrator) 

Named after – and very much inspired by – George Roy Hill’s crunchingly 

violent ice-hockey comedy from 1977, four-piece Slapshot roared fully-

formed out of Boston, Massachusetts in 1986 with their debut album 

Back on the Map. Punk rock, specifically the ultra-fast US variant known 

as hardcore, would never be quite the same again. Chip on My Shoulder 

is the compulsively watchable story of a band, a genre, and a juncture 

in musical-cultural history which has long deserved exactly this kind of 

intelligent attention. Slapshot’s raucously confrontational live shows – 

built squarely around the take-no-prisoners persona of their snarlingly 

misanthropic tough-guy vocalist Jack “Choke” Kelly – quickly attracted 

controversy and legions of ardent fans, including quite a few right here 

in the UK. Their whole incident-packed, tragedy-punctuated story is 

chronicled in vivid detail by been-there-done-that directors McFarland 

(long-serving bassist of Blood for Blood) and Moreschi (vocalist for Ten 

Yard Fight), mixing priceless archive footage with interviews and cogent 

analysis from survivors and observers alike – with narration by hardcore 

legend Dave Smalley.

Print source: Killswitch Productions

+ THE PACKAGE
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UK PREMIERE

CONSTANTIN AND ELENA
(CONSTANTIN SI ELENA)
Saturday 20 March

Cineworld 

Dir. Andrei Dascalescu Romania 2009 102 mins (adv PG) 

Subtitles Digital 

Documentary

The award-winning Constantin and Elena is an evocatively reflective 

documentary from the highly talented 26-year-old Romanian 

debutant Andrei Dascalescu. Showing real flair as editor and 

cinematographer as well as director, the precocious Dascalescu – who 

evidently learned much while worked as an assistant to the legendary 

sound/film editor Walter Murch on Francis Ford Coppola’s Romania-

shot Youth Without Youth (2007) – painstakingly crafts an empathetic 

study of his own elderly grandparents as they go about their 

business in a sleepy rural village. Though shot on video, Dascalescu’s 

compositional eye is such that the picture is consistently striking 

to look at as, over the course of a year, we observe and adapt to the 

rhythms of a couple who’ve been married (not always in perfect bliss) 

for more than five decades. At once a tribute to much-loved relatives 

and a wry glimpse into a world that time seems almost to have 

forgotten, Constantin and Elena will linger with you long after the 

superb and quietly touching final scene.

Print source: Andrei Dascalescu

CRYING WITH LAUGHTER 
Friday 19 & Saturday 20 March

Cineworld

Dir. Justin Molotnikov  GB 2009 93 mins (adv 18) 35mm

Stephen McCole, Andrew Neil, Jo Hartley, Malcolm Shields

One of the year’s most ambitious, enjoyable and engaging British 

films, Crying With Laughter is a hard-hitting thriller set in the cut-

throat world of stand-up comedy. And while there’s actually no 

shortage of humour – even belly laughs – in this tale of talented, 

dysfunctional Edinburgh stand-up Joey (Stephen McCole in a truly 

star-making performance) who finds himself dragged into a violent 

revenge-plot by a deranged former school friend, this is essentially 

dark, adult-oriented material. A truly striking belated feature debut 

for writer/director Justin Molotnikov, it’s built four-square around 

powerhouse, genuinely Oscar-calibre work from McCole – previously 

best known for supporting turns in films such as Rushmore and 

Orphans and TV work such as the cult favourite High Times. As part of 

his preparation, McCole actually performed several gigs as Joey Frisk, 

and it’s credit to his skills that in the unlikely event that screen work 

should dry up any time soon he wouldn’t be out of place in the most 

high-profile of venues at Edinburgh’s Festival Fringe.

Print source: Britfilms Distribution

We hope to be joined by director Justin Molotnikov and lead actor 

Stephen McCole for the March 19 screening.

UK PREMIERE

DEEP IN THE vALLEY
(YANAKA BOSHOKU)
Friday 26 March

Cineworld

Dir. Atsushi Funahashi Japan 2009 

125 mins (adv 12A) Subtitles b/w Digital

Yuki Nomura, Mayu Sato, Katsuhiro Kato, Miyoko Ogawa

This fascinating hybrid of documentary and fiction celebrates a 

specific Tokyo community while probing the history and soul of a 

nation. It’s an ambitious but delicate delve into the geography and 

culture of Japan – one that’s as intricately constructed, with as many 

layers, as the five-storey pagoda that is central to its interlocking 

narratives. A gently-paced two-hour affair shot on crisply 

monochrome DV – with some colour interludes – it has cast its quiet 

spell over audiences since premiering at last year’s prestigious Berlin 

Film Festival. Writer/director Funahashi, working from a variety of 

sources, takes us into the semi-secluded Yanaka district of Tokyo, a 

sleepy area which has largely escaped the ravages of progress. Older 

residents have strong memories of Yanaka’s most celebrated event 

– the burning down, in 1957, of a giant, landmark pagoda, which 

may or may not have been captured on 8mm film. What ensues is a 

kind of romantic detective story as Kaori (Sato) and Hisaki (Nomura) 

find themselves drawn together as they seek the elusive reels. Movie 

magic indeed!

Print source: Big River Films

DOGTOOTH
(KYNODONTAS)
Monday 22 & Tuesday 23 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Giorgos Lanthimos Greece 2009 97 mins (18) Subtitles Digital

Christos Stergioglou, Michelle Valley, Aggeliki Papoulia, Mary Tsoni

What are the consequences of gated communities, of religion, or of 

family, taken to logical extremes? In Dogtooth a well-off family lives 

in isolation from the rest of the world with a high wall surround-

ing their neat home. Only the father is permitted to come and go. 

The three children, two girls and a boy, are now in their late teens, 

have never left, and are fed misinformation about the outside world 

(“a zombie is a yellow flower”) through a series of audio tapes. 

This bizarre home schooling is the brainchild of Dad, who figures 

that what the children don’t know cannot hurt them. Yet Dad also 

provides his eldest son with intimate liaisons with Christine, a 

colleague invited periodically into the home to service the boy. And 

what is it that disrupts this airtight set-up? A videotape of Rocky, 

left behind by Christine… Depending upon your sensibility, or in fact 

your mood, Giorgos Lanthimos’ already notorious second feature will 

come across as fascinating or infuriating, hilarious or interminable, a 

brilliant allegory or a fractured head-scratcher. This is high-concept, 

provocative cinema, one for the adventurous to embrace.

Print source: verve Pictures    

+ LIKE DAUGHTER    
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UK PREMIERE

DONKEY  
(KENJAC)
Friday 19 March and Monday 22 March

Cineworld

Dir. Antonio Nuic Croatia/Bosnia-Herzegovina/GB/Serbia 2009 

90 mins (adv 15) Subtitles 35mm

Nebojsa Glogovac, Natasa Janjic, Roko Roglic, Ljubomir Kiki Kapor, 

Emir Hadzihafizbegovic

Yugoslavia, 1995. The summer of the Balkan War's terminal stage 

known as Operation Storm and the setting for this outstanding 

drama which won three awards (including Best Cinematography and 

Best Screenplay) at Croatia's national film festival in Pula. The strife 

of a single family on holiday in the wild hills of Herzegovina becomes 

a fable-like allegory for much wider conflicts as we observe grizzled 

Boro (Glogovac) drive his wife Jasna (Janjic) and six-year-old son Luka 

to his ancestral village after seven years away in Zagreb. The ever-

squabbling trio are there to visit Boro's paralysed brother Pero 

(Hadzihafizbegovic), who was injured when fleeing Sarajevo. A 

dramatic fortnight ensues across the heat-blasted terrain of the 

Herzegovinian summer – quite brilliantly captured by Mirko Pivcevic's 

colour-parched camerawork – in this vividly-etched tale of cruelty, 

greed and the possibility of redemption, the latter symbolised by the 

hapless farm animal of the title who becomes little Luka's pet during 

his stay.

Print source: Propeler Film
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ECCENTRICITIES 
OF A BLONDE HAIRED GIRL
(SINGULARIDADES DE UMA RAPARIGA LOURA)
Friday 19 March and Wednesday 24 March

Pictureville Cinema/Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Manoel de Oliveira Portugal/Spain/France 2009 

64 mins (adv PG) Subtitles Digital

Ricardo Trêpa, Catarina Wallenstein, Diogo Dória, Júlia Buisel

Astonishingly for a festival that features a new film by 81-year-old 

Jacques Rivette (see page 5), that director is still some 20 years the 

junior of the true BIFF elder. Manoel de Oliveira turned 101 years old 

in December 2009, which means that he directed 

Eccentricities… when he was 100. Sometime racing car driver, and 

actor in the second-ever Portuguese sound film, de Oliveira’s (third!) 

career began in 1931, and continues now into its ninth decade 

with a new project slated for the coming months. A stripped-down 

elliptical story of a budding, thwarted crush, Eccentricities… begins 

with Macario, a frazzled traveller on a train heading for the Algarve, 

confiding his troubles to a sympathetic stranger. Macario had been an 

accountant for his uncle’s business, where the story proper unfolds. 

One day he spies a blonde woman through the shop window, hiding 

coyly behind an oriental fan. Macario is smitten and vows to marry 

her, yet is denied by the vagaries of his unpermissive uncle. 

A classically styled, thoroughly charming miniature, with a personal 

and distinctive flavour. This is one director who is - no joke - in his 

prime. 

Print source: verve Pictures

+ ALIENADAS

ELKLAND + SHORTS
Friday 26 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Per Hanefjord  Sweden 2009 60 mins (adv 15) Subtitles 35mm

Jimmy Lindström, Anna Azcárate, Örjan Landström, Sara Arnia

Thomas Alfredsson’s vampire classic Let the Right One In (BIFF 

2009) was one of the most sensational breakout arthouse hits in 

the UK last year, reminding us that Swedish cinema certainly didn’t 

expire with its great maestro Ingmar Bergman (1918-2007). BIFF is 

therefore particularly proud to present, by special arrangement with 

the Swedish Film Institute, a unique triple-bill showcasing two of 

the nation’s most promising younger filmmakers: Andreas Tibblin 

(Good Advice) and Per Hanefjord (Elkland and A Good Day.) Darkly 

humorous with an undertone of properly Nordic gloom, Elkland won 

the Honorary Foreign Film prize at the 36th Annual Student Academy 

Awards in Los Angeles. It follows the misadventures of a pair of 

estranged brothers, Henrik (Lindström) and Ronnie (Landström) 

who are brought together in a remote locale following the death of 

their father. Sibling rivalries rapidly escalate in a film – scored by cult 

pianist Mattie Bye, that skilfully juggles elements of thriller and farce 

– (did Hanefjord see the Fawlty Towers episode The Kipper and the 

Corpse by any chance?) with distinctive and atmospheric results. 

Print source: Swedish Film Institute 

NB: Elkland is showing between Good Advice (2009; Andreas Tibblin; 

14 mins) and A Good Day (2005; Per Hanefjord; 17m).

UK PREMIERE

FISH EYES
(YU YAN) 
Friday 19 March and Saturday 27 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Wei Zhang China/South Korea 2009 75 mins (adv PG) 

Subtitles Digital 

Mengyao Shen, Peiliang Shi, Xinhong Gu

Bradford International Film Festival has for several years actively 

sought the very best from the legions of up-and-coming Chinese 

filmmakers – such as Liang Ying (see page 39) – and we think we’ve 

unearthed another real gem in the form of Zhang, whose debut Fish 

Eyes is a deft meditation on a nation in the throes of near-permanent 

change. The story, concentrating on an old sunflower farmer (Gu), 

his gang-connected motorcycle-riding son (Shi) and a wordless 

young woman (Shen) who unexpectedly arrives into their lives, is a 

classic case of “less is more”. According to Variety magazine’s Ronnie 

Scheib, Fish Eyes “testifies to the power of composition to enthral 

in the virtual absence of plot, dialogue or even music. A sandscape 

of shifting dunes, a man leaning against a building, or rivers of 

dirt falling from a tractor form equally arresting tableaux; what 

little action there is occurs off screen, obliquely reflected in angled 

surfaces, or in total darkness... [a] strangely moving minimalist study, 

visually sumptuous, confounding all technical expectations raised by 

its next-to-nothing budget.”

Print source: Benten Films

+ VERY HEAVEN

UK PREMIERE 

FLUKE
(MázLI) 
Thursday 25 March

Cineworld

Dir. Keményffy Tamás Hungary 2008 93 mins (adv 12A) 35mm 

Andor Lukáts, Gyuricza István, Kapácsy Miklós, Felix Theissen 

This crazy, cheerful comedy – mixing a nice line in political satire with 

a strain of knockabout humour – recalls the classics of Ealing Studios. 

The people of Ogyármat, a scruffy village on the Hungarian border 

with prosperous Austria, are so downhearted about their future that 

they’re on the point of selling their land to an Austrian company. Only 

stubborn farmer István stands out against it – but then he’s always 

been an awkward old cuss. When he accidentally discovers an oil 

pipeline running under their churchyard, everybody comes together to 

tap the oil and their joint future seems secure – until personal greed 

strikes and they each want the takings for themselves. A delegation 

from the oil company followed by TV cameras and reluctant police 

brings further chaos... István is played with terrific brio by veteran 

actor Lukáts Andor, also to be seen in BIFF via Prima Primavera (see 

page 18). An impressive feature debut from Keményffy – beautifully 

paced, funny and full of surprises from start to finish. 

Print source: Hungarian Film Union
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FOUR LIONS
Thursday 25 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Christopher Morris GB 2009 102 mins 15 secs (adv 15) 

Some subtitles 35mm

Riz Ahmed, Nigel Lindsay, Kayvan Novak, Adeel Ahktar, Arsher Ali, 

Preeya Kalidas, Julia Davis, Craig Parkinson, Benedict Cumberbatch  

The time: today. The place: Northern England. Four would-be jihadis – 

Omar, Waj, Faisal and Barry, a nihilistic white Islamic convert – embark 

upon a mission to strike a decisive blow for Muslims around the 

world. To do so they must first transform themselves into soldiers. 

Urged on by Barry, Omar and his bumbling pals blunder onwards 

into an ever-spiralling farce of epic proportions. Adopting neither 

a pro- nor anti-religious stance, Four Lions is a provocative and 

challenging look at modern Britain that is simultaneously a hilarious 

comedy thriller and a heartfelt tragedy. Writer/director Christopher 

(Brass Eye) Morris’s fearless script focuses on a quartet of young men 

with something resembling a plan but lacking the mental muscle 

to implement it. What’s more, it shines a harsh spotlight on 21st 

century Britain – a land struggling to accept and come to terms with 

its multi-culturalism. What This Is Spinal Tap did for heavy metal and 

Dr. Strangelove the Cold War, Four Lions does for the modern face of 

terrorism. Crackling with wit and tension, Four Lions is the essential 

response to our failure to engage with reality and a high toast to the 

idea that laughter is better than killing.

Print source: Optimum Releasing

We will be joined by writer/director Chris Morris and members of the 

cast and crew for the UK Premiere of Four Lions.
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THE LAST ACTION
(OSTATNIA AKCJA)
Wednesday 24 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Michał Rogalski Poland 2009 95 mins (12A) Subtitles Digital

Jan Machulski, Alina Janowska, Marian Kociniak, Antoni Pawlicki, Piotr 

Fronczewski

Regarded as one of the funniest and most skilful Polish comedies of 

recent years, this entertaining romp is based on an urban legend from 

the 1990s, detailing how veterans of the 1944 Warsaw Uprising re-

unite to help one of them to settle a score with the Mafia. Our unlikely 

hero is grandfather Zygmunt (Machulski), whose grandson Mateusz 

(Mysłakowski) and son Tomasz both fall foul of the mobsters’ violence. 

Zygmunt decides to contact his former brothers in arms, who are always 

happy for a chance to feel youthful again, and enlists a couple of young-

at-heart ladies to help with this one last action. Rather more Guy Ritchie 

than Harry Brown, The Last Action portrays Warsaw so evocatively that 

it effectively becomes another character. In his feature debut, Rogalski 

elicits great support from a very experienced cast - with some rising stars 

cast in supporting roles – and crafts a superb late-career showcase for 

legendary Polish funnyman Machulski, who also produced.

Print source: TvP

+ HAMMERED

L’AFFAIRE FAREWELL
Wednesday 24 & Thursday 25 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Christian Carion France 2009 112 mins (adv 12A) 

Some subtitles 35mm 

Emir Kusturica, Guillaume Canet, Alexandra Maria Lara, 

Ingeborga Dapkunaite, Dina Korzun, Fred Ward, David Soul, 

Willem Dafoe, Niels Arestrup

Beginning and ending with a gunshot, L’Affaire Farewell provides an 

eye-opening exposé of a time in international espionage when the 

fate of the world rested on what one man might do. Based on the true 

story of a Russian officer who passed on secrets to Washington via a 

reluctant intermediary, Christian Carion’s thriller unravels the fraught 

relationship between equally suspicious allies (the French and the 

Americans) at a time when the Red Menace still represented a very real 

threat to western democracy. Emir Kusturica is the disaffected KGB 

operative raging against the rapidly disappearing communist dream; 

Guillaume Canet is the mule code-named ‘Farewell’ by astonished 

French spooks. Carion cannot resist the odd comedic snipe, and Fred 

Ward’s appealingly un-OTT portrait of Ronald Reagan brings a ready 

smile as the president persuades his cronies to sit with him as he 

repeatedly watches a shoot-out from John Ford’s The Man Who Shot 

Liberty Valance. For Reagan it really was that simple: the Cold War was 

between the good guys and the bad guys. Whether he liked it or not, 

‘Farewell’ was one of the good guys.

Print source: The Works UK Distribution

+ EMBRACE

HIGHLY STRUNG
(JE TE MANGERAIS)
Monday 22 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Sophie Laloy France 2009 97 mins (adv 15) Digital

Judith Davis, Isild Le Besco, Edith Scob, Marc Chapiteau

Teenaged Marie moves from the countryside to Lyon to make the 

most of her talent at the piano. Once there, she looks up old school 

friend Emma, now a worldly urban sophisticate and acting beyond 

her young years. Marie takes a room in Emma’s high-ceilinged town 

apartment and delights in her new surroundings, quickly dropping 

her provincial ways. But when an ill-advised romance between 

the two roommates curdles, Emma reveals a controlling jealous 

streak… This pleasingly button-pushing mix of trammelled passion 

and high style will resonate with those who admire French drama. 

Highly Strung recalls Denis Dercourt’s The Page Turner, and present 

and correct here too are the central power of music, the intensity of 

female competition, and the sacrifice required by elite training. There 

are great faces here too, from Davis and Le Besco’s heightened take 

on naïve fervour, to the great Edith (Eyes Without a Face) Scob’s scene-

stealing turn as Marie’s silver-bobbed teacher, and this is all of a piece, 

tuned to perfection. 

Print source: Peccadillo Pictures 

+ CHOKING GAME

HOME FROM HOME
(ENDSTATION DER SEHNSüCHTE)
Saturday 20 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Sung-Hyung Cho  Germany 2009 97 mins (adv PG) 

Subtitles 35mm

Documentary

An observational culture-clash documentary of the highest order, 

Home From Home is a wonderfully warm and entertaining crowd-

pleaser. It proves that kimchi and bratwurst are an unlikely but 

irresistible combination as it introduces us to three senior couples 

– the women Korean, the men German – living in a “German village” 

at the southern tip of South Korea, relating a fascinating and little-

known socio-historical story with great skill and emotional impact. In 

the 1950s and ‘60s, Germany invited thousands of guest workers to 

aid post-war reconstruction – most were manual workers from Turkey, 

but gastarbeiters from further afield included many nurses from 

South Korea, some of whom married local men and settled down. 

The film follows three couples as they return home to retire, taking 

up residence in a community constructed partly as a residential area, 

partly as an unlikely tourist attraction. The six protagonists make for 

winning company as we learn all about their lives and hopes, while 

director Cho’s compositional skills and nimble editing make the 90-

odd minutes fly by. A treat.

Print source: Flying Moon Filmproduktion

+ ONE LAST DANCE
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GREEN WATERS
(AGUAS vERDES) 
Saturday 27 March

Bradford Playhouse

Dir. Mariano De Rosa  Argentina 2009 90 mins (adv 15) 

Subtitles 35mm

Alejandro Fiore, Diego Cremonesi, Milagros Gallo, 

Jorgelina Amedolara, Julieta Mora

Argentinean cinema has been one of the cinema success stories of 

the last decade, largely thanks to slow-paced artistic ventures that 

have been lapped up by connoisseurs on the film festival circuit. 

Green Waters is something else: a raucously engaging, genre-mashing 

tale that announces an exciting new talent. Bold, fresh and vibrant, 

it’s only a tweak or two away from being a fairly mainstream comedy. 

But in the hands of writer/director Mariano De Rosa, whose first solo 

feature this is, Green Waters becomes something much more impres-

sive and disturbing. It’s a character study of middle-aged dad-of-two 

Juan (Fiore), a stressed-out sort whose woes and paranoid insecuri-

ties reach boiling point during a family holiday to the coast after his 

wife (Gallo) and teenage daughter (Mora) become friendly with a 

charismatic young drifter (Cremonesi). What follows owes as much to 

1970s thriller cinema as much as classier forebears such as Pasolini’s 

Theorem. Under De Rosa’s careful control, the vivid score, kinetic cam-

erawork and detailed sound-design combine for an unusually intense 

viewing experience.

Print source: Mariano de Rosa

GREENBERG 
Sunday 28 March

Cineworld 

Dir. Noah Baumbach USA 2010 107 mins (adv 15) Digital

Ben Stiller, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Rhys Ifans, Greta Gerwig, Juno 

Temple

Los Angeles, that great city of projected desires, is the secret star of 

countless movies, from the crazed demolition derby of the original 

Gone in 60 Seconds to the sunshine noir of Chinatown via the soaring 

retro-futurism of Blade Runner. Noah Baumbach, who brought us 

2005’s The Squid and the Whale, as well as penning Wes Anderson’s 

finest films, has delivered Greenberg into the canon of great Los 

Angeles films. In Greenberg, Greta Gerwig plays lost soul Florence, 

an aspiring singer making ends meet by working as a PA to the 

Greenberg family in the Hollywood Hills. When Philip Greenberg takes 

his family on an extended trip overseas, his brother, Roger (Stiller) 

takes on the house-sitting, and is visited occasionally by Florence. 

Roger is at a crossroads after a couple of failed careers, is drifting, 

and has been trying to re-start his life. An eccentric connection with 

Florence keeps him from doing nothing, and soon they begin to see 

their zoned lives in a more connected way… 

Print source: Universal Pictures

+ THE SICKNESS IS COMING OR, THE 
BLIND MAN’S TELEVISION
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NEW MUSLIM COOL
Friday 19 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Jennifer Maytorena Taylor USA 2008 76 mins (adv 12A) 

Some subtitles Digital

Documentary

Puerto Rican/American rapper Hamza Pérez pulled himself out of 

drug dealing and street life 12 years ago and became a Muslim. Now 

he’s moved to Pittsburgh’s tough North Side to start a new religious 

community, rebuild his shattered family and take his message of 

faith to other young people through hard-hitting hip-hop music. But 

when the FBI raids his mosque, Hamza must confront the realities 

of the post-9/11 world, and himself. Acclaimed documentary New 

Muslim Cool (“spellbinding” - San Francisco Chronicle) takes viewers 

on Hamza’s ride through streets, slums and jail cells,  following his 

spiritual journey to some surprising places in an America that never 

stops changing. According to Ginia Bellafante of The New York Times, 

“New Muslim Cool possesses a kind of beauty that sneaks up on 

you: it is in Hamza’s humility, in the dignity with which so much of 

his misfortune, in his commitment to rehabilitating drug dealers 

because, in his mind, no one else will.” 

Print source: Seventh Art Releasing

MODERN LOvE IS AUTOMATIC
Saturday 20 & Sunday 21 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Zach Clark USA 2009 93 mins (adv 15) Digital

Melodie Sisk, Maggie Ross, Carlos Bustamante, Diana Cherkas 

A delicious, deadpan comedy about what it means to be ‘normal’. 

Poker-faced nurse Lorraine (outstanding newcomer Melodie Sisk) 

takes on wet-behind-the-ears roommate Adrian after the departure 

of her dead-loss boyfriend. From Lorraine’s detached perspective, 

highlighted to hilarious effect here, the behaviour of ‘normal’ seems 

pretty curious. Lorraine watches nonplussed as ditzy colleagues coo 

over their boyfriends’ naff theatrics, or some guy on the bus leaves 

his dominatrix mag lying around. Meanwhile for Adrian, the penny 

never drops that her modelling career is going nowhere. Super-eager 

to make a name for herself, she’s dreamily oblivious to the sleaziness 

of making an honest buck. A movie about boredom, sex, lies and 

ersatz life for twentysomething Americans, quizzical of tone, small of 

budget - so far, so familiar... But there’s much to distinguish Modern 

Love… very far from the pack, not least the statuesque Sisk, who nails 

the expressionless comedy to marvellous effect. Crisply designed and 

edited, this is stylish, wry entertainment from a very smart team.

Print source:  zach Clark
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THE MAN WHO WOULD BE POLKA KING
Saturday 20 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dirs. Joshua von Brown, John Mikulak USA 2009 

69 mins (adv PG) Some subtitles Digital

Documentary

Pump up the Oompah! The Man Who Would Be Polka King is an 

irreverent look at the rise and fall of the Grammy-nominated 

polka-music superstar Jan Lewan, whose defection from Poland to 

Pennsylvania led to fame, fortune and, eventually, an international 

Polka empire. But when Lewan’s career collapsed under a cloud of 

scandal, the Polka world was stunned to learn of what the filmmakers 

describe as “the greatest Polka-related financial crime in history.” 

Recounting an often hilarious story so bizarre it can only be true, 

directors von Brown and Mikulak take us right into the weirdly 

exotic – and decidedly cheesy – universe of Americanised Polka, with 

“Your Host Stan Tadrowski” providing a genial (if unshaven) tour 

guide down memory lane. A cult hit on the American underground 

film festival circuit, The Man Who Would Be Polka King has only once 

been shown outside the USA so far – in Poland, of course – and we’re 

delighted to host its UK premiere right here in Britain’s Polka capital, 

Bradford.

Print source: Orgoworld

+ MR. BOJAGI
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THE MOSQUE IN MORGANTOWN
Tuesday 23 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Brittany Huckabee USA 2009 

83 mins (adv 12A) Some subtitles Digital

Documentary

This urgently topical documentary examines a specific religious issue 

which has unfolded over the last couple of years in Morgantown, 

West Virginia. It’s essentially the story of Wall Street Journal reporter 

Asra Normani, a close friend of Daniel Pearl – the journalist whose 

beheading an the hands of Islamist extremists was the subject of 

Michael Winterbottom’s A Mighty Heart. Reeling from this incident, 

and certain other traumatic developments in her personal life, 

Normani went back home to Morgantown – and discovered that the 

local mosque had been taken over by elements which she regarded 

as unacceptably radical in their interpretation of Islamic teachings. 

The film examines what happens when she, as she puts it, decided 

to “fight back,” plunging herself straight into a simmering dispute 

between the mosque’s moderates and more hardline forces, all of 

them coping with the impact of September 11 2001 on the USA’s 

view of Muslims. The Mosque in Morgantown delves behind the 

headlines and over-simplified stereotypes to illuminate local debates 

which can have truly global ramifications.

Print source: version One Productions
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LIFE DURING WARTIME
Friday 26 March

Hebden Bridge Picture House

Dir. Todd Solondz USA 2009 96 mins (adv 15) 35mm

Ciarán Hinds, Paul Reubens, Ally Sheedy, Allison Janney, 

Charlotte Rampling

Todd Solondz is an established master of the wince-making gag. 

After taking the teen movie into painfully, hilariously honest territory 

with Welcome to the Dollhouse (see page 33), he made Happiness, 

one of the blackest comedies ever to receive a mainstream release. 

Life During Wartime revisits Happiness’ un-happy Miami families 

and finds Solondz’s knack for nailing the occasional absurdity of 

family relations fully intact. Ten years have passed since the events of 

Happiness: younger sister Joy, ever the naïf, is attempting to patch up 

her relationship with pervert husband Andy (Reubens, of notorious 

Pee-Wee Herman fame). Trish, coming to terms with the imminent 

release of disgraced husband Bill, must face a difficult reconciliation. 

Meanwhile headstrong writer Helen is enjoying her success, alluding 

to an off-screen ‘Keanu’… Though the dumbness and hubris of this 

trio is once again to the fore, Life During Wartime has a lot of heart, 

and Solondz is sincere in working out what forgiveness can mean. The 

hottest comedy ticket in town? Quite likely.

Print source: Artificial Eye Film Company Ltd
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PARADISE
Friday 26 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Michael Almereyda USA 2009 82 mins (adv 12A) Digital

Documentary

A boy of about seven in a Middle Eastern country tries not to cry after 

falling into a pool of water; a photographer sinks into the snow after 

a walk downhill to take a picture; a drunken college student explains 

how he still sheds a tear each time he hears Napoleon’s name… 

Assembled from a decade’s worth of home movie footage over two 

years and by three editors, complete with a subtle structure that’s 

there for the taking (if you want it), Almereyda’s is a film of opened-

out meanings that hints at ineffable mystery in the world. Curated 

and processed from what already exists, this is a collage of what the 

critic Manny Farber called ‘termite art’, unpretentiously eating away 

at the borders to leave us with flashes of transcendence. On the title, 

one could not put it better than Almereyda himself: “If you are open 

to experience and noticing people around you, I happen to think that 

that is as good as it gets.” And that’s the key to this utterly uplifting, 

amazing film. 

Print source:  Michael Almereyda/Post Factory NY

+ WEDLOCK

NO-ONE KNOWS ABOUT PERSIAN CATS
(KASI Az GORBEHAYE IRANI KHABAR NADAREH)
Tuesday 23 & Wednesday 24 March

Cineworld

Dir. Bahman Ghobadi Iran 2009 103 mins (adv 12A) Subtitles 35mm

Negar Shaghaghi, Ashkan Koshanejad, Hamed Behdad

Some birds aren’t meant to be caged, and so when musicians Negar 

and Ashkan are released from prison in Tehran they immediately 

set about forming a new indie rock band to fulfil their ambition of 

playing gigs in Europe. Scouring the city’s thriving underground scene, 

they hunt down fellow members to fill out their clandestine group. 

It’s done under the eyes (and within earshot) of the authorities, and 

the risks are very great indeed… Impurity and corruption are at the 

heart of this cry for freedom, since that’s how decadent western-

influenced music is categorised by the state. Singing songs and 

playing guitar is a dangerous business, even if one’s aspirations are 

helped along by a conveniently-placed Mr. Fixit. Ultimately Bahman 

Ghobadi’s faux documentary is about the ultimate expression 

of youthful rebellion in a population that continues to buck the 

system. Whether Negar, Ashkan and their peers can beat centuries of 

traditionalism is another matter entirely. 

Print source: Network Releasing
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PARK SHANGHAI
Thursday 25 March

Cineworld

Dir. Kai Kevin Huang China 2008 94 mins (adv 12A) Subtitles Digital

Yun Wei, William Feng, Wen-Ting Hou, Michael Ohlsson, Ji Roger Wu

A kind of lo-fi Chinese version of Lawrence Kasdan’s The Big Chill, in 

which several twentysomething students meet for a reunion party 

several years after graduation, Park Shanghai was actually begun as a 

university project by writer/director Kai Kevin Huang – who eventually 

completed the film half a decade later. It was specially selected for 

BIFF – along with The Search (page 20) – by Ying Liang, one of the 

country’s most acclaimed younger filmmakers (Taking Father Home, 

The Other Half) and organiser of the Chongqing Independent Film & 

Video Festival, as an example of must-see cinema from today’s China. 

“Mostly shot on a building rooftop and featuring the blurry uniformity 

of the Shanghai skyline as a symbolically weighty backdrop,” according 

to Shanghai-based critic Morgan Short, this is “a beautifully bleak 

story, illustrating that no prizes are at the end of the tunnel for young 

people graduating to adulthood in Shanghai... Curiously stirring - a 

first film from a director who will no doubt go on to bigger and better 

things.”

Print source: Kai Kevin Huang

UK PREMIERE

ONE FAST MOvE OR I’M GONE: 
JACK KEROUAC’S BIG SUR
Thursday 25 March

Hyde Park Picture House

Dir. Curt Worden USA 2009 98 mins (adv 15) 35mm

Documentary with Sam Shepard, Patti Smith, Tom Waits

He may have passed away in 1969, but Jack Kerouac’s position as a 

cultural icon has only grown with each passing decade – cameras 

are finally set to roll on the long-gestating film version of his classic 

Beat Generation novel On the Road. But Kerouac was far from a 

one-book author and many reckon that his 1962 Big Sur, recounting 

a period drying out in a cabin on the rugged California coast, is his 

masterpiece. One Fast Move or I’m Gone is an exploration of the 

novel’s biographical basis and its impact on generations of writers, 

musicians and artists. The superb soundtrack includes specially-

commissioned songs from Ben Gibbard (Death Cab For Cutie) and 

Jay Farrar (Uncle Tupelo); there are contributions from Kerouac fans 

Tom Waits, Sam Shepard and Patti Smith and interviews with Beat 

Generation survivors Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Joyce Johnson and 

Carolyn Cassady. An obvious must-see for Kerouac devotees, One 

Fast Move is also an ideal starting-point for those eager to immerse 

themselves in the world of the enigmatic Jean-Louis Lebris de 

Kerouac.

Print source: Atlantic Records

NEW YORK, I LOvE YOU
Monday 22 & Wednesday 24 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dirs. Various* France/USA 2009 103 mins (adv 12A) 

Some subtitles Digital

Kevin Bacon, Orlando Bloom, Chris Cooper, James Caan, Ethan Hawke, 

John Hurt, Hayden Christensen, Shia LaBeouf,  Natalie Portman, Julie 

Christie, Christina Ricci, Robin Wright Penn

If that title seems familiar, it may be because it reminds you of Paris 

je t’aime, the audience-delighting hit that played during BIFF 2007. 

New York… is Paris…’s equally romantic, just as charming transatlantic 

cousin, another series of love letters to a fantastic city. Among the 

vignettes we see the tables being turned on a man attempting to talk 

dirty to a woman outside a SoHo restaurant; an east Village chemist 

attempting to persuade a young man to accompany his daughter 

to the prom; a former diva stranded in an Upper Eastside hotel 

becoming intrigued by an émigré bellhop… Each director was given 24 

hours to film, seven days to edit, and the results are as diverse and as 

enchanting as you would hope for. Topping it off, a linking character 

pieces these borough segments into a heart-warming jigsaw on a city, 

full of endless love.

* The 11 directors are: Fatih Akin, Yvan Attal, Allen Hughes, Shunji 

Iwai, Wen Jiang, Joshua Marston, Mira Nair, Brett Ratner, Randall 

Balsmeyer, Shekhar Kapur and Natalie Portman

Print source: The Works Distribution

+ TRUE BEAUTY THIS NIGHT
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RED POET
Tuesday 23 & Sunday 28 March

Pictureville Cinema/Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Matthew Furey USA/Italy 2009 55 mins (adv 12A) 

Some subtitles Digital

Documentary with Jack Hirschman, Dean Stockwell, Agneta Falk, 

Paul Kantner

‘Communist poet in America’: a profession described, fairly reasonably, as 

“the absolute hardest in the world”. Jack Hirschman is a communist poet 

in America, a man committed to language and to humanity and a wilful, 

celebrated outsider. Matthew Furey’s soulful overview of Hirschman’s 

life and career shows a singular path that has taken him from a Bronx 

upbringing to San Francisco via a short-lived teaching post at UCLA. For six 

decades Hirschman has thrived, though never in monetary terms, as local 

street artist, more recently as an international man of words, mastering 

multiple languages. He has all the while remained aloof from academia, a 

world he came to view early on as a mere branch of corporate USA. This is, 

rightly, a film in service of its subject and everything about it is just right, 

not least a very fine original jazz soundtrack by Liam Furey. But of course, 

Hirschman’s words lift this film way out of the ordinary, and give the 

truest measure of the man: “Go singing whirling into the glory / of being 

ecstatically simple / Write the poem”. 

Courtesy of Fran Furey

We hope to be joined by producer Fran Furey for these European and 

International Premiere screenings.

UK PREMIERE 

REPO CHICK
Saturday 27 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Alex Cox USA 85 mins (adv 12A) 

Jaclyn Jonet, Miguel Sandoval, Del Zamora, Rosanna Arquette, Chloe 

Webb, Xander Berkeley, Karen Black

Arrested 18 times, banned from driving and living life in the fast lane, 

society heiress Pixie De LaChasse (Jaclyn Jonet) is disinherited by her 

family and stripped of her $77 million fortune. Ordered to – eeek! – get 

a job, Pixie hits the road with her punky entourage and becomes a repo 

chick for ace repossession agent Arizona Gray. But as her eyes are opened 

to the wider world, Pixie joins up with a band of environmental terrorists 

with one aim in mind: to criminalise golf! Iconoclastic writer/director 

(and BIFF patron) Alex Cox unleashes another anarchic adventure on 

the world of film – a hybrid road movie-cum-spoof revenge thriller shot 

against green screen with an inventive use of miniatures. Cox recruits 

an impressive ensemble from a repertory built over almost 30 years – 

Sandoval, Webb, Berkeley, et al – to deliver a unique and quirky entry in 

the on-going Cox canon that is as much a comment on America’s perilous 

financial state as it is a playful swipe at the upper classes.

Print source: Alex Cox

Writer/director Alex Cox will be present for the UK Premiere of 

Repo Chick and will participate in a post-screening Q&A.

+ FATHER’S DAY

PRESUMED GUILTY
(PRESUNTO CULPABLE) 
Sunday 21 & Monday 22 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dirs. Roberto Hernández, Geoffrey Smith Mexico 2008 

90 mins (adv 15) Digital

The startling statistics from Mexico tell their own story: 95 per cent of 

trials result in convictions. A highly efficient police force? No. Rather, 

the entire justice system is based on the idea that if you are picked 

up for a crime, you must have done it. When young stallholder Jose 

Antonio Zuniga was sentenced to 20 years for a murder he knew 

nothing about, his friends and family were so determined to prove 

his innocence that against the odds they secured the help of two 

US-based lawyers, Roberto Hernández and Geoffrey Smith, to submit 

an appeal. Amazingly, Hernández and Smith were allowed to film 

Zuniga’s life inside prison – where he shared a cell with 19 others – 

and the retrial itself. The footage, moving and shocking, provides the 

raw material for this film – matching anything to be found in Jacques 

Audiard’s A Prophet for sheer visceral impact. In the directors’ hands 

the film becomes more than merely a documentary account, but an 

emotionally engaging, suspenseful and sometimes poetic experience, 

a glimpse into a world of banal corruption and a witness to how 

easily terrible injustices can be perpetrated by an authoritarian 

“democratic” system. 

Print source: Films Transit International

+ ANA’S PLAYGROUND

UK PREMIERE 

PRIMA PRIMAvERA
Wednesday 24 March

Pocklington Arts Centre

Dir. Edélenyi János  Hungary 2009 86 mins (adv 12A) 35mm 

Andor Lukáts, Vesela Kazakova, Antoine Kamerling, Börcsök Enikö

Veteran Hungarian star Lukáts Andor is Gábor, a middle-aged simple-

minded chap whose life is suddenly thrown into chaos when his 

mother/carer is shot during a bizarre bank robbery. Gábor then forms 

an unlikely alliance with Joli (Kazakova), a no-nonsense Ukrainian girl 

from the underworld. Out of these dark beginnings the film blossoms 

into a charming yet unsentimental journey of escape. Gábor and 

Joli flee their old lives through the gorgeous countryside of southern 

Hungary as Gábor seeks a place he remembers from his childhood as 

a sanctuary. Each discovers an unaccustomed freedom, but the bad 

old world they’ve left behind is always threatening to catch up with 

them and destroy their sometimes lyrical, sometimes comical idyll. 

In real life the up-and-coming, unconventionally beautiful Bulgarian 

actress Kazakova speaks not a word of Hungarian and so learned her 

script phonetically, word by word. It was worth the effort. She’s a 

great foil to Lukáts, the star of two films at BIFF this year (the other 

being Fluke, page 11), who displays a great and disarming versatility. 

Print source: Hungarian Film Union
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UK PREMIERE 

PERPETUUM MOBILE
Friday 19 & Saturday 20 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Nicolás Pereda Can/Mex 2009 86 mins (adv 12A) Subtitles Digital

Gabino Rodríguez, Teresa Sánchez, Francisco Barreiro

Born in Mexico but based in Canada, 27-year-old writer/director 

Nicolás Pereda has quickly established himself as one of Spanish 

language cinema’s more distinctive and promising filmmakers. His 

second feature-length work Perpetuum Mobile confirms that he 

possesses a truly original and worthwhile creative “voice.” Set in 

Mexico City and shot on video, it’s the deadpan, unashamedly lo-fi 

story of Gabino (Rodríguez), a hangdog, anything-for-a-quiet-life chap 

who, in his mid-twenties, is still living with his ever-nagging mother 

(Sanchez), while working as a removal man with best mate Francisco 

(Barreiro). Gabino and Francisco go from job to job in an episodic and 

wryly funny chronicle of modern urban life which, in unfussy and 

matter-of-fact style, presents Mexico City in all its scruffy splendour. 

Typically, the title – “always moving” in Latin – is a gag that works 

on multiple levels: this is a picture that proceeds at its own steady 

pace, punctuated with sufficient delights (including a startlingly 

unexpected cameo from a certain English artistic eminence) to 

reward our patience and attention.

Print source: Ondamax Films
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SPLINTERS  (DRzAzGI)
Sunday 21 March

Bradford Playhouse

Dir. Maciej Pieprzyca Poland 2008 103 mins (12A) Subtitles 35mm

Antoni Pawlicki, Karolina Piechota, Marcin Hycnar, Tomasz Karolak

A film that teaches us, once again, that money can’t buy happiness, and 

that all we really need is love. But these quirky, jagged slices of life are a 

world away from the homilies of standard-issue Hollywood romcoms. 

We’re in Silesia, the coal-mining area of Poland, where the very poor and 

the very rich live side by side and an influx of Roma settlers is causing 

social tensions to rise among the more xenophobic elements of society. 

Splinters examines the situation by moving between three characters who 

at first appear to have no connection – it’s only at the very end that we 

discover what links football hooligan Robert (Pawlicki), rich businessman’s 

daughter Marta (Polish Film Festival award-winner Piechota) and gifted 

student Bartek (Hycnar). The wait is very much worthwhile in this 

homecoming work from Pieprzyca, who returned to his native Silesia 

for his feature film debut after earning great acclaim with his TV work, 

including The Feast of St. Barbara (BIFF 2006.)

Print source: TvP

UK PREMIERE

TERRORISM CONSIDERED AS ONE OF 
THE FINE ARTS
Tuesday 23 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Peter Whitehead GB 2009 140 mins (adv.18) Digital

Sophie Strohmeier, Liza Tsyzina-Whitehead, Samantha Berger

Adapting its title and theme from Thomas De Quincey’s murder 

text, this long overdue return to long-form cinema from British 

underground documentary filmmaker Peter Whitehead (BIFF 2008) 

is based around a mesmerising psychogeographical exploration of 

modern-day Vienna. The film incorporates a record of the subversive 

underbelly of the city into poetic meditations on conspiracy theory, 

eco-terrorism, time and cinema (the story of Carol Reed’s film The 

Third Man is retraced). As with Whitehead’s other films, subjective 

and objective vision is blurred, the personal is political and the 

inherent narcissism of the film director merges with the fictional 

detective and the shady activities of covert counter-insurgency 

groups. The film is adapted from a trilogy of the director’s cult 

‘nohzone’ novels and is a pulp thriller refracted through the avant-

garde film lens. Whitehead is releasing a CD of music from the film to 

accompany its release. 

This screening will be introduced by James Riley who is working with 

Peter Whitehead’s archive.

+ PANDROGENY MANIFESTO
Dir. Dionysos Andronis France 2005 12 mins (adv 18) Digital

The creators of the ‘Pandrogeny Manifesto’ – musicians/artists Breyer 

and P-Orridge – explain the theory and politics behind the concept of 

the ‘third sex’ (neither male nor female) and its implications for art, 

culture and social transformation. 

THE SEARCH
(XUNzHAO zHIMEI GENGDENG)
Tuesday 23 March

Cineworld

Dir. Pema Tseden (aka Wanma Caidan) China 2009 

117 mins (adv PG) Subtitles Digital

Dobe Dorje, Drolma Gyab, Manla Kyab, Lumo Tso, ‘Tsondrey’

Irresistibly described by one reviewer as “part road movie, part love 

story, part X Factor,” The Search is a rare example of today’s Tibetan 

cinema. Along with Park Shanghai (page 17), it was specially selected 

for BIFF by Ying Liang, one of China’s most acclaimed younger 

filmmakers and organiser of the Chongqing Independent Film 

& Video Festival. Winner of the Grand Jury Prize at the Shanghai 

International Film Festival, this is, according to Hollywood Reporter’s 

Maggie Lee - who compared it to the work of Iranian master Abbas 

Kiarostami – “an offbeat cultural album of Tibetan people as 

well as a cinematic pilgrimage to understand their lifestyles and 

religious heritage.” The story concerns filmmakers who travel to a 

remote village to cast their upcoming project, a biopic of a revered 

saint. From this simple premise, various romantic relationships are 

explored – interspersed with more comic sequences in which villagers 

audition for bit parts in the upcoming epic. Superbly composed 

cinematography adds a further touch of class to this strikingly 

unusual but accessible example of world cinema.

Print source: L’Est Films Group

SHED YOUR TEARS AND WALK AWAY
Sunday 28 March

Hebden Bridge Picture House

Dir. Jez Lewis GB 2009 88 mins (adv 15)

Documentary

The small West Yorkshire town of Hebden Bridge, where filmmaker 

Jez Lewis grew up, is a beautiful and quirky rural idyll. But while it is 

paradise to many, it is purgatory to others. In the 20 years since he 

left, dozens of Lewis’s old friends have died young, many of them 

through suicide and drug overdoses. Beginning with a personal 

quest for understanding, the film moves into a year-long drama of 

human tragedy and redemption as Lewis re-bonds with his oldest 

friend, Cass. Coming to terms with his own imminent mortality, Cass 

attempts to lift himself out of the cycle of self-destruction. Around 

this emerges an intimate study of a town that harbours an undertow 

of lethal hedonism and disillusionment. As young people continue 

to die by their own hands, a maelstrom of conflicting values throws 

up unexpected truths about the human condition, whilst Lewis 

finds himself drawn inexorably into the action. Shed Your Tears and 

Walk Away is a searingly authentic portrayal of marginalised and 

overlooked people who seem to have lost their survival instinct.

Print source: Bungalow Town Productions

Following the screening writer/director Jez Lewis and members of 

the cast will take part in an on-stage Q&A. 
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EUROPEAN & INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE

THREE HAMS IN A CAN
Sunday 21 March

Cineworld

Dir. Kenta McGrath Australia/Japan 2009 80 mins (adv PG) 

Some subtitles Digital

Documentary

Summer 2008: three Australian experimental musicians (Chris Cobilis, 

Predrag Delibasich, Stina Thomas) travel to Tokyo for a tour. There they 

perform their music; eat, drink, go sightseeing, take photos, befriend 

strangers and battle the humidity. Along the way no chairs are 

thrown, no hotel rooms are smashed, and nobody is arrested. Thus 

does Three Hams in a Can “upend the traditional format of both travel 

(TV) shows and concert films,” according to US critic – and planet-

scouring expert on off-radar independent cinema – Mike Everleth: 

“[The] film is fascinating. What’s different about this documentary 

from others of its ilk is that McGrath treats the viewer as if he/she is 

a member of the band, a quiet member who is palling around with 

the group, taking in the sights and experiences with no commentary 

or direction.” Arrestingly fresh and original from the very first frames, 

Three Hams in a Can is as deadpan-offbeat as its title suggests – and 

thus makes an ideal companion piece for another BIFF 2010 selection, 

Jessica Oreck’s Beetle Queen Conquers Tokyo (see page 28.) 

Print source: Little Boy Pictures
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vINCERE
Friday 19 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Marco Bellocchio Italy/France 2009 128 mins (adv 15) 

Some b/w Subtitles 35mm

Giovanna Mezzogiorno, Filippo Timi, Corrado Invernizzi, 

Fausto Russo Alesi

The stirring story of a woman impossibly wronged, an investigation 

of a secret history of the rise of Italian Fascism, a sweepingly stylish 

cinematic experience… Vincere is all of these things. It is the story 

of Ida Dalser, first wife of Benito Mussolini and father to his first 

son. Benito and Ida met in 1914; she was running a beauty salon, 

he was a Socialist firebrand. By the outbreak of the First World War 

Benito Jr. was already on the way and Dalser’s entire savings had 

been ploughed into Benito’s career. Then, Mussolini married another 

girlfriend, buried his left-wing past and turned viciously on Dalser, 

leaving her and their son to incarceration and ruin. Belloccio’s film 

is of intoxicatingly high style, a beautifully realised three-hanky 

melodrama. But much more than that, it is also an excoriating 

investigation into an addled, rotten period in Italian history, and 

expertly weaves actual archive footage of the monstrous self-styled Il 

Duce into this tale of a woman’s life thoroughly trampled. 

Print source: Artificial Eye Film Company Ltd

+ UERRA (WAR)

UK PREMIERE

vORTEX  
(DUBURYS, AKA WATERHOLE)
Thursday 25 & Friday 26 March

Cineworld

Dir. Gytis Lukšas Lithuania 2009 142 mins (adv 15) 

Some subtitles b/w 35mm

Giedrius Kiela, Oksana Borbat, Jevgenija Varencia, Jurate Onaityte, 

Valentinas Masalskis

In the year that Michael Haneke’s The White Ribbon landed the Palme 

d’Or at Cannes, Lithuania offered its own meticulous, black-and-

white, 140-odd minute examination of 20th century history – shot 

on beautifully expressive 35mm rather than the somewhat starker 

digital format. It marks revered 63-year-old writer/director Gytis 

Lukšas’s return to prominence after a near two-decade hiatus since 

1990’s Vzglyad zmiya and was described by the Lithuanian selection 

panel for the foreign language Oscar – which nominated Vortex as the 

outstanding film of the year – as “the first telling of the story of how 

the Soviet times affected a human’s soul and body.” An adaptation 

of Romualdas Granauskas’s novel, carefully structured into separate 

chapters, it’s the story of Juzik (Kiela), a man whose travails come to 

represent the suffering of Lithuania under Soviet occupation. We see 

his childhood, his friendships, his work, his love life and his struggle to 

deal with the oppressions of everyday existence, via award-winning, 

austere monochrome cinematography by Viktoras Radzevicius, that 

simply demands to be seen on the big screen.

Print source: Studija 2

INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE 

THE UNWORTHY
(DIE UNWERTIGEN)
Monday 22 & Tuesday 23 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Renate Güenther-Greene Germany 2009 

86 mins (adv PG) Subtitles Digital

Documentary

This extraordinarily moving account of the unwanted children 

hidden away by the Nazi regime offers a new perspective on the 

Third Reich’s warped view of humanity. Throughout Hitler’s 12-year 

reign bewildered children across Germany were snatched from their 

families and incarcerated in brutal correctional facilities. There they 

were abandoned, forgotten and often killed. In Kalmenhof the Nazis 

murdered so many children – youngsters cast aside because they 

were considered retarded, disruptive or enjoyed taboo music like 

jazz – that a separate graveyard was required for these euthanised 

kids. In The Unworthy a group of survivors tell their stories. One was 

a ‘swing kid’, a jazz fan locked up for daring to embrace decadent 

music. Another endured decades of confinement because she was 

‘slow’. Finally there is the boiling rage of an elderly man torn from 

his mother, and who finally is able to visit her final resting place – an 

unmarked plot on a gentle grassy slope. Closure comes at last, and it 

is never too late. 

Courtesy of Renate Güenther-Greene

+ ZAHN UM ZAHN

vALHALLA RISING
Friday 26 & Saturday 27 March

Cineworld

Dir. Nicolas Winding Refn GB 2009 142 mins (adv 18) 35mm

Mads Mikkelsen, Maarten Stevenson, Gary Lewis, Jamie Sives, 

Ewan Stewart

Best known for the Pusher trilogy and 2008’s hard-man biopic 

Bronson, Danish writer/director Nicolas Winding Refn launches 

another uncompromisingly brutal journey into aggression, 

testosterone and masculinity with his Viking saga Valhalla Rising. 

Showcasing a remarkable – and wordless – central performance 

from his countryman Mads Mikkelsen (the weeping baddie from 

Casino Royale), Refn takes us to the windswept, rain-lashed expanses 

of Scotland circa 1,000 AD. Here we meet a far-from-home Viking 

warrior - the scar-faced, tattooed bruiser known, for obvious reasons, 

as One-Eye (Mikkelsen.) Initially a cage-bound prisoner cruelly trained, 

pit-bull-style for mano-a-mano combat, he breaks free of his captors 

and begins the very long journey towards his homeland, crossing land 

and sea towards a metaphysically transcendent conclusion. A true 

visual wonder thanks to Morten Soborg’s stunning cinematography 

and a full-on experience for the ears courtesy of Peter Kyed and Peter 

Peter’s industrial-metal score, Valhalla Rising is the year’s most purely 

elemental work of cinema, hewn from granite and spattered with 

crimson blood. It demands to be seen on the biggest of screens.

Print source: vertigo Films

UK PREMIERE

TOTO 
Thursday 25 March

Cineworld

Dir. Peter Schreiner Aus 2009 128 mins (adv PG) Subtitles b/w 35mm

Documentary

Three years after Bellavista (BIFF 2007), Austria’s leading 

documentarian returns with another meticulous, monochrome, 

digital video masterpiece. Though still relatively unheralded outside 

his native land, Schreiner is regarded in certain critical quarters as 

one of Europe’s most important filmmakers – and Toto looks set 

to win him new legions of fans. Taking a challenging and radically 

unconventional approach to seemingly unremarkable material 

– a middle-aged man travels from his Vienna home to his Italian 

birthplace – Schreiner’s intense attention to detail yields startling 

sensory magic from everyday sights and sounds. He focuses 

minutely on his protagonist Antonio Cotroneo – quite literally so, 

as many shots are pore-examining close-ups – so that, whilst basic 

biographical data is thin on the ground, we feel like we’re seeing the 

world through Cotroneo’s poetic sensibilities. As we observe him take 

in the sun-dappled coastal ruggedness of his home town Tropea (a 

bathing and fishing resort in Calabria) we hear his ruminations on life 

and death, his probing self-analysis, or sometimes just his breathing. 

This is documentary elevated to an exquisite artform.

Print source: Sixpackfilm
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WHIP IT
Saturday 27 & Sunday 28 March

Cineworld

Dir. Drew Barrymore USA 2009 111 mins (12A) 35mm

Ellen Page, Marcia Gay Harden, Kristen Wiig, Drew Barrymore, 

Juliette Lewis

Ellen Page, young star of 2007’s smash hit Juno, returns as indie rock-

loving Bliss Cavendar, frustrated at her options in her small Texas 

town. On one hand, Mom talks of little else but beauty pageants; on 

the other, Dad’s mind is constantly on football and these two pursuits 

seem to mirror all that her town has to offer. Bliss dreams of leaving 

for hip Austin, but how to leave? One day she discovers a flyer for an 

all-female roller derby and is instantly smitten, much to the dismay 

of her parents, who just don’t see the point… This cracking coming-of-

age sports movie is just impossible not to like, and is a fine update of 

the teen movie as investigated elsewhere in this festival (see pages 32 

and 33), one that puts girls front and centre as masters of their own 

destiny. As for first-time director Drew Barrymore, from starring in E.T. 

at age six via teenage years lost to drink and drugs to emerging as one 

of the smartest Hollywood actresses of her generation, and now to 

this - still only 35, she is surely having one hell of a career...

Print source: Lionsgate UK
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WHITE ON RICE
Saturday 20 March

Bradford Playhouse

Dir. Dave Boyle USA 2009 83 mins (adv 12A) Some subtitles 35mm

Hiroshi Watanabe, Justin Kwong, ‘Nae’, Mio Takada, James Kyson Lee

A notable success with the public (it won the Audience Award at the 

San Diego Asian Film Festival) and critics (Jury Prize - Los Angeles 

Asian Pacific Film Festival) alike over in the States, White on Rice is a 

most unusual coming of age comedy, in that the individual concerned 

is 40 rather than 14. Our hero is Jimmy (Watanabe) who, after being 

chucked out by his wife in Tokyo, seeks refuge with his sister (Nae) 

and her ill-tempered husband (Takada) in the States. Jimmy bunks 

up with his 10-year-old child prodigy nephew (Kwong), and spends 

most of his time seeking a new wife – but let’s just say that his social 

skills, and his English, leave a lot to be desired... Low on budget but 

consistently high on laughs, the irresistibly genial White on Rice kicks 

off with a side-splitting parody of martial arts cinema that features 

voice-work by none other than cult movie legend Bruce Campbell – 

his presence itself a vote of confidence in sophomore director/

co-writer Dave Boyle.

Print source: Tiger Industry Films

UK PREMIERE

THE WOMAN WITH THE 5 ELEPHANTS
(DIE FRAU MIT DEN 5 ELEFANTEN)
Friday 19, Monday 22 & Sunday 28 March

Cineworld

Dir. Vadim Jendreyko Switzerland 2009 93 mins (adv 12A) 

Subtitles 35mm

Documentary

An instant word-of-mouth hit at all the festivals where it’s been 

shown – from Vienna to the Norwegian Arctic and far beyond – The 

Woman with the 5 Elephants profiles Swetlana Geier, an octogenarian 

lady from the Ukraine who has dedicated her life to translating 

the great works of Dostoyevsky (whose big five novels are the 

“elephants” of the exotic-sounding title) from Russian into German. 

Nominated for Best Documentary at the European Film Awards, 

this is an accessible but endlessly thought-provoking journey into 

guilt and expiation, an irresistible character study of a woman who, 

even half-way into her ninth decade, continues to toil at her chosen 

metier. Gradually we discover the tragic events which led her into this 

particular line of work – involving some of the darkest episodes of 

the Second World War as they unfolded in Geier’s native Ukraine. We 

watch as she returns home for the first time in over half a century – 

writer-director Jendreyko thus examining and illuminating the great 

sweep of history through the brilliant prism of a unique, charismatic 

individual.

Print source: Tiger Industry Films
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WHEN YOU’RE STRANGE: 
A FILM ABOUT THE DOORS
Saturday 27 March

Hebden Bridge Picture House

Dir. Tom DiCillo USA 2009 112 mins (adv 15) 35mm

Documentary with Johnny Depp (narrator)

Fans of The Doors will have their fires well and truly lit by this exciting 

new documentary which features a welter of archival footage that 

has never been shown in public before. For non-devotees, meanwhile, 

the film presents an accessible potted history of the enduringly 

popular California foursome’s dizzyingly rapid rise to worldwide 

fame in the late ‘60s, culminating in the still-controversial death of 

dangerously charismatic frontman Jim Morrison in 1971. The debut 

feature-length documentary from renowned US indie director Tom 

DiCillo (Johnny Suede, Living in Oblivion, 2006’s Delirious), it’s narrated 

in suitably too-cool-for-school style by an inheritor of Morrison’s 

mainstream/cult-straddling iconic status, Johnny Depp. As Screen 

International’s David D’Arcy comments in his review, “besides its 

archival richness, the strength of DiCillo’s documentary is that it 

is genuinely cinematic, a visual journey. Magnificently edited... it 

captures the seductive mood of Doors concerts, which often collapsed 

into anarchy as Morrison improvised and the band just kept playing.” 

Break on through, indeed.

Print source: The Works UK Distribution
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HOLLYWOOD NORTH:
NEW CANADIAN CINEMA

A popular colloquialism for the Canadian film industry, 

Hollywood North is Bradford International Film Festival’s 

stimulating new strand. It aims to bring to Bradford the 

most innovative, progressive and exciting filmmaking 

from the country with the fastest growing film industry 

in the world. 

Presently, vancouver is North America’s third-largest 

film centre behind Los Angeles and New York. Toronto 

hosts the highly-competitive Toronto International Film 

Festival, considered by many second only to Cannes in 

terms of influence. And Montreal acts as a hub for the 

pulsating and eclectic films of Quebec. All in all Canadian 

and Quebecois filmmaking currently boasts a culturally 

dynamic trade and an inspiring creativity unique in the 

modern business.

As Hollywood indulges in the powerhouse studios’ love 

for big-money blockbusters, “Hollywood North” has 

quietly evolved into an adventurous and intelligent 

instrument of Canada’s voice. The following films 

discover this voice which, with its mishmash of 

complexities, variations and revelations, triumphs in 

representing a nation grappling for its own identity.

Last year, BIFF dipped a proverbial toe into the curious 

pond of Canadian cinema and loved what it found. So 

did our audiences. Over the last year I have travelled 

to explore the wonderful worlds of the Toronto and 

Montreal film festivals, scouring the deepest nooks and 

crannies of the industry to unearth the gems of modern 

Canadian cinema. And also, through my freelance work 

as a writer for US and Canadian television, I have hunted 

and hounded to gather the best “Hollywood North” 

has to offer, which includes The Necessities of Life, the 

UK premiere of Canada’s submission for Best Foreign 

Language Film at last year’s Academy Awards.

From the remote small towns of Newfoundland, along 

the bleak northern territories of the Inuit peoples and 

proudly independent-minded Quebec, through the 

urban metropolis of Toronto both past and present, to 

the sprawling beauty of vancouver Island, geographical 

Canada is covered here in its sprawling entirety. This 

exclusive and exceptional range of cinema is packed with 

everything a moviegoer could ask for. Come, join us… 

and watch something exhilarating. Ben Haller

bradford international film festival

UK PREMIERE 

CRACKIE
Tuesday 23 March, Pocklington Arts Centre

Dir. Sherry White Canada 2009 94 mins (adv 15) 35mm

Mary Walsh, Meghan Greely, Joel Thomas Hynes

Seventeen-year-old Mitsy lives in a ramshackle house in a small 

Newfoundland town with her eccentric grandmother, Bride, who has 

raised her since she was four. Bride spends her days scrounging in the 

local dump and her nights entertaining men in her bedroom. She wants 

Mitsy to elevate her life but has no idea that Mitsy secretly plans to move 

to Alberta to live with her real mother, Gwennie, and fulfil her desire to 

be a hairdresser. Mitsy’s world starts to unravel when Gwennie appears 

unexpectedly and stirs up trouble. Sherry White’s directorial debut can 

be at once compared to the films of Ken Loach and offers a poignant 

character study brimming with raw human emotion. 

Print source: Kickham East Productions

UK PREMIERE 

NURSE.FIGHTER.BOY
Thursday 25 March, Hebden Bridge Picture House

Dir. Charles Officer Canada 2008 93 mins (adv 15) 35mm

Karen LeBlanc, Clark Johnson, Daniel J. Gordon

The intensely powerful Nurse.Fighter.Boy is a breathtaking urban love 

story about the soul of a mother, the heart of a fighter, and the faith of a 

child. Jude is a single mother who descends from a long line of Jamaican 

caregivers. Silence is a washed-up boxer who fights illegally to survive. 

Ciel is a boy who delves into music, conjuring dreams for his mother. 

During the last week of summer, a late-night brawl finds the fighter 

in the nurse’s care causing their three fates to be forever entwined. 

Together with an eclectic soundtrack and the daring direction of Charles 

Officer this insightful film is ultimately boldly romantic, and cannot be 

dismissed.

Print Source: Rezo Films International

UK PREMIERE 

 THE NECESSITIES OF LIFE
(CE QU’IL FAUT POUR vIvRE)
Sunday 21 March, Ilkley Playhouse

Dir. Benoît Pilon Canada 2008 102 mins (adv PG) Subtitles Digital

Natar Ungalaaq, Paul-André Brasseur, Éveline Gélinas

In 1952, an Inuit hunter named Tivii, stricken with tuberculosis, leaves 

his home and family to recuperate in a sanitarium near Quebec City. Far 

from all he has ever known and faced with a completely alien world, Tivii 

becomes despondent and expresses a wish to die. A sick orphan named 

Kaki, with experience of both worlds, over time manages to help Tivii 

grow more comfortable with his surroundings. In exchange for Kaki’s 

kindness, Tivii educates his newfound friend about the ways of the land 

and the Inuit people. By sharing his culture with Kaki and opening it 

up to others, Tivii rediscovers his pride and energy. Ultimately he also 

rediscovers hope through a plan to adopt Kaki, bring him home and 

make him part of his family. Benoît Pilon has created an engaging and 

heart-warming film that is visually stunning from start to finish. 

Print source: E1 Films International

EUROPEAN PREMIERE 

THE RED ROOSTER 
Saturday 20 March, Leeds Trinity University College

Dir. Terry Miles Canada 2009 80 mins (adv 15) Digital

Casey Manderson, Kristine Cofsky, Jessica Duong

Terry Miles’ When Life Was Good charmed the audience at BIFF 2009. 

Now the experimental Canadian filmmaker is back with this ascetic, 

beautifully shot film that is littered with calm, intimate pauses for 

contemplation amongst the havoc of unhappy young lives colliding. 

Terrance, a wunderkind literary star whose debut novel is long overdue, 

tags along on his brother’s fishing trip, hoping the time away will 

inspire him to finish his book. However the trip is actually an adulterous 

island getaway for his brother. This is of great interest to Terrance, 

especially considering the fact that his brother’s mistress is also his 

brother’s ex-wife. Manderson is fantastic as an emotionless writer who 

will go to just about any immoral length to actually feel something. 

Print Source: Cinemanovel Films, Inc

UK PREMIERE 

vICTORIA DAY
Thursday 25 March, Bradford Playhouse

Dir. David Bezmozgis Canada 2009 87 mins (adv 12A) 35mm

Mark Rendall, Holly Deveaux, Scott Beaudin

It is May 1988 in Toronto. The school year is coming to a close. The 

Victoria Day long weekend heralds the beginning of summer. Ben 

Spektor, 16, attends a Bob Dylan concert with his two closest friends. 

Though the year is 1988, they exist as if in a time warp, idolising the 

music and culture of the 1960s. Outside the concert, Ben sees what 

looks like a routine exchange: two teenagers buying drugs. In a way he 

could never have predicted, the consequences of this drug deal will alter 

the course of his summer and, quite possibly, the rest of his life. Mark 

Rendall’s performance as a boy in unglamorous transition to adulthood 

is simply electrifying.

Print Source: E1 Films International

UK PREMIERE 

NEW DENMARK
Thursday 25 March, Otley Courthouse Arts Centre

Dir. Rafaël Ouellet Canada 2009 72 mins (adv 15) Digital

Carla Turcotte, Alexandra Soucy, Sophie Bérubé

During a long and cloudy summer, Carla spends her time trudging 

through the forests, fields and streams looking for the smallest of clues 

to help find her missing sister. When not plastering the town with 

posters of Maggie, Carla tries to cope with the new and unwanted 

situation that has beset her. But if someone you love has gone missing, 

when do you stop looking for them? Adopting a risky stance with 

a sparseness of dialogue, Québecois director Ouellet emphasises 

the indescribable pain and anguish of Carla through magnificently 

moving cinematography. A haunting soundtrack deepens the mystery 

surrounding Maggie’s disappearance and the film will leave few viewers 

unaffected. This intriguing and enticing film by the unconventional 

Ouellet is something completely different; you will not see a film like 

this anywhere else apart from BIFF 2010.

Print Source: Estfilmindustri
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45365
Tuesday 23 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dirs. Bill Ross IV, Turner Ross USA 2009 90 mins (adv PG) Digital 

Documentary

Winner of no fewer than eight awards around the film festival circuit, 

including Best Documentary at SXSW in Austin, Texas 45365 is a 

resident’s eye view of small-town America. It was made by a pair of 

brothers in and around their hometown of Sidney, Ohio (population 

20,211 in the most recent census) – a town of unusually eclectic 

architecture, and whose postal zip code is 45365. Filmed during the 

sun-dappled autumn of 2007, the film consists of brief, seemingly 

chance glimpses into ordinary lives, the Rosses’ HD cameras enjoying 

remarkable unhindered access to a wide variety of locations and 

environment; indeed, this is precisely the kind of access that only 

trusted insiders could obtain. The result is an invaluable time capsule 

of ordinary American life in the earliest decade of the 21st century, 

“meticulously balancing cinema-verite intimacy and dreamlike 

reverie” (according to Variety’s Joe Leydon) as it presents us “ineffably 

beautiful” images of a town that gradually becomes as familiar as our 

own neighbourhood.

Print source: Seventh Art Releasing

BEETLE QUEEN CONQUERS TOKYO
Sunday 28 March

Cineworld

Dir. Jennifer Oreck USA 2009 90 mins (adv PG) Subtitles Digital 

Documentary

Selected as one of current cinema’s most notable “unknown 

pleasures” in a recent survey for Film Comment magazine (along 

with fellow BIFF 2010 selections Lowlands and The Blacks), this 

chronicle of Japan’s insect-collecting mania is a fine example of how 

American independent filmmakers have been venturing far beyond 

their nation’s borders in search of inspiration. Wrote Michael Chaiken 

in Film Comment: “A kaleidoscope view of Japan’s past, through the 

traditions and customs that survive to the present, Beetle Queen 

bristles with kinetic energy. Lightning bugs become flares in the 

night as the micro-world of insects is portrayed as an exalted and 

adventurous place. Boasting beautifully accentuated sound design, 

it’s a film to be heard as well as seen.” Winner of the Special Jury 

Prize at the CineVegas film festival and nominated for the Truer Than 

Fiction gong at the prestigious Independent Spirit Awards, Beetle 

Queen provides an oblique, outsider’s take on present-day Japan - 

making it an apt companion piece for Kenta McGrath’s Three Hams in 

a Can (page 21).

Print source: Myriapod Productions

BLUE BUS
Saturday 27 March

Otley Courthouse Arts Centre

Dir. Phil Scarpaci USA 2009 95 mins (adv PG) Digital

Ron Recasner, Phil Scarpaci

Augie and Joe take off on a cross-country road trip in a battered blue 

Volkswagen. Their end destination: New Orleans. Their mission: to 

deliver a mysterious sealed wooden box left to Augie by a dead friend. 

En-route their friendship enters a new phase as each man delves into 

his past and confronts his flaws, regrets, hopes and long-forgotten 

aspirations. Blue Bus is that rare vehicle – a film about loyalty and 

the willingness to go the extra mile that avoids cloying messages of 

sentiment. Instead it embraces looking forward and advocates what 

all of us secretly know: that nostalgia ain’t what it used to be. With 

heartfelt performances, improvised dialogue, deliberately cramped 

camerawork (how else does one film two men inside a bus?) and 

two perfectly-matched leads in Recasner and director/actor Scarpaci 

this emerges as one of the most engaging indie projects in years. 

And as our ageing heroes butt heads during a journey to revelation, 

so the tension and suspense gently builds as they chug steadily to 

Louisiana… what’s in the box?

Print source: Scarpaci/Kelly Productions Inc.

EUROPEAN & INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE 

BONECRUSHER
Friday 19 March

Leeds Trinity University College

Dir. Matthew F. Fountain USA 2009 72 mins (adv 15) Digital 

Documentary 

British cinema has a fine tradition of films about coal and coalmining 

– indeed, there was an entire season of them mounted at the BFI 

last September under the banner King Coal, which then toured the 

country and stopped off at Bradford’s National Media Museum in 

December. The list of American films dealing with the subject has 

been surprisingly skimpy, considering how central the industry is 

to certain parts of the country. The latter includes the Appalachian 

mountains of Virginia, whose inhabitants are the subject of the 

superb new documentary Bonecrusher. A profile of veteran miner 

Luther “Bonecrusher” Chaffin and his 25-year-old son Lucas (who’s 

been forbidden by his father from following him “down the pit,”) it’s 

an unblinking look into working lives and communities stretched 

to breaking point by the current global financial crisis. According to 

Washington City Paper’s Hilary Crowe, the results “tug at the heart 

as much as at the conscience,” pungently evoking a truly “uncharted 

state” of 21st century America.

Print source: Writebrain Films

UNCHARTED 
STATES OF 
AMERICA IV
When we started our Uncharted States of America 

strand back in the summer of 2006 – the first 

selection of movies appeared at March 2007’s BIFF 

– we promised to bring you the very best of truly 

independent (as opposed to studio-funded “indie”) 

American cinema.

And each year we’ve searched long and hard 

for “the experimental, transgressive, genuinely 

low-budget”, finding numerous gems in what we 

described as the “rowdy network” of underground 

film festivals that have sprung up inspired by – and, 

in many ways, as a corrective to – corporatised fests 

such as Sundance and TriBeCa.

The result has been brought Bradford International 

Film Festival to the attention of taste-makers, 

zeitgeist-surfers and talent-spotters from Cannes 

to California, showcasing acknowledged master 

filmmakers including James Benning, Travis 

Wilkerson and John Gianvito.

But Uncharted States has always been about 

finding the next wave of American independent 

filmmaking talent. 

From day one, Uncharted States has been about 

maximum inspiration on minimum finance. In both 

documentaries and features, the selected films 

have taken adventurous audiences into unfamiliar, 

cash-strapped, down-at-heel corners of the richest 

nation on Earth. Because that’s simply where the 

best films are always to be made, and the best and 

most worthwhile stories are to be told.

With this fourth selection of Uncharted titles, 

however, we break new ground by following 

American independent filmmakers beyond (as 

well as within) their nation’s boundaries: with 

Jessica Oreck to Japan, with Peter Thompson to The 

Netherlands, with Kris Swanberg to Puerto Rico, 

with Lucy Raven to China. Like all cinema, the US 

independent scene is evolving all the time – and so, 

therefore, is Uncharted States of America. 

The odyssey continues...  Neil Young

bradford international film festival
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DOUBLE-BILL 

CHINA TOWN
Wednesday 24 & Thursday 25 March

Pictureville Cinema/Cubby Broccoli Cinema 

Dir. Lucy Raven  USA 2009 52 mins (adv U) Digital 

Documentary

Bradford International Film Festival’s Uncharted States of America 

strand was originally devised to showcase cutting-edge, adventurous, 

politically-engaged, geographically-aware filmmakers such as James 

Benning, Travis Wilkerson and Sharon Lockhart. And now we can add 

the name of Lucy Raven to that illustrious company on the basis of 

her utterly remarkable debut China Town. Not to be confused with 

Roman Polanski’s 1974 crime thriller masterpiece – though the 

similarity in titles is of course 100 per cent deliberate – this is avant-

garde cinema at its most imaginative and lively, a real-life “animation” 

that clicks through more than 7,000 still photographs to document 

how copper production is now a truly global affair. Our journey begins 

in the open-pit mines of eastern Nevada and continues all the way 

to China, where the material is refined and processed into electrical 

wire. Issues of globalisation, conservation and nationalism are deftly 

explored in this visually arresting and meticulously executed example 

of an artist pushing her chosen medium into genuinely new and 

exciting areas. 

Print source: video Databank

EUROPEAN  & INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE

+ LOWLANDS
Dir. Peter Thompson USA 2009 51 mins (adv 12A) 

Some subtitles Digital 

Documentary

Selected by the US’s most august film critic Jonathan Rosenbaum 

as one of current cinema’s most notable “unknown pleasures” 

(in a recent survey for Film Comment magazine – see also Beetle 

Queen Conquers Tokyo and The Blacks) this beautiful experimental 

documentary essay explores “the effects of war upon domestic and 

creative life” through Catharina Bolns, wife of Dutch master Jan 

Vermeer, “culminating in one of her dreams in the form of a masque 

and oratorio”. According to Rosenbaum, this is simply “a marvel, by 

Chicago’s best filmmaker”, delving into “1996 Bosnian war crimes, 

Vermeer’s paintings, and the startling rhyme effects between the 

two”. The result is a unique hybrid of intense, intelligent research and 

sensitively delicate poetic imagery, drifting between chronological 

and geographical zones, historical incident and artistic creation – and 

represents must-see viewing even for those whose only experience 

of Vermeer is The Girl with the Pearl Earring (2003). Peter Thompson 

is one of American independent cinema’s best-kept secrets – exactly 

the kind of individual that BIFF’s Uncharted States of America strand 

always seeks to showcase and champion. 

Print source: Chicago Media Works

DOUBLE-BILL 

EUROPEAN & INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE 

IT WAS GREAT, 
BUT I WAS READY TO COME HOME
Saturday 27 March

Otley Courthouse Arts Centre

Dir. Kris Swanberg USA 2009 61 mins (adv 15) Some subtitles Digital 

Kris Swanberg, Jade Healy, Chris Trujillo, Nick Drashner

The Swanbergs – Kris and prolific writer/director husband Joe – are 

one of the busiest and best connected couples in micro-budget 

American independent cinema right now, Kris acting in Joe’s Hannah 

Takes the Stairs (2007) and now stepping behind the camera for her 

debut as writer/director, It was great, but I was ready to come home 

(which Joe has co-produced). Shot around the mountains and coastal 

towns of Costa Rica, it’s another example – along with Uncharted se-

lections Beetle Queen Conquers Tokyo and Lowlands – of adventurous 

American filmmakers looking beyond their nation’s borders. It’s the 

story of best friends Cam (Healy) and Annie (Swanberg) as they deal 

with their emotions and their pasts while trying to enjoy a holiday 

away from everyday life’s stresses and strains – with results that are 

less spikily combustible than, say, Mary Bronstein’s Yeast (Uncharted 

States 2009) but no less penetrating in their clear-eyed analysis of 

female relationships. Featuring music from the Orange Mighty Trio 

and outstanding cinematography from Ben Kasukle, It was great... is a 

disarmingly fresh, invigorating miniature.

Print source: Kris Swanberg

 

EUROPEAN & INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE 

+ FREEzER FRIGHT
Dir. Nancy Silver USA 2009 57 mins (adv 15) Digital 

Documentary

If James Cameron’s box office behemoth Avatar is the über-ubiquitous 

“alpha” of US cinema anno 2009, Freezer Fright is the super-

elusive “omega”. Perhaps the weirdest – and cheapest – film ever 

programmed at Bradford (or anywhere else), this brisk blast of ice-

cold humour has only ever been shown in public once before, when 

it was the sole local movie at Hot Spring’s 1st Arkansas Underground 

Film Festival (a.k.a. ARKUFF!). A labour of love for Nancy Silver – an 

artist/violinist/sculptor/song-writer/guitarist/dancer (phew!) from 

Bonnerdale, AR (pop. 2,136) – it’s half folk art artefact, half cable-TV 

pilot. Silver, chatting away while toting a hand-held video camera, 

probes her neighbours’ fridges with results that are half Loyd 

Grossman, half David Lynch. Her gal-pals sport joke shop disguises – 

sensible, considering some of the embarrassingly adult items nestling 

among peas and popsicles. You may love Freezer Fright (we do!) or be 

jaw-drop appalled. But, we confidently predict, you have never seen 

anything quite like this. Enter The World!

Print source: Nancy Silver
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EGGSHELLS
Friday 26 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Tobe Hooper USA 1969/2009 90 mins (adv 15) b/w Digital 

Ron Barnhart, Pamela Craig, Allen Danziger

Before he started throwing hippies to crazed rednecks with chain 

saws, Tobe Hooper was actually celebrating the Peace and Love 

Generation, as seen in his long-unreleased and recently rediscovered 

first feature Eggshells, from 1969. Short on plot but heavy on 

experimentation, Hooper’s movie could easily serve as a prequel to 

The Texas Chain Saw Massacre. Eggshells gives us an hour-and-a-half 

of a group of hippies living together in a house, leading up to the 

(Jewish) wedding of two of them. Meanwhile, there are co-ed shared 

baths (filmed more matter-of-factly than erotically) and possibly a 

ghost in the basement, while Hooper busies himself with time-lapse 

sequences, awkward zooms, meaningfully symbolic explosions, 

hyper-editing and shaky-cam cinematography long before it was 

cool. If you can imagine a cross between the films of dreamy North 

Carolina impressionist David Gordon Green and the visual effects 

experimentalism of French cinema pioneer Georges Méliès, this may 

be it.

Print source: Mark Rance/Watchmaker Films

REDLAND
Friday 19 March

Cineworld

Dir. Asiel Norton USA 2009 105 mins (adv 18) 35mm 

Sean Thomas, Kathan Fors, Mark Aaron, Lucy Adden, 

Bernadette Murray

If Stan Brakhage (DogStarMan), Terrence Malick (Badlands) and Russ 

Meyer (Mudhoney) had ever collaborated on a feature film – and that 

prospect is too tantalising to contemplate – the end product might 

well have resembled the overwhelming sensory experience that is 

Redland, one of American independent cinema’s most astonishing 

eruptions of new talent. Ambitiously working with old school 35mm 

celluloid – when nearly all of his cash-strapped contemporaries are 

content to settle for digital video – director/co-writer Asiel Norton 

has crafted a devastatingly brutal and heartbreakingly beautiful 

vision of farm life during the Great Depression, a family chronicle 

of people battling through overwhelming hardship and personal 

trauma arising from the daughter’s illicit affair. Himself raised, 

rather like Werner Herzog, in a mountain cabin with “no television, 

limited electricity and water obtained from a nearby stream”, 

photographer-turned-filmmaker Norton was recently named as one 

of Filmmaker Magazine’s 25 New Faces of Independent Film, and was 

also one of three nominees in the Someone To Watch category at the 

Independent Spirit Awards. Just remember where you heard his name 

first. 

Print source: zyzak Film Company

bradford international film festival
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REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE
Thursday 25 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Nicholas Ray USA 1955 111 mins (PG) 35mm

James Dean, Natalie Wood, Sal Mineo, Jim Backus

James Dean is the prototype vulnerable rebel Jim Stark. Jim is new in 

town, just moved to the Los Angeles suburbs with fussy, well-to-do 

Mum and henpecked, ineffectual Dad. He finds friendship in Plato and 

Judy, but other kids don’t take to Jim at all, forcing him into escalating 

tests of nerve: first a knife-fight, then a ‘chicken run’ car race. The 

granddaddy of the teen film, with a star role that echoes not just 

through the other titles in this selection but far beyond into popular 

culture. Rebel’s peers were scaremongering ‘juvenile delinquent’ 

movies, pitched in alarmist tones at the wrong generation. Here, our 

sympathies are squarely with the youngsters, with Jim’s frustration at 

his lack of a place making him almost bipolar. With Dean dying just 

days before the film’s release, role and performer became inseparable. 

Dean/Stark is beautiful, sensitive, and doomed. 

Print source: BFI, with thanks to Warner Bros.

THE BREAKFAST CLUB
Sunday 21 March, Cineworld

Dir. John Hughes USA 1985 97 mins (15) 35mm

Emilio Estevez, Anthony Michael Hall, Judd Nelson, Molly Ringwald, 

Ally Sheedy, Paul Gleason

Five teens are forced to talk about their problems at a Saturday 

morning detention, each a cipher for their social clique: “a brain, an 

athlete, a basket case, a princess and a criminal”. Of our selection, 

and among the generation who came of age in the 1980s, this is the 

most widely seen, and one of the most fondly remembered of all 

teen movies. The Breakfast Club was the apogee of a mid-‘80s run 

of hits for writer and director John Hughes, book-ended by Sixteen 

Candles before, and Weird Science, Pretty in Pink and Ferris Bueller’s 

Day Off after. Hughes’ understanding of the endless cruelties and 

disappointments of teen life, and his affection for pop culture, left 

him perfectly placed to connect with teens en masse. The Breakfast 

Club is the most sympathetic of his films. 

Print source: Universal Pictures

RIvER’S EDGE
Monday 22 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Tim Hunter USA 1986 100 mins (18) 35mm

Keanu Reeves, Crispin Glover, Ione Skye, Dennis Hopper

When his friends think nothing of covering up a rape and murder 

committed by one of their number, Matt looks in vain for moral 

support. Parents, as usual, are clueless, the police dumb and lazy. 

Most disturbing of all, Matt’s little bro’ seems to be going the same 

way as his ‘do-as-thou-wilt’ peers. Many teen movies made stars of 

their young actors, yet several never shook off their iconic younger 

selves. Keanu Reeves is a curious case: though he’s remained in 

constant demand, he only ever seemed right playing about 17. Here, 

his is the voice of reason in an otherwise downright scary, noirish 

world of moral decay. A disturbing entry in the genre, River’s Edge is 

a cold-eyed gaze at an alternate teen world without guiding morals, 

prefiguring the likes of kids and Gummo by a decade.

Print source: Park Circus Releasing
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DIRTY DANCING
Saturday 20 & Sunday 21 March, Cineworld

Dir. Emile Ardolino USA 1987 mins (12A) 35mm

Jennifer Grey, Patrick Swayze, Jerry Orbach, Cynthia Rhodes

Dirty Dancing takes us to the dowdy, buttoned-down early ‘60s 

and a tale of star-crossed lovers. Jennifer Grey is Baby, a wide-eyed 

idealist intent on changing the world. Patrick Swayze is Johnny, the 

rebellious dance teacher employed at the terminally naff Catskills 

holiday resort where Baby and her family are staying.  A real button-

pusher, Dirty Dancing lines up prejudice, mistrust, nasty boyfriends 

and a gruelling dance contest to overcome, while capturing perfectly 

the need to break free from parents and childhood. We get to spend 

a great amount of time watching some electrifying dance numbers, 

with Baby’s decision to avoid the knobbly knees contest setting her on 

an unstoppable journey to self-assertion. Thought of as just a guilty 

pleasure for too long, Dirty Dancing hits the emotional spot in ways 

that really can’t be ignored. 

Print source: Lionsgate Films

PUMP UP THE vOLUME
Tuesday 23 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Allan Moyle Canada/USA 1990 102 mins (15) Digital

Christian Slater, Annie Ross, Andy Romano, Scott Paulin

Like James Dean’s Jim Stark, Christian Slater’s Mark is transplanted 

to a new town and has similarly useless parents. Painfully shy 

by day, Mark is pirate DJ alter ego Hard Harry by night, offering a 

voice to the legions of his bored, ignored teenage listeners in a dull 

Arizona suburb. Aside from his no-mark ex-hippy folks, Mark rages 

at his dangerously complacent school, which prefers to exclude 

its underachieving ‘problem’ kids in order to bolster their league 

table ranking. This is Slater’s best film; he has never seemed this 

sincere again. Full marks go to the choice of soundtrack songs, which 

underpin the drama perfectly; as well as his penchant for alt. rock 

(Pixies, Sonic Youth, Henry Rollins), Mark also finds time to single-

handedly break hip-hop in the Grand Canyon State. Pump up the 

Volume gave us another great sympathetic outsider.

Print source: Filmbank

WELCOME TO THE DOLLHOUSE
Wednesday 24 March, Bradford Playhouse

Dir. Todd Solondz USA 1995 88 mins (15) 35mm 

Heather Matarazzo, Victoria Davis, Christina Brucato

High schooler Dawn ‘Wienerdog’ Wiener is the butt of all torment at 

school and suffers in comparison with her younger ‘perfect’ sister and 

older brother. Relationships in Dawn world are shaky at the best of 

times, so it seems right that Dawn buddies up, at least temporarily, 

with Brandon, one of her chief tormentors. Todd Solondz’s ‘adult’ teen 

film ekes out every last drop of awkwardness from the ‘ugly duckling’ 

scenario, playing with the line between winces and chuckles, as well 

as with our expectations of the teen genre. With an unforgettable 

performance from Heather Matarazzo as Dawn, the film is 

compulsive. Solondz went on to push his rotten sensibility further 

with the notorious Happiness in 1998, and you can check out brand 

new his revisiting of those characters in Life During Wartime (page 14)

Print source: Artificial Eye Film Company Ltd
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bradford international film festival

DON’T YOU FORGET ABOUT ME:

U.S. TEEN MOVIES 
Part way into The Breakfast Club two teenagers, 

one a hulking, sarcastic rebel, the other a dweebish 

late-starter, sit down together to Saturday morning 

detention and shrug their coats off at exactly the 

same time. Mid-shrug, they catch each other’s eye, 

then check themselves. Something passes, and an 

instant later the nerd has returned his coat to his self-

conscious shoulders, put firmly back in his place in the 

iron-fast high school pecking order. If you’re under 

about 40, chances are that you know this moment as 

a flicker that someone behind the movie understands 

just what it feels like to be at a teenager during the 

seemingly eternal high school years. 

Teenage years are the perfect time for discovering 

films, and teen movies that get it right can resonate 

in a special way. The six films here have been selected 

because they reached into the teenage experience and 

reflected it back with an attempt at emotional truth. 

At some point between the 1950s and 1980s the teen 

movie learned not to patronise, and moved past the 

embarrassing mid-50s ‘social problem’ films to offer 

stories that teenagers could claim as theirs. Rebel 

without a Cause, decades ahead of its 1955 peers, 

kick-started the ‘mature’ genre thanks to James Dean’s 

breakthrough performance. Dean made his audience 

sympathise with his sensitive outsider, he died, and 

the movie cleaned up. 

Here then is clutch of films, half drawn from a 

1980s ‘golden age’,  that attempted to reflect the 

experiences of their patrons. Some are more skilful at 

it than others. For all the carefully designed types in 

The Breakfast Club, it now seems the most schematic 

of the bunch, while the almost forgotten Pump up the 

Volume actually looks quite special. We sign off with 

Todd Solondz’s scathing, revisionist end-note Welcome 

to the Dollhouse, from 1995, and after an early-‘90s 

lull, in 2010 the U.S. teen movie seems in resurgence 

(see Whip It, p. 24).  I’m sure another retrospective will 

address this in a few years’ time. But for now here are 

six movies from earlier waves. If it all seems like a long 

time ago remember: "when you grow up, your heart 

dies.”

Tom Vincent 
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BRADFORD 
CITY OF FILM
SHORTS BURSARY 
SCHEME
Bradford Playhouse
Thursday 25 March

Six short films, each made on a 
budget of £1,000, that reflect 
different aspects of Bradford’s 
culture, heritage and community. 

Total running time: 71 mins (adv 15)

WHERE YOU FROM?
Dir. Nick Ahad GB 2009 16 mins Digital

A passenger gets into a taxi; we see from his arms that he is brown. 

The white taxi driver asks him where he’s from – repeatedly and with 

increased latent aggression. Told mostly through flashbacks, we learn 

the character’s story of growing up with a white mother and an Asian 

father, and how answering the question ‘Where you from?’ isn’t all 

that easy to do.  

ENID LOOSENS UP
Dir. Abbe Robinson GB 2009 6 mins Digital 

Enid is a rather prim and uptight old woman who goes swimming at 

her local pool. One day, she discovers the new steam room facility and 

ventures in... only to find all the other the clients naked.  This throws 

up a dilemma for Enid: does she disapprove and complain to the 

management, or find the courage to loosen up and join them?

MADE IN BRADFORD:
THE ROCK ‘N’ ROLL YEARS
Dir. Jonjo McColgan GB 2009 20 mins Digital

Documentary

Two bands, formed almost 20 years apart, with one connection: they 

were made in Bradford. Terrorvision: award-winning and multi-gold 

album selling ‘90s chart sensations; Random Hand: young upstarts 

with two independent album releases and appearances at last year’s 

Leeds and Reading Festivals.

MADE IN BRUDDERSFORD
Dir. Shanaz Gulzar GB 2009 11 mins Digital

Made in Bruddersford explores the complexity of Bradford and its 

communities. The film incorporates the work of past Bradfordian, J.B. 

Priestley, who may be unknown to the more diverse communities. 

The film revisits his vision of Bradford, fusing imagery and audio to 

create a new and richer portrait of the city. It provides a melting pot 

where the “portrait” and the “voice” is never static but ever changing, 

a reflection of the city itself. Members of the Bradford community 

read excerpts of J.B. Priestley’s Made in Bruddersford, sometimes 

translated into their own native language, and intercut with images 

of Bradford city centre.

ANGELS OF BRADFORD
Dir. Jean McEwan GB 2009 16 mins Digital

A poetic documentary celebrating the ordinary angels to be found 

in Bradford – if we look hard enough.  Angels of Bradford celebrates 

the thousand acts of everyday kindnesses that occur in the city every 

day by its dwellers – Bradford’s everyday angels – against the unique 

beauty of the cityscape.  

SOUNDS LIKE BRADFORD
Dirs. Various GB 2009 2 mins Digital 

Animation

A two-minute animated soundscape of Bradford, made by Animated 

Yorkshire Network. 

Bradford shorts
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All information correct at time of going to print

Around a Small Mountain p.5 8.00pm BP
Vincere p.23 8.30pm CB
Crying with Laughter + Q&A p.8 8.30pm CW

White on Rice p.25 8.00pm BP
Home from Home p.13 8.00pm CB
Dirty Dancing  p.33 8.30pm CW

International Shorts 1  p.39 6.00pm CB
Shooting Dogs  p.48 6.00pm CW
Screentalk: John Hurt
+ The Elephant Man p.47 7.00pm PV
The Red Rooster p.27 7.30pm LTUC

And Then Came Lola p.4 6.30pm CB
Screentalk: Fernando Meirelles
+ City of God p.51 7.00pm PV 
Bonecrusher p.29 7.30pm LTUC

VIP screening p.2 7.00pm PV

Opening Night Gala: 
Perrier’s Bounty + Q&A p.2 9.00pm PV

Fish Eyes p.10 2.30pm CB
New Muslim Cool p.15 2.45pm PV
The Woman with 5 Elephants p.25 3.30pm CW

Christine p.67 10.30am TVH
Rome: The Stolen Eagle p.66 11.40am TVH
Another Sunday and Sweet FA p.67 12.45pm TVH
Eccentricities of a Blonde... p.10 1.00pm PV
Donkey p.9 1.30pm CW

Henri-Georges Clouzot’s... p.40 4.15pm CB
Perpetuum Mobile p.18 4.30pm PV
Redland p.30 5.30pm CW

Shine Award Jury Screening p.62 10.15am CB
Looks and Smiles p.66 10.30am TVH
Made in Britain p.66 12.30pm TVH
Charlie & the Chocolate Factory p.64 1.00pm CB
Perpetuum Mobile p.18 1.00pm PV
Crying with Laughter  p.8 1.45pm CW

Abigail’s Party p.67 2.00pm TVH
The Man Who Would Be....  p.14 2.45pm PV
Scandal p.48 3.30pm CB
Constantin and Elena p.8 3.45pm CW

Elephant p.67 4.00pm TVH
Modern Love is Automatic p.14 4.30pm PV

BP: Bradford Playhouse (01274 820666) 

CW: Cineworld, Bradford (0871 220 8000)

HBPH: Hebden Bridge Picture House (01422 842807)  

HPPH: Hyde Park Picture House, Leeds (0113 275 2045)  

IP: Ilkley Playhouse (01943 609539)

LTUC: Leeds Trinity University College (0113 283 7100)

TVH: TV Heaven at the National Media Museum (0870 70 10 200)

PV: Pictureville Cinema at the National Media Museum

CB: Cubby Broccoli Cinema at the National Media Museum

OCAC: Otley Courthouse Arts Centre (01943 467466)

PAC: Pocklington Arts Centre, York (01759 304750)

VH: Victoria Hall, Saltaire (01274 327305)

DIARY - BRADFORD INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 18 - 28 MARCH 2010
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SUNDAY 21 MONDAY 22 TUESDAY 23 WEDNESDAY 24 THURSDAY 25 FRIDAY 26

L’affaire Farewell  p.13 6.00pm PV
The Man Who Fell to Earth p.44 6.30pm OCAC 
One Fast Move or I’m Gone p.17 6.30pm HPPH
Park Shanghai p.17 6.30pm CW
Nurse.Fighter.Boy p.26 7.45pm HBPH

The Lovers p.67  4.15pm TVH
Battle of the Bulge p.53  4.30pm PV
Paradise p.17 4.45pm CB
Don’t Look Now p.43 4.30pm HBPH

10 Rillington Place p.49 6.15pm CW
Elkland p.10  6.45pm CB
The Blacks p.6 7.00pm HPPH 
Life During Wartime p.14 7.45pm HBPH

Splinters p.21 8.00pm BP
The Necessities of Life p.26 8.00pm IP
Reel Injun p.41 8.30pm CB
Bluebeard p.6 8.30pm CW

1984 p.48 8.00pm BP
New York, I Love You p.16 8.15pm PV
The Unworthy p.22 8.30pm CB
Bad Timing p.44 8.45pm CW

Eureka p.44 8.00pm BP
The Calling + Q&A p.7 8.15pm CW

Welcome to the Dollhouse p.33 8.00pm BP
L’affaire Farewell p.13 8.15pm PV
Perrier’s Bounty + Q&A p.2 8.30pm CW

Bradford City of Film Shorts p.34 8.00pm BP 
Victoria Day p.27 8.00pm BP
Four Lions + Q&A  p.11 8.30pm PV
Cipher: Cabinet of Dr Caligari  p.58 8.30pm CB
Vortex p.23 8.30pm CW
New Denmark p.27 9.00pm OCAC

Blindness p.51 8.00pm BP
Valhalla Rising p.22 8.30pm CW
Die Hard p.55  8.40pm PV
Eggshells p.30  8.45pm CB

The Constant Gardener  p.51 6.00pm CW 
Animal Heart p.5 6.00pm IP
Presumed Guilty p.18 6.15pm CB
Screentalk: Nicolas Roeg
+ Puffball p.43 7.00pm PV
The Man Who Fell to Earth p.44 7.30pm LTUC

Terrorism Considered as ... p.21 7.00pm CB
Screentalk: Imelda Staunton
+ Vera Drake p.45 7.30pm PV
Crackie p.26 7.30pm PAC

Watch with Baby:
New York, I Love You p.16 10.30am PV
Nuts in May p.67  10.30am TVH
The Naked Civil Servant p.66  12.00pm TVH
The Man Who fell to Earth p.44 1.00pm PAC
A Taste of Honey + Talk p59 1.15pm CB
Me! I’m Afraid of Virginia Woolf p.67 1.30pm TVH
The Calling p.7 1.30pm CW

The Last Action p.13 6.00pm PV 
No-One Knows About ... p.16 6.15pm CW
Anna May Wong 
+ Piccadilly + Q&A p.40 7.00pm CB 
Prima Primavera p.18 7.30pm PAC

Home Sweet Home p.67 10.30am TVH
Dirty Dancing  p.33 12.00pm CW
Stronger Than the Sun p.67 12.30pm TVH
The Witches p.44, 65 1.00pm CB

The Breakfast Club  p.32 2.00pm CW 
Workshop: What’s the Story? p.59 2.00pm LTUC 
The Lovers p.67 2.15pm TVH
Modern Love is Automatic p.14 2.15pm PV
Me! I’m Afraid of Virginia Woolf p.67 3.00pm TVH
Heppy’s Daughter + Shorts p.41 3.45pm CB

Three Hams in a Can  p.21 4.00pm CW
Up the Junction p.67 4.20pm TVH

King Lear p.66 10.30am TVH
Othello p.67 1.45pm TVH

Walter p.67 4.00pm TVH
International Shorts 1  p.39 4.00pm PV
River’s Edge  p.32 4.15pm CB
The Woman with 5 Elephants p.25 4.45pm CW

Reel Injun p.41 2.00pm PV
Presumed Guilty p.18 2.00pm CB
Bluebeard p.6 2.30pm CW

Dogtooth p.9 6.00pm PV
Highly Strung   p.13 6.15pm CB
Donkey p.9 6.45pm CW

A Day Out p.67 2.30pm TVH
45365 p.28 2.45pm CB
A Subject of Scandal and ... p.67 3.30pm TVH 
No-One Knows About ... p.16 3.30pm CW

Red Poet p.19 4.00pm PV
Pump Up the Volume p.33 4.45pm CB
The Mosque in Morgantown   p.15 5.15pm PV
The Search p.20 5.45pm CW

China Town + Lowlands p.30  2.00pm PV
Cathy Come Home p.67 2.50pm TVH
Midnight Express p.48 3.45pm CW

International Shorts 2 p.39  4.30pm PV
Eccentricities of a Blonde...  p.10 5.30pm CB

A Subject of Scandal... p.67  10.10am TVH
Senior screening: The Field p.49  10.30am PV
I, Claudius p.66  11.20am TVH
Up the Junction p.67 12.20pm TVH
Walter p.67 1.40pm TVH

Toto p.22 2.00pm CW
A Day Out p.67 3.00pm TVH
China Town + Lowlands p.30 3.00pm CB
Rebel Without a Cause p.32 3.45pm PV

Fluke p.11 4.30pm CW
Henri Langlois: Phantom...  p.40 5.15pm CB

This is Cinerama p.56  10.00am PV
Nuts in May p.67  10.30am TVH
Abigail’s Party p.67  12.10pm TVH
Manhattan p.53  1.00pm PV
Vortex p.23 1.00pm CW

Othello p.67  2.00pm TVH
Oyster Bay with David Coles p.57  3.00pm PV
International Shorts 2 p.39  3.15pm CB
Deep in the Valley p.9 3.45pm CW

Cathy Come Home p.67 10.30am TVH
Senior Screening: Puffball p.43 10.30am PV
The Naked Civil Servant p.66 12.00pm TVH
The Unworthy p.22 12.45pm CB
Love and Death on Long Island p.49 1.00pm PAC
Bad Timing p.44 1.00pm CW
I, Claudius p.66 1.30pm TVH
Dogtooth p.9 1.45pm PV

BP: Bradford Playhouse (01274 820666) 

CW: Cineworld, Bradford (0871 220 8000)

HBPH: Hebden Bridge Picture House (01422 842807)  

HPPH: Hyde Park Picture House, Leeds (0113 275 2045)  

IP: Ilkley Playhouse (01943 609539)

LTUC: Leeds Trinity University College (0113 283 7100) 

BP: Bradford Playhouse (01274 820666) 

CW: Cineworld, Bradford (0871 220 8000)

HBPH: Hebden Bridge Picture House (01422 842807)  

HPPH: Hyde Park Picture House, Leeds (0113 275 2045)  

IP: Ilkley Playhouse (01943 609539)

LTUC: Leeds Trinity University College (0113 283 7100)

TVH: TV Heaven at the National Media Museum (0870 70 10 200)

PV: Pictureville Cinema at the National Media Museum

CB: Cubby Broccoli Cinema at the National Media Museum

OCAC: Otley Courthouse Arts Centre (01943 467466)

PAC: Pocklington Arts Centre, York (01759 304750)

VH: Victoria Hall, Saltaire (01274 327305)

TVH: TV Heaven at the National Media Museum (0870 70 10 200)

PV: Pictureville Cinema at the National Media Museum

CB: Cubby Broccoli Cinema at the National Media Museum

OCAC: Otley Courthouse Arts Centre (01943 467466)

PAC: Pocklington Arts Centre, York (01759 304750)

VH: Victoria Hall, Saltaire (01274 327305)
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INTERNATIONAL 
SHORTS 1: 
Six short films by Liang 
Ying and Dietmar Brehm

Total running time: approx 75 mins 
(adv 12A)

I LOVE LAKERS / MEDICINE / 
CONDOLENCES 
Saturday 20 & Monday 22 March

Cubby Broccoli Cinema/Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Liang Ying China 2008/9 45 mins (adv 12A) Digital

 OzEAN / INSTAx: CAMERA GIRLS, 
LONDON 1966 / VERDREHTE AUGEN: 
VIDEOVERSION-2
Dir. Dietmar Brehm Austria 2008 25 mins (adv 12A) Digital

A pair of triple whammies from two directors with little in 

common other than their outstanding talent. China’s Liang Ying 

is well-known to regular BIFF attendees as we’ve previously 

showcased his features Taking Father Home and The Other Half 

(at BIFF 2007) and Good Cats (BIFF 2009). Ying has specially 

selected two features by his peers for BIFF 2010 – The Search 

and Park Shanghai – and we’re very proud to host the UK 

premieres of own latest work, excellent miniatures which 

continue his searching analysis of modern-day urban China. 

These included the truly astonishing Condolences, recently 

named as one of three winners of the Tiger Award for Short 

Films at the prestigious Rotterdam Film Festival. Meanwhile 

from Austria, Linz’s veteran and wildly prolific avant-gardiste 

Dietmar Brehm is represented by a trio of semi-abstract, eye-

poppingly colourful, technically dazzling shorts that show why 

he’s long been regarded as a master of the form. 

Print sources: Liang Ying; Sixpackfilm

LAST STOP (SISTE STOPP)
Dir. Eilif Bremer Landsend Norway 2008 8 mins Digital

ATLANTIQUES 
Dir. Mati Diop France 2009 16 mins Digital

FINAL DESTINATION (DESTINATION FINALE)
Dir. Philip Widmann Germany 2008 9 mins Digital

1110 WIEN GEORGE - WASHINGTON-HOF
Dir. Christoph Weihrich Austria 2009 4 mins Digital

PALMES D’OR  
Dir. Siegfried A. Fruhauf Austria 2009 7 mins 35mm

LOST WORLD (LETûNT VILáG)

Dir. Gyula Nemes Hungary 2008 20 mins 35mm

Wednesday 24 & Friday 26 March

Pictureville Cinema/Cubby Broccoli Cinema

BIFF presents an eclectic selection of the very best shorts spotted by 

our international consultant Neil Young on his annual tour of the 

festival circuit. These really are the filmmakers of tomorrow, including 

Norway’s fresh-faced prodigy Eilif Bremer Landsend – all of 18 when 

he wrote and directed the beautifully tender Last Stop – and France’s 

Mati Diop (the young star of Claire Denis’s 35 Shots of Rum) whose 

poetically topical Atlantiques reveal that she’s as talented as she is 

beautiful. Young describes Siegfried A. Fruhauf’s Cannes-kaleidoscope 

Palmes d’Or, meanwhile, as “perhaps the single most challenging, 

uncompromising and extraordinary thing I saw anywhere during 

2009”. The programme runs approximately 65 minutes and is 

certificated 12A (adv). Note: contains extreme flashing strobe effects 

throughout Palmes d’Or.

Print sources: Eilif Bremer Landsend; Le Fresnoy; Works Cited; 

Sixpackfilm (for both Austrian films); Hungarian Film Union

INTERNATIONAL 
SHORTS 2: 
Lost and Found Worlds

Total running time: 65 mins 
(adv 12A)

shorts
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SATURDAY 27 SUNDAY 28

Screentalk: John Harvey p.56  4.30pm PV
Fish Eyes p.10  4.45pm CB 
1 p.4 4.30pm HBPH

2001 - A Space Odyssey p.52 6.15pm PV
Chip on My Shoulder... p.7 6.30pm CB
Whip It p.24 6.30pm CW
It Was Great... + Freezer Fright p.31 6.45pm OCAC 
When You’re Strange p.24 7.45pm HBPH

Greenberg p.12 6.00pm CW
The Shine Award 2010 p.62 6.00pm CB
Shed Your Tears 
and Walk Away + Q&A p.20 7.00pm HBPH
The Phantom of the Opera
+ Live accompaniment p58 7.00pm VH
Cinerama’s Legacy p.57 8.00pm PV

Green Waters p.12 8.00pm BP
Repo Chick + Q&A p.19 8.30pm CB
Bad Lieutenant p.6 9.00pm CW
2010 p.52 9.10pm PV 
Blue Bus p.29 9.15pm OCAC

Sinful Davey p.49 2.00pm CW
Looks and Smiles p.66  2.50pm TVH
Red Poet p.19  3.00pm CB
Shine Shorts p.62 3.00pm OCAC
Performance p.43 3.30pm HPPH

Remastering Windjammer Talk p.53  10.00am PV
King Lear p.66  10.30am TVH
Windjammer p.53 11.00am PV
Willy Wonka & the Chocolate... p.65  11.00am CB
10 Rillington Place p.49 1.00pm CW
Blue Sky + Talk p.59  1.15pm CB
Rome: The Stolen Eagle p.66  1.45pm TVH

Alien p.47,56  2.00pm PV
Another Sunday and Sweet FA p.67  2.50pm TVH
Valhalla Rising p.22 3.30pm CW
Home Sweet Home p.67  3.50pm TVH

Cineramacana p.57  10.00am PV
Stronger Than the Sun p.67  10.30am TVH
The Woman with 5 Elephants p.25 12.00pm CW
Made in Britain p.66  12.15pm TVH
The Alamo p.54  12.30pm PV
Matilda p.65 1.00pm CB
Christine p.67  1.45pm TVH

Beetle Queen Conquers Tokyo p.28 4.00pm CW
Flying Clipper p.53 4.00pm PV
Jean Simmons: Rose of England p.41  4.15pm CB
Elephant p.67  4.40pm TVH 

Whip It p.24 8.30pm CW
Closing Night Gala:
The Railway Children + Guests p.3 8.30pm PV
Alice in Wonderland (IMAx) p.56 8.30pm IMAX

The Blue Lagoon p.55  10.00am PV
Quest for Fire p.54  12.30pm PV
The Hunt for Red October p.54  2.30pm PV

MONDAY 29

BP: Bradford Playhouse (01274 820666) 

CW: Cineworld, Bradford (0871 220 8000)

HBPH: Hebden Bridge Picture House (01422 842807)  

HPPH: Hyde Park Picture House, Leeds (0113 275 2045)  

IP: Ilkley Playhouse (01943 609539)

LTUC: Leeds Trinity University College (0113 283 7100)

TVH: TV Heaven at the National Media Museum (0870 70 10 200)

PV: Pictureville Cinema at the National Media Museum

CB: Cubby Broccoli Cinema at the National Media Museum

OCAC: Otley Courthouse Arts Centre (01943 467466)

PAC: Pocklington Arts Centre, York (01759 304750)

VH: Victoria Hall, Saltaire (01274 327305)
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ANNA MAY WONG – 
FROSTED YELLOW WILLOWS:
HER LIFE AND LEGEND
Wednesday 24 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema 

Dir. Elaine Mae Woo USA 2007 50 mins (adv PG) Digital 

Documentary narrated by Nancy Kwan

They called her “The Yellow Wonder”. The daughter of a Chinese 

laundryman Anna May Wong (1905-61) was a pioneering actress 

during the embryonic (and deeply racist) years of Hollywood, Despite 

early success in 1921’s The Toll of the Sea, Wong ricocheted around 

Hollywood seeking to make a break into movies. Her exotic looks 

ensured she was never short of work but all too often Wong was 

relegated to playing servant girls or sundry ethnic support whilst 

white actresses were employed in key oriental roles. Leading roles 

were denied her until 1928 when, aged 23, she broke through as 

Song in the German film of the same name. Over a career spanning 

40 years Wong (real name Wong Liu Tsong, or Frosted Yellow Willows) 

broke down barriers, becoming more than just the stereotypical 

dragon lady of screen villainy.

Print source: Woo Neiman Productions

+ PICCADILLY
Dir. E.A. Dupont GB 1929 108 mins (PG) b/w Silent Digital

Jameson Thomas, Anna May Wong, Gilda Gray, Charles Laughton

One of the pinnacles of British silent cinema, Piccadilly is a sumptuous 

showbiz melodrama seething with sexual and racial tension. The 

Chinese-American screen goddess Anna May Wong stars as Shosho, 

a scullery maid in a fashionable London nightclub whose sensuous 

tabletop dance catches the eye of suave club owner Valentine Wilmot. 

She rises to become the toast of London and the object of his erotic 

obsession – to the bitter jealousy of Mabel, his former lover and star 

dancer (played by Ziegfeld Follies star Gilda Gray).

Print source: BFI

We will be joined by writer/director Elaine Mae Woo for this double-

bill screening.

HENRI-GEORGES CLOUzOT’S INFERNO
Friday 19 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema 

Dirs. Serge Bromberg, Ruxandra Medrea Annonier France 2009 

102 mins (15) Subtitles Digital

Documentary with Henri-Georges Clouzot, Romy Schneider, 

Serge Reggiani

In 1964 French auteur Henri-Georges Clouzot (The Wages of Fear, 

Les Diaboliques) embarked on what he hoped would be a journey to 

make a unique film: L’Enfer, or Inferno, a powerful, psychedelic story 

of jealousy. He shot for 18 weeks in the South of France, obsessively 

crafting his opus in his head but failing to communicate his wishes 

to colleagues. When he had a heart attack, studio chiefs at Columbia 

pulled the plug. The remnants of this dream project film have been 

pieced together in this compelling, hypnotic documentary: a story of 

artistic tragedy, frustration and unbridled obsession that charts the 

Clouzot’s downfall. It is also a magnificent piece of detective work 

that rescues from oblivion a long-lost, aborted epic that may or may 

not have been the salvation of its maker.

Print source: Park Circus Releasing

UK PREMIERE 

HENRI LANGLOIS: THE PHANTOM 
OF THE CINéMATHèQUE
(LE FANTôME D’HENRI LANGLOIS)
Thursday 25 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema  

Dir. Jacques Richard France 2004 128 mins (adv PG) Digital

Documentary with Henri Langlois, Pierre Cardin, Claude Chabrol, 

Lotte Eisner, Georges Franju, Jean-Luc Godard, Alfred Hitchcock, 

Eric Rohmer, Jean Rouch, Werner Schroeter, François Truffaut

If Henri Langlois not been born, the film offer here at the National 

Media Museum might not exist. Before Langlois, films were thought 

of as disposable, to be scrapped the day their cinema run was over. 

Langlois, possessed of a different vision, began to save film prints, to 

preserve and to expand film culture. Creating an early film society 

in ‘20s Paris with Georges Franju, their proto-archive grew into the 

Cinémathèque Française, a vast, ambitious, sprawling ferment 

of an organisation that Langlois helmed (save for a short period 

of politically motivated exile) for five decades. Without Langlois, 

countless works of art would now be unknown, the cinephilia that 

fuelled film movements the world over would not exist, and cinema 

history would have taken a different course. It is impossible to 

overstate Langlois’ achievement, described by Nicholas Ravy (p 32) as 

“perhaps the most important individual effort ever accomplished in 

the history of the cinema”. Yet his story is little known, save for a few 

biographies and this comprehensive labour of love. 

Print source: Les Films élémentaires

UK PREMIERE

HEPPY’S DAUGHTER
Sunday 21 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema 

Prod. Bob Geoghegan GB 2009 58 mins (adv U) Digital

Documentary with Val Williamson, Tony Fletcher

He was the man with the magic box; the man who made filmmaking 

a full-time business before Hollywood was thought of; the man who 

gave Ronald Colman his first screen job. He was the man who thought 

up all the tricks of the film business decades before Hollywood; the 

man who paid his stars £2 10s a week (and for that they had to help 

sweep up the studio between shots). He was Cecil M. Hepworth 

(1873-1953), known to his friends as Heppy, and his oeuvre spanned 

Charles Dickens, William Shakespeare, Lewis Carroll and newsreel 

footage of the state funeral of Queen Victoria. In this illuminating 

featurette the late Val Williamson, the last of Hepworth’s four 

children, remembers the man who had the longest and most prolific 

career of any of the early British film pioneers. Many of his films are 

now lost.

Print source: Film Friends Productions/C.M. Hepworth Film Trust

+ SILENT FILMS BY CECIL HEPWORTH
With piano accompaniment by Terry Ladlow

Dir. Cecil Hepworth 1903-24 GB 60 mins (adv U) b/w silent 35mm

A selection of Hepworth shorts representing a cross-section of his 

work as one of Britain’s leading pioneers of silent cinema. The range 

of his output was vast and here includes the legendary Rescued by 

Rover which over the years has been re-made several times. The films 

vary in length from just two minutes (Invisibility) to almost nine 

minutes (Fugitive Futurist). Composer Terry Ladlow will provide piano 

accompaniment for the Hepworth titles. Since the mid-1990s he 

has created original scores for Metropolis, Strike, The General and The 

Wind. He is a frequent visitor to the Museum and we are delighted to 

welcome him back.

Print source: BFI

JEAN SIMMONS: ROSE OF ENGLAND
Sunday 28 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema 

Dirs. Tony Earnshaw, Jim Moran GB 2004 80 mins (adv 15) Digital

Documentary with Jean Simmons

During a two-hour interview at Bradford Film Festival in 2003, Jean 

Simmons talked through a career in movies spanning seven decades, 

from the 1940s to the start of the 21st century. Simmons, still 

beautiful at 74, discussed her films, her co-stars and her marriages 

to Stewart Granger and Richard Brooks while regaling a capacity 

audience with stories of Vivien Leigh, Otto Preminger, Kirk Douglas, 

Richard Burton and Deborah Kerr at the height of their Hollywood 

fame. The second in the NMeM’s series of Screentalk films, Jean 

Simmons: Rose of England is the only in-depth interview Simmons 

ever gave on camera and represents a unique opportunity to watch 

this legendary screen star discussing her life in film. Among the 

movies under scrutiny are Guys and Dolls, Angel Face, The Robe, 

Hamlet and Spartacus. Screened in tribute to Simmons, who died in 

January aged 80.

Print source: National Media Museum Archives

UK PREMIERE

REEL INJUN
Sunday 21 March and Monday 22 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema/

Pictureville cinema 

Dirs. Neil Diamond, Catherine Bainbridge, Jeremiah Hayes USA 2009 

88 mins (adv PG) Digital

Documentary with Russell Means, Graham Greene, Adam Beach, 

Wes Studi, Sacheen Littlefeather, Jim Jarmusch, Clint Eastwood

Via a road trip across the United States, Reel Injun examines the 

personification of the American Indian over more than a century 

of motion pictures. En-route it casually explodes a few myths and 

shatters some entrenched stereotypes. Much of the wider world’s 

understanding and appreciation of Native American culture comes 

courtesy of the white man’s skewed interpretation. John Ford, 

revered as the father of the quintessential American western, 

comes under sustained fire for casting noble human beings as 

blood-thirsty savages in 1924’s The Iron Horse and, 15 years later, 

Stagecoach. Director and co-writer Neil Diamond also takes a justified 

swipe at Hollywood’s predilection for casting white actors (Burt 

Lancaster, Charles Bronson, Chuck Connors et al) as Indians whilst 

genuine Native Americans were confined to the ensemble. There is 

commentary from long-time activists like Russell Means, one of the 

armed protesters at Wounded Knee who later became a respected 

actor, and model Sacheen Littlefeather who, on behalf of Marlon 

Brando, infamously took to the stage of the Academy Awards in 1973 

to refuse his Oscar.

Print source: Rezolution Pictures International Inc.

We hope to be joined by the producers of Reel Injun for this UK 

Premiere screening.

cinefile cinefile

CINEFILE
One of BIFF’s trademark strands, now in its 13th year, 

CineFile celebrates and documents the world of movies 

and the people who make them. Welcome to another 

kaleidoscopic selection of films from around the world.
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Film notes by Tony Earnshaw, Tom Vincent
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REVOLUTION/DISLOCATION:

A NICOLAS ROEG 
RETROSPECTIVE
The slogan ‘visionary filmmaker’ is applied all too 

easily but in the case of Nicolas Roeg it is entirely apt.

From Roeg’s early days acquiring the skills of 

cinematography, through his explosive directorial 

debut with Performance (now considered one the 

finest British films of all time) to his more recent genre 

pictures, his poetic realisation of film art has seared 

our collective unconscious.

Roeg forms part of a grouping of outlandish British 

filmmakers emerging in the 1960s (Peter Whitehead, 

Ken Russell, Michael Reeves) whose work is often 

overlooked in favour of the monochrome cinema of 

realism, documentary, farce and melodrama. Few 

cinematographers make the transition to successful 

director. And those that have succeeded (Sven Nykvist 

and Haskell Wexler for example) have produced a 

limited number of effective works. By contrast, Roeg’s 

body of work is original, diverse and memorable.
 

Nicolas Roeg was born in London in 1928. After the 

Second World War he worked his way up through 

the film industry becoming a cameraman on films 

as diverse as Lawrence of Arabia (he worked on 

the famous train hijack scene), Fahrenheit 451, The 

Masque of the Red Death and A Funny Thing Happened 

on the Way to the Forum. Roeg also worked on one of 

the last ‘festival’ films, Glastonbury Fayre (1972) where 

his interest in visualising music and the counterculture 

is evident.

Roeg’s directorial debut was Performance (1970), the 

film he made with Donald Cammell – a notorious 

figure in the colliding worlds of art, pop and beat 

literature. The film superbly captures the spirit of 

swinging London and the point at which the positive 

vibes of the counterculture were turning slowly sour. 

Roeg and Cammell manipulated and tormented their 

stars including James Fox and Mick Jagger.

Roeg followed Performance with Walkabout (1970) 

where the psychic effects of environment on human 

existence are played out. The effect of environment 

on relationships then becomes a recurrent theme in 

Roeg’s work and is reprised in Castaway (1986). 
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SCREENTALK: NICOLAS ROEG
In conversation with Mark Goodall

Sunday 21 March, PIctureville Cinema

Join Nicolas Roeg as he discusses his origins as a 

cinematographer before reviewing one of the most 

original bodies of work British cinema has ever produced. 

Following this interview Mr. Roeg will be presented with 

the annual BIFF Fellowship Award.

Dr. Mark Goodall is a lecturer in the Bradford Media School 

at the University of Bradford. He is the author of Sweet 

and Savage: the world through the shockumentary film lens 

(Headpress, 2006) and Gathering of the Tribe: the dark side 

of Music (Headpress, 2011).

PERFORMANCE
Sunday 28 March, Hyde Park Picture House

Dirs. Nicolas Roeg, Donald Cammell GB 1970 105 mins (18) 35mm

James Fox, Mick Jagger, Anita Pallenberg, Michèle Breton

Performance was Nicolas Roeg’s debut film as director. Roeg was 

brought in by co-director and fellow visionary Donald Cammell and 

the ‘two-director picture’ seemed the way of the future. The fused 

vision of Roeg and Cammell was certainly powerful, although Warner 

Brothers failed to appreciate this when they viewed the first cut. 

Ostensibly the story of Chas, a south London gangster (Fox), hiding 

out in the house of pop star Turner (Jagger) after an unauthorised 

‘hit’, the film soon veers into an altered reality of sex, violence and 

hallucination. The numerous ‘performances’ in the film involve the 

merging of the key personalities, mind control, murder and gender 

bending.  

Print source: BFI

DON’T LOOK NOW
Friday 26 March, Hebden Bridge Picture House

Dir. Nicolas Roeg GB/Italy 1973 110 mins (18) 35mm

Julie Christie, Donald Sutherland, Hilary Mason

On a cold, bright day in England, a little girl drowns in a pond. She is 

the daughter of John Baxter and his wife, Laura. Still numb with grief, 

Laura accompanies John to Venice where he is restoring a church in 

the hope that the holiday will help her to recover from the shock of 

their daughter’s death. But, gradually, the Baxters begin to believe 

that they see her in the alleys and old buildings of the city. Illusion, 

reality and sudden terror spiral this nightmarish tale (adapted from 

a story by Daphne Du Maurier and packed with ambiguities and 

tension) to an unexpectedly grotesque and shattering climax. A lonely 

tragedy is all that remains. Arguably Roeg’s finest film.

Print source: Optimum Releasing

The opening sequence of Roeg’s next film Don’t Look 

Now (1973), the accidental death of a child, is one of 

the most famous – and tragic – in film history. Other 

scenes from the film are equally memorable (the love 

scene) and the horror lurking in the everyday and 

within seemingly beautiful backdrops demonstrated 

Roeg’s increasing skill in making the psychodrama a 

visual feast.

In our age of crisis, when many values and beliefs 

systems are collapsing and fragmenting, humanity 

must revisit the revolutionary theories and ideas of 

the ancient past. Nicolas Roeg’s films have already 

explored these visionary occult worlds and so in the 

early 21st century can help guide us to the new future. 

Mark Goodall

Nicolas Roeg

Born: 15 August 1928

London, England

Selected filmography as director

1970 Performance

1971 Walkabout  

1973 Don’t Look Now  

1976 The Man Who Fell to Earth

1980 Bad Timing

1983 Eureka

1985 Insignificance

1986 Castaway 

1990 The Witches

2007 Puffball 

+ PUFFBALL 
Dir. Nicolas Roeg GB/Ireland/Canada 2007 120 mins (18) 

35mm

Kelly Reilly, Miranda Richardson, Rita Tushingham, Donald 

Sutherland

Two veteran English creative talents come together in this, 

the most recent feature film by Nicolas Roeg, based on Fay 

Weldon’s much-admired 1980 novel. Freely adapted by 

Weldon’s own son Dan, it returns to the big themes of Roeg’s 

masterpiece Don’t Look Now: the supernatural, motherhood, 

loss. And Puffball likewise centres on a stranger coming 

to a land where the almost-familiar can suddenly become 

incomprehensible, in a locale heavy with menace. Liffey (Reilly) 

is an architect, converting an ancient cottage in the beautiful 

Irish countryside. The place is rampant with lush vegetation 

and other signs of burgeoning fertility including an ancient 

stone said to be a symbol of potency, and the eponymous 

puffball, a fungus which glows and pulsates with life like a 

womb. When Liffey becomes pregnant, her achingly broody 

neighbour (Richardson) becomes convinced Liffey has stolen 

her child – with dramatic consequences for all. Look out for a 

cameo from Don’t Look Now’s Donald Sutherland, as Liffey’s 

wise mentor Lars, in a fascinating and unique film that pits 

modern rationality against older, more elemental forces.

Print source: Yume Pictures

(ALSo SCREENING TUESDAY 23 MARCH)
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THE MAN WHO FELL TO EARTH
Sunday 21 March, Leeds Trinity University College

Wednesday 24 March Pocklington Arts Centre

Thursday 25 March Otley Courthouse

Dir. Nicolas Roeg GB 1976 138 mins (18) 35mm Digital

David Bowie, Rip Torn, Candy Clark, Buck Henry

The ultimate representation of a stranger in a strange land, in which 

Thomas Jerome Newton (David Bowie) experiences a journey and 

an epiphany, finding that the world he discovers is the world he 

has lost. At the peak of his rock career, Bowie was cast in sympathy 

with his stage persona as an extra-terrestrial stranded on Earth in 

this adaptation of the novel by Walter Tevis. Bowie – ethereal, pale, 

gaunt – is entirely convincing as a visitor from another planet, a being 

tasked with transporting the survivors of his own drought-stricken, 

dying world to Earth’s Eden. Nicolas Roeg’s style is ideally suited to 

this tale of alienation, corporate intrigue and the influence of the 

CIA in modern America. Probably Roeg’s most eccentric picture and 

undeniably one of the great cult films of the ‘70s. Dazzling.

Print source: BFI

BAD TIMING
Monday 22 & Tuesday 23 March, Cineworld

Dir. Nicolas Roeg GB 1980 123 mins (adv 18) 35mm

Art Garfunkel, Theresa Russell, Harvey Keitel, Denholm Elliott

Another of Roeg’s dazzling mosaic puzzles, complete with 

doppelganger motif, set in Freud’s Vienna as contemplative 

psychoanalyst Alex courts tragedy by obsessively trying to probe the 

mysteries of Milena, the self-assured, rapaciously sexual girl he loves. 

Written by the playwright and film critic Yale Udoff, Bad Timing covers 

the late-night, early-morning struggle by the staff of a Viennese 

hospital to save Milena from the effects of a self-administered 

overdose of drugs. What distinguishes this melodramatic ‘love story’ 

is the singularly compelling manner of its telling: counterpointed 

to the base tone is another of latent unease coupled with a 

gradually developed sense of melancholy in a film that revels in its 

discontinuous narrative.

Print source: Park Circus Releasing

EUREKA
Tuesday 23 March, Bradford Playhouse

Dir. Nicolas Roeg GB/USA 1983 130 mins (adv 15) 35mm 

Gene Hackman, Theresa Russell, Rutger Hauer, Mickey Rourke

“A prospector (Hackman) in Canada in the ‘20s finally strikes it lucky, 

engulfed in a river of gold; and then the rest of his life, immured in 

his house (‘Eureka’) in the Bahamas and wondering what on earth 

there is left. While the weight of Roeg’s success is usually stylistic, 

this is more of a harkback to the cosmic scale of The Man Who Fell 

to Earth, with enormous themes streaming through a strange tale. 

Alongside the bass-line of a man who ‘once had it all, and now just 

owns everything’, there are games of knowledge and power (voodoo, 

cabbalahs, magick), a devouring relationship with his daughter 

(Russell), and a nebulous running battle with business competitors 

who want their own share of the planet. The man who raped the 

earth and lost his demon is finally the victim of ‘business interests’ in 

the same way that Jagger was in Performance. It’s a great, Kane-like 

notion.” – Time Out

Print source: Park Circus Releasing
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IMELDA 
STAUNTON:
ACTRESS IN CHARACTER

Just as her character’s life changed overnight, so Imelda 

Staunton’s world changed overnight thanks to her shattering 

performance as an ordinary 1950s housewife with a secret life 

in Vera Drake.

For her work in the film – her first collaboration with Mike 

Leigh – Staunton received an Academy Award nomination as 

Best Actress. It was overdue recognition for an actress who 

personifies the profession of the British character actress and 

the ability to immerse oneself within a role.

Staunton made her feature debut in 1986 in Comrades, Bill 

Douglas’s epic tale of the Tolpuddle Marytrs. In more than 30 

films she has been a guarantee of quality – perhaps the reason 

why she can be seen in support of old friends like Emma 

Thompson and Kenneth Branagh. Equally at home giving voice 

to Jane Austen, William Shakespeare or JK Rowling, Staunton’s 

repertoire is vast. She flits nimbly from wounded spouse to 

faithful retainer, icy aristocrat to Machiavellian witch. There is 

something delightfully unsettling about the smiling dictator 

Dolores Umbridge in the Harry Potter series. Similarly witness 

the extraordinary ordinariness of Vera Drake, a performance 

that made audiences around the world sit up and notice 

Staunton’s brilliance at bringing character to life. Imelda 

Staunton is a character actor par excellence. We are delighted 

to welcome her to Bradford International Film Festival.

Tony Earnshaw
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SCREENTALK: IMELDA STAUNTON
In conversation with Phil Penfold

Tuesday 23 March

Pictureville Cinema

One of the country’s most beloved and acclaimed actresses 

talks about life on the boards, in the TV studio and on film.

IMELDA STAUNTON

Born: January 9 1956

London, England

Selected filmography

1986 Comrades

1990 Antonia and Jane

1993 Much Ado About Nothing

1994 Deadly Advice

1995 Sense and Sensibility

1996 Twelfth Night

1998 Shakespeare in Love

2000 Chicken Run (voice)

2001 Another Life

2003 Bright Young Things 

2004 Vera Drake

2005 Nanny McPhee 

2007 Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix 

2008 A Bunch of Amateurs

2009 Taking Woodstock 

2010 Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows 

THE WITCHES
Sunday 21 March only, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Nicolas Roeg GB/USA 1990 91 mins (PG) Digital

Anjelica Huston, Mai Zetterling, Jasen Fisher, Jane Horrocks

See Family Films, page 65

Print source: Filmbank

+ VERA DRAKE
Tuesday 23 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Mike Leigh GB/France/New Zealand 2004 125 mins (12A) 

35mm

Imelda Staunton, Richard Graham, Eddie Marsan, Anna 

Keaveney, Alex Kelly, Daniel Mays, Philip Davis

In post-war Britain Vera keeps busy with part-time work 

cleaning homes for well-off families and helping young 

women “in trouble”. A well-meaning housewife, Vera is also a 

back-street abortionist. The production design is outstanding 

in this lovingly crafted film – a remarkable picture that 

captures a corner of London in a world coming to terms with 

life after war. It is both morally and emotionally complex and 

yet understated, with fantastic attention to period detail. 

Vera Drake was triumphant at 2004’s Venice Film Festival with 

awards for best film and best actress for Imelda Staunton 

in a magnificent performance that also led to an Oscar 

nomination.

Print source: Momentum Pictures
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JOHN HURT:
A GENTLEMAN AND A PLAYER

Character actors, like babies, arrive in all shapes and sizes. 

Just as not all stars are character actors so it is that not all 

character actors are necessarily stars. John Hurt happens to 

be both.

An adventurous, courageous, playful, inventive and 

intelligent performer, John Hurt is never dull. He has graced 

some of the world’s strangest films bringing a combination 

of eccentricity and brilliance to them all. He has been the 

actor of choice for Ridley Scott, Jerzy Skolimowski, Sam 

Peckinpah, Jim Jarmusch and Jim Sheridan. He has partnered 

everyone from Ryan O’Neal and Raul Julia to Richard Burton 

and Johnny Depp. He is ubiquitous in a way that always 

leaves audiences thirsting for more. 

In 2012 Hurt will celebrate 50 years in motion pictures. He 

made his film debut in 1962 in Ralph Thomas’s The Wild and 

the Willing, played the lustful miscreant in Sinful Davey, and 

doomed Timothy Evans in 10 Rillington Place, a chilling biopic 

of sex sadist John Christie whose lies sent an innocent man 

to the gallows.

Hurt’s progression through a series of high-profile roles – 

topped by his ground-breaking portrayal of homosexual icon 

Quentin Crisp in The Naked Civil Servant in 1975; he revisited 

the role in 2009 in An Englishman in New York – was made 

possible by his ability to completely immerse himself in a 

part.

Thus in the space of three years he played Brad Davis’s 

drugged-out fellow inmate in Midnight Express, the 

unfortunate Kane, unwittingly assisting the gestation of a 

monstrous extraterrestrial in Alien and John Merrick, the 

delicate artisan trapped within a hideously deformed body, 

in The Elephant Man.

It was a performance that transcended make-up, disguise 

and sentiment to instead offer a glimpse into the soul of a 

gentle, sensitive man beneath the ugliness of his affliction. 

For this phenomenal feat Hurt was nominated for the 

Academy Award as best actor. It was his great misfortune 

to be included in the same year that Robert De Niro won for 

Raging Bull.

John Hurt has been leading man, supporting player and 

scene-stealer. Always he has breathed vivid life into 

believable, plausible and credible characters, often against a 

backdrop of fancy, whimsy or plain bafflement. As he turns 

70 he appears in the final films in the Harry Potter franchise, 

thus enchanting an entirely new generation of admirers. It’s 

what going to the cinema is all about.   Tony Earnshaw

John Hurt

Born: 22 January 1940

Shirebrook, Derbyshire, England

Selected filmography

1962 The Wild and the Willing (debut)

1966 A Man for All Seasons

1969 Sinful Davey

1971 10 Rillington Place

1975 The Naked Civil Servant (TV)

1976 I, Claudius (TV)

1978 Midnight Express

1979 Alien

1980 The Elephant Man

1980 Heaven’s Gate

1983 The Osterman Weekend

1984 1984

1989 Scandal

1990 The Field

1993 Even Cowgirls Get the Blues

1995 Rob Roy

1995 Dead Man

1998 Love and Death on Long Island

2000 Krapp’s Last Tape (TV)

2001 Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone

2004 The Alan Clark Diaries (TV)

2005 The Proposition

2008 Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull

2009 An Englishman in New York (TV)

2010 44 Inch Chest
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+ THE ELEPHANT MAN
Dir. David Lynch USA 1980 124 mins (PG) b/w 35mm

Anthony Hopkins, John Hurt, Anne Bancroft, John Gielgud, 

Wendy Hiller, Freddie Jones

Quite simply, a masterpiece. John Hurt is immense as John 

Merrick, a noble young man exhibited as a side-show freak 

dubbed “the elephant man” due to his terrible physical 

disfigurement. He is saved from the brutality of fairground 

life by a surgeon, Dr. Frederick Treves (Hopkins), who sees 

beyond Merrick’s grotesque façade and finds the refined 

man within. In the hands of David Lynch this astonishing 

true-life tale becomes a grim fairytale in which the 

dankness of Victorian England is given added authenticity 

courtesy of Freddie Francis’s stunning monochrome 

photography. A stunning, unforgettable biopic soaked in 

emotional intensity, sadness and hope for the goodness 

in humanity, The Elephant Man boasts an illustrious cast. 

Inspirational, tremendously moving and eerily compelling, 

the film received eight Academy Award nominations 

including Best Actor for Hurt. Whilst he did not win the 

Oscar Hurt won a Bafta and was nominated for the Golden 

Globe for Best Motion Picture Actor – Drama. It remains his 

finest hour.

Print source: Optimum Releasing

SCREENTALK: JOHN HURT
In conversation with Tony Earnshawshaw

Saturday 20 March 

Pictureville Cinema

We are thrilled to welcome John Hurt, one of the 

UK’s most talented and respected actors, to Bradford 

International Film Festival to accept the 2010 Lifetime 

Achievement Award. In this special Screentalk interview 

he will reflect on a career spanning six decades. 
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ALIEN (70MM)
Saturday 27 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Ridley Scott USA 1979 115 mins (15)

Sigourney Weaver, Tom Skerritt, Veronica Cartwright, Harry Dean 

Stanton, Yaphet Kotto, Ian Holm, John Hurt and Bolaji Bodejo as the 

alien

In the depths of space, the crew of the mining ship Nostromo is 

awakened from sleep by a distress signal from a far-off planet. What 

they discover there will eventually slaughter most of them, leaving 

Warrant Officer Ripley (Weaver in her breakthrough performance) 

alone to face an unimaginable horror as it runs amok in the 

labyrinthine tunnels of the giant ship. Ridley Scott’s landmark sci-fi 

shocker presented John Hurt with one of the most memorable – and 

arguably the goriest – on-screen exits in cinema history. As hapless 

Kane, host to an extraterrestrial life form that erupts from his chest 

after gestation, John Hurt brings humanity and tragedy to a chill tale 

of isolation. And as the alien systematically wipes out all human life, 

this masterpiece of horror builds to a shattering crescendo until only 

one terrified survivor remains. The original and the best, and playing 

in glorious 70mm.

Print source: National Media Museum Archives

With thanks to 20th Century Fox
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1984
Monday 22 March, Bradford Playhouse

Dir. Michael Radford GB 1984 110 mins (15) 35mm

John Hurt, Richard Burton, Suzanna Hamilton, Cyril Cusack

In the totalitarian state of Oceania, perpetually at war with one or other 

of its neighbours, love is a crime. When Winston Smith falls in love with 

fellow worker Julia, the machinations of the state are targeted against 

him. Richard Burton delivers a chilling, understated performance as 

dead-eyed Party inquisitor, O’Brien, torturing John Hurt’s Smith after 

he has dared to express his emotions. Orwell’s grim vision of a society 

under the grinding boot of implacable dictatorship is personified by the 

downtrodden figure of Winston, a man who accidentally finds himself 

railing against everything he has ever known. A drone in the system, 

Hurt underplays Winston for the film’s first third until the love of Julia 

(Hamilton) causes him to blossom and allow his humanity to burst forth. 

It’s a performance of fleeting hope soaked in dread – like waiting for a car 

crash one knows is about to occur. Shot in de-saturated, grainy colour by 

Roger Deakins and with an eye for detail by director Michael Radford.

Print source: BFI

SHOOTING DOGS
Saturday 20 March, Cineworld

Dir. Michael Caton-Jones GB 2005 115 mins (15) 35mm

John Hurt, Hugh Dancy, Dominique Horwitz, Clare-Hope Ashitey, 

Louis Mahoney, Nicola Walker, Steve Toussaint, David Gyasi

Shooting Dogs pulls no punches in its depiction of an impotent 

Western alliance that stood by and allowed hundreds of thousands 

of people to be massacred in the Rwandan genocide. Michael Caton-

Jones’s devastating and powerful docu-drama takes as its core the 

story of a priest (played with weary grace by John Hurt) who allowed 

his school to become a sanctuary for hundreds of Tutsi refugees. But 

the safe haven eventually became a place of siege as, outside, howling 

bands of hyped-up Hutu militia ran amok, killing with abandon. 

Caton-Jones throws up a contemporary re-imagining of the Holocaust 

that parallels the blood-soaked rebel war in the Congo during the 

1960s. This is a damning social document – a filmic realisation of 

a tragedy borne of moral cowardice made all the more potent and 

shocking because of the familiarity of the story and the nearness of 

events. Most pertinently, it is drenched in accusations of failure, and 

soaked with rage. 

Print source: Metrodome Group Plc.

SCANDAL
Saturday 20 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Michael Caton-Jones GB 1989 115 mins (18) 35mm

John Hurt, Joanne Whalley-Kilmer, Ian McKellen, Britt Ekland, 

Bridget Fonda

Based on the society furore that rocked the British establishment in 

the 1960s, Scandal is the story of the downfall of two men – a Tory 

politician and a medical professional – set against a backdrop of music, 

drugs and tell-all good-time girls. John Profumo and Stephen Ward 

are the male victims at the heart of this tale of passion, obsession and 

duplicity, while Christine Keeler and Mandy Rice-Davies are their female 

counterparts. Yet while careers and reputations were destroyed only 

one life was lost: that of Stephen Ward. John Hurt plays the sacrificial 

cow with a winning mix of seediness, vanity and bewilderment. There 

is excellent support from Ian McKellen (as Profumo), Bridget Fonda and 

Joanne Whalley-Kilmer (as Keeler and Rice-Davies) and Britt Ekland as 

a society madam whose tendrils creep into the highest echelons of 

government and beyond

Print source: Park Circus Releasing

THE FIELD
Thursday 25 March

Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Jim Sheridan GB 1990 110 mins (12A) 35mm

Richard Harris, John Hurt, Brenda Fricker, Tom Berenger, Sean Bean

Irish tenant farmer, Bull McCabe, has spent most of his life on 

nurturing a plot of land. He hopes to buy it from the widow of his 

landlord but finds himself being outbid by a visiting American. 

Bull’s obsession leads to him to murder and madness. With strong 

performances from Brenda Fricker, Tom Berenger and John Hurt as 

Bird O’Donnell – the Fool to this growling, howling Lear –Richard 

Harris grabbed the opportunity to turn in a display of strength and 

depth that was rightly rewarded with an Oscar nomination as Best 

Actor. Jim Sheridan followed his highly successful My Left Foot with 

this, another excellent portrait of Irish life in which the sense of 

place, time and custom are faultless. This is a moving experience 

with Harris on towering form as an ordinary man of epic nobility in 

a phenomenal performance that inevitably invites comparison with 

Shakespeare’s crazed king. The Field is in every way as gripping and 

compulsive as that other great drama of the land, Jean de Florette.

Print source: Irish Film Institute

SINFUL DAVEY
Sunday 28 March, Cineworld

Dir. John Huston GB 1969 95 mins (adv PG) 35mm

John Hurt, Pamela Franklin, Nigel Davenport, Ronald Fraser, Robert 

Morley, Niall MacGinnis

A rumbustious period comedy from John Huston based on the real-life 

exploits of puckish orphan Davey Haggard (played with great gusty 

charm by Hurt in one of his earliest leading roles), who deserts from 

the Scottish army in 1821 and sets out to become the master rogue of 

Scotland. Firing this ambition is his desire to out-match his late father, 

a wildly successful highwayman. Meandering and missing fire but 

really rather engaging, this rarely-screened romp ended the relationship 

between Huston and producer Walter Mirisch when the director 

delivered a cut studio United Artists hated. Huston refused to re-edit 

the picture leaving Mirisch to pick up the pieces. Nevertheless the end 

result is hugely entertaining as Hurt tumbles, mugs, fights, runs and 

generally charms his way through an extraordinary adventure, pursued 

all the while by sundry sweethearts, jailbirds and lawmen.

Print source: Park Circus Releasing

MIDNIGHT ExPRESS
Wednesday 24 March, Cineworld

Dir. Alan Parker GB/USA 1979 121 mins (18) 35mm

Brad Davis, John Hurt, Randy Quaid, Paul L. Smith

Billy Hayes (Brad Davis) is the ultimate fall guy – a vacationing American 

college student caught smuggling two kilos of hashish out of Turkey 

and swiftly incarcerated. This riveting, harshly violent story is set in a 

squalid, hellish prison that is more brothel than jail. Much of the tale 

told – the homosexual undertones of its sadomasochistic brutalisation of 

innocents resemble a porno fantasy – is pure invention but this is great 

moviemaking nonetheless. Hayes soon hooks up with Max, a tripped-out 

druggie, and seeks to avoid Hamidou, the head guard, played like a Picasso 

bull by Paul L. Smith. The film was nominated for five Oscars (including 

best picture and supporting actor for Hurt) but picked up only two for 

Oliver Stone’s screenplay and Giorgio Moroder’s score.

Print source: Sony Pictures Releasing
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LOVE AND DEATH ON LONG ISLAND
Tuesday 23 March, Pocklington Arts Centre

Dir. Richard Kwietniowski GB/Canada 1997 93 mins (15) 35mm

John Hurt, Jason Priestley, Fiona Loewi, Sheila Hancock

A reclusive London novelist harbours a romantic obsession for 

a talentless American pin-up. As the infatuation grows, so does 

the fascination felt by stiff widower Giles De’Ath who is equally 

embarrassed, confused and rejuvenated by his feelings for hunky Ronnie 

Bostock. A stylish feature debut by Richard Kwietniowski offers Hurt 

one of his most unusual roles in a career packed with quirky characters. 

Hilarious, excruciating, touching and affectionate, this is an unlikely tale 

of unrequited romance between two very different men. As a double-

act Hurt and Jason Priestley as Ronnie make a perfect couple – the 

middle-aged Englishman contrasted with the effervescent American 

whose very spirit seems to leap forth and touch parts of De’Ath’s psyche 

that have been long buried. A personal favourite from the Hurt canon 

based on the novel by Gilbert Adair. 

Print source: Warner Bros.
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10 RILLINGTON PLACE
Friday 26 & Saturday 27 March, Cineworld

Dir. Richard Fleischer GB 1971 111 mins (15) 35mm

Richard Attenborough, John Hurt, Judy Geeson     

A gripping re-enactment of the crimes of British serial killer John Christie, 

who strangled a string of women in his crumbling terraced house during 

the late 1940s. John Hurt shines as the doomed Timothy Evans, who was 

hanged in error for his wife’s murder, leaving Christie free to continue his 

crimes, and Attenborough is chillingly plausible as the smooth-talking 

predator. Fleischer, screenwriter Clive Exton and Attenborough capably 

deconstruct Christie, revealing him as a lonely dreamer whose fantasies 

erupted into real life with deadly consequences. A combination of biopic, 

grimy travelogue – London, another character in this seedy tale, has never 

looked more sordid or unfriendly – and impossible-to-ignore examination 

of a terrible miscarriage of justice, 10 Rillington Place is an icy cold portrait 

of the smiling face of pure evil. 

Print source: Sony Pictures Releasing
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THE CONSTANT GARDENER
Sunday 21 March, Cineworld

Dir. Fernando Meirelles GB 2005 129 mins (15) Some subtitles 35mm

Ralph Fiennes, Rachel Weisz, Hubert Koundé, Danny Huston

John Le Carré’s acclaimed novel is a complex tale to bring to the 

screen, but this is a remarkable achievement. When Tessa Quayle 

is found brutally murdered in a remote part of Kenya, the evidence 

points to a crime of passion. Her husband, Justin, is a career British 

diplomat and it is expected that he will quietly allow the local police 

to carryout their investigation. However, as he hears more about 

Tessa’s civil rights work and is drawn into it, he is drawn into a global 

network of corruption.

Print source: Universal Pictures

BLINDNESS
Friday 26 March, Bradford Playhouse

Dir. Fernando Meirelles USA 2008 121 mins (18) 35mm

Julianne Moore, Mark Ruffalo, Danny Glover, Gael García Bernal

Suddenly, inexplicably, the citizens of an un-named metropolis lose 

their sight to a contagious, sheer-white blindness. The government 

quarantines the infected in an old asylum, leaving republicans and 

royalists to argue the next steps toward imposing order. Playing the 

wife of doctor Mark Ruffalo, Julianne Moore is once again a magnetic 

screen presence. In an adaptation of the Nobel Prize-winning novel, 

Fernando Meirelles explores a brilliant ‘what-if?’ scenario.

Print source: Warner Bros.

+ CITY OF GOD
(CIDADE DE DEUS)
Dir. Fernando Meirelles Brazil 2002 131 mins (18) 

Subtitles 35mm

Matheus Nachtergaele, Seu Jorge, Alexandre Rodrigues, 

Leandro Firmino da Hora

The main character in City of God is not a person. It is a 

place. Cidade de Deus is a poor housing project started 

in the 1960s that became one of the most dangerous 

places in Rio de Janeiro. The film tells the stories of 

many characters, but all is seen through the eyes of the 

narrator, Busca-Pe, a poor black kid who discovers he can 

see the reality with a different eye: the eye of an artist. 

Eventually he becomes a professional photographer. That 

is his redemption. It is through his perspective of life 

that we understand the humanity of a world apparently 

condemned to endless violence.

Print source: Park Circus Releasing

FERNANDO 
MEIRELLES
GLOBAL STORYTELLER

A few film directors are truly ‘global’. With each new film 

they assemble planet-spanning ‘dream teams’ of source 

material, producers, crew and stars. Following the stunning 

success of City of God Fernando Meirelles has joined just 

such a group of filmmakers, one that includes fellow Latin 

Americans Alejandro González Iñárritu, Alfonso Cuarón and 

Guillermo del Toro, all of whom create global stories for our 

interconnected times. 

Meirelles was born in São Paulo, Brazil in 1955 and soon 

began to expand his horizons. Frequent travels at a young 

age in the company of his physician father to Asia and North 

America threw him into new places and cultures. A thirst to 

learn from the world informed his undergraduate studies of 

architecture, for which he visited Japan to complete a gradu-

ate thesis project that, with typical ambition, included a film 

production.

In his twenties Meirelles shifted further towards the moving 

image. With friends he founded ‘Electronic Glance’ a televi-

sion studio that made an immediate impact, making innova-

tive children’s TV. He then worked as a director of commer-

cials for his own studio, O2 Filmes, where he honed a talent 

for exciting, concise image making that would hold steady 

throughout his feature films. This talent caught fire with his 

third feature, City of God, and earned Meirelles an Academy 

Award nomination as Best Director. 

On his next two films, an adaptation of John Le Carré’s 

conspiracy thriller The Constant Gardener and the dystopian 

mystery Blindness, Meirelles worked either in, or with talent 

from, Kenya, Portugal, Germany, Brazil, Uruguay, Canada, 

Britain, France and Japan. Each fresh project forges a unique 

new international model, while resisting the pull of Hol-

lywood’s gravity. A mastery of both kinetic spectacle and 

resonant storytelling, and an ambitious, inquisitive multi-

tasker, it is hard to think of a major filmmaker more of the 

moment. We are delighted to welcome Fernando Meirelles 

to Bradford, and to present a retrospective of his work so far. 

Tom Vincent
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SCREENTALK: 
FERNANDO MEIRELLES
In conversation with Lúcia Nagib

Friday 19 March

Pictureville Cinema

The filmmaker recently described as “one of the ten 

greatest directors working in the world today” discusses 

his work from early beginnings in Brazilian television 

to his work on adaptations of classic modern novels by 

John Le Carré and José Saramago.
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FERNANDO MEIRELLES

Born: November 9 1955

São Paulo, Brazil

Filmography

1998 E no meio passa un trem (short)

1998 Menino Maloquinho 2: A Aventura

2000 Golden Gate (aka Palace II)

2001 Domésticas

2002 Cidade de Deus (aka City of God)

2005 The Constant Gardener

2008 Blindness
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WIDESCREEN 
WEEKEND
Now in its 17th year, the Widescreen Weekend 

continues to welcome all those fans of large format and 

widescreen films – CinemaScope, VistaVision, 70mm, 

Cinerama and IMAX – and presents an array of past 

classics from the vaults of the National Media Museum. 

A weekend to wallow in the nostalgic best of cinema.

Bradford International Film Festival is grateful to David 

Jones for the use of images from his personal collection

2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY (70MM)
Saturday 27 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Stanley Kubrick GB/USA 1968 149 mins plus intermission (U) 

Keir Dullea, Gary Lockwood, William Sylvester, Leonard Rossiter, Ed 

Bishop and Douglas Rain as Hal 

During the stone age, a mysterious black monolith of alien origination 

influences the birth of intelligence amongst mankind. Thousands 

of years later scientists discover the monolith hidden on the moon 

which subsequently lures them on a dangerous mission to Mars... 

Regarded as one of the milestones in science-fiction filmmaking, 

Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey not only fascinated audiences 

all around the world but also left many puzzled during its initial 

release. More than four decades later it has lost none of its impact. 

Photographed in breath-taking 65mm Super Panavision, Kubrick’s 

space opera has become a quantum leap in the field of special visual 

effects and thus has influenced many of the sci-fi films we see today. 

Being a perfect showpiece for big screen presentation, 2001 unveils 

its real potential only in a 70mm print shown on a huge curved screen 

such as the one in Pictureville Cinema. 2001 takes its audience on 

a trip to infinity and beyond in this 70mm presentation, featuring a 

discreet 6-track Dolby SR magnetic soundtrack.

Print Source: Warner Bros.

Widescreen 
Passes £85 / £65 
Available from the box office 0870 70 10 200
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BATTLE OF THE BULGE (70MM)
Friday 26 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Ken Annakin USA 1965 167 mins (PG)

Henry Fonda, Robert Shaw, Telly Savalas, Dana Andrews, Robert Ryan, 

Charles Bronson, James MacArthur, George Montgomery, Ty Hardin

After Cinerama’s limited success in producing fictional films the 

3-strip system was shelved while the single strip, and more economic, 

system took over. One of the first wave of these releases was the 

overwhelming Battle of the Bulge. In the winter of 1944 the Allies are 

held up by a crack Panzer division in the Ardennes. Like Patton: Lust for 

Glory, this is a film that eschews US gung-ho jingoism in favour of a 

complex portrayal of the strategic demands of tank warfare. A set of 

marvellous performances are topped by Robert Shaw’s driven panzer 

commander in this intelligent blend of action and strategy. We are 

proud to present this rarely-screened epic as a tribute to director (and 

BIFF2000 guest) Ken Annakin, who died in 2009, aged 94.

Print source: Swedish Film Institute

MANHATTAN (35MM)
Friday 26 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Woody Allen USA 1979 96 mins (12A) b/w

Woody Allen, Diane Keaton, Michael Murphy, Mariel Hemingway

Told with wit, charm, pathos and sensitivity, Manhattan represents 

one of Woody Allen’s very best films. It’s an exquisitely observed tale 

about the core fundamental breakdowns of relationships and their 

inherent failures that sees Isaac Davis (Allen) dating a 17-year-old and 

then his best friend’s mistress. Superb anamorphic black and white 

photography by the skilled Gordon Willis ensures that New York and 

the district of Manhattan have never looked better. Though Allen 

supposedly hated the widescreen ’scope format, it is framed and lit to 

perfection with sublime and subtle shading that makes this picture 

nothing short of a masterpiece.

Print Source: Park Circus Releasing

Notes by Joe Blackwell, Wolfram Hannemann, Duncan McGregor, Howard Rust

2010 (70MM) 
Saturday 27 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Peter Hyams USA 1984 116 mins (PG) 

Roy Scheider, John Lithgow, Helen Mirren, Bob Balaban, Keir Dullea, 

Dana Elcar 

After the failure of USS Discovery’s mission, a joint American/Soviet 

expedition is sent to Jupiter. Its task is to solve the mysteries involved 

with the first mission: a huge black monolith which is orbiting Jupiter 

as well as the strange behaviour of the Discovery’s supercomputer, 

HAL. 2010 may not be as ground-breaking as Stanley Kubrick’s 

visionary original but it nevertheless shows off impressive sci-fi values 

and can even induce some vertigo amongst the audience when seen 

in 70mm. Multi-talented Peter Hyams not only directed this sequel 

but also worked as screenwriter, producer and cinematographer. It 

was nominated for five Academy Awards including Best Visual Effects 

and Best Sound. David Shire provided the music score which not 

only repeats Strauss’s Also Sprach Zarathustra (which became 2001‘s 

trademark theme) but features some powerful original music too.

Print Source: National Media Museum Archives

REMASTERING A WIDESCREEN CLASSIC:
WINDJAMMER GETS A MAJOR FACELIFT
Saturday 27 March, Pictureville Cinema

Presented by David Strohmaier and Randy Gitsch

The producer and director team behind Cinerama Adventure offer 

a fascinating behind-the-scenes look at how the Cinemiracle epic, 

Windjammer, was restored for High Definition. Several new and 

innovative software restoration techniques were employed and the re-

mastering and preservation process has been documented in HD video. 

A brief question and answer session will follow this event.

This event is enerously sponsored by Cinerama, Inc.,

FLYING CLIPPER  (70MM)
(TRAUMREISE UNTER WEISSEN SEGELN) 
(Mediterranean Holiday)

Sunday 28 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dirs. Hermann Leitner, Rudolf Nussgruber Germany 1962 

157 mins plus intermission (U) German dubbed with no subtitles

Documentary narrated (in German) by Hans Clarin 

Welcome aboard the Flying Clipper, a Swedish vessel whose task is to train 

an international crew of cadets in the art of sailing. Often thought of as 

Germany’s answer to Cinemiracle’s Windjammer (1958), Flying Clipper 

was the first feature-length film to be shot in 65mm by a German crew. 

It also marked the first use of the-then brand new MCS 70 cameras. 

Flying Clipper not only serves as a fine demonstration of Europe’s first 

wide format camera but can also be regarded as a historical time capsule 

since many of the places seen on screen have changed dramatically since 

1962. Among the sequences is a glimpse of Grace Kelly after her marriage 

to Prince Rainier of Monaco. The score was composed by Italian veteran 

Riz Ortolani and the narration is by German actor Hans Clarin, who also 

provided the voice-over in the German dubbed version of Windjammer.

Print Source: Bundesarchiv – Filmarchiv, Berlin

EUROPEAN DIGITAL PREMIERE

WINDJAMMER: 
THE VOYAGE OF THE CHRISTIAN RADICH (DIGITAL)
Saturday 27 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dirs. Louis de Rochemont III, Bill Colleran Norway/USA 1958 142 mins 

plus intermission (U)

Travelogue with the crew of the Christian Radich 

Come onboard the magnificent Norwegian square-rigger Christian Radich 

as it sails its spectacular 17,000 mile journey all photographed in the 

widescreen splendor of Cinemiracle – Cinerama’s only true competitor 

to thrill 1950s audiences by sheer size and clarity. Now digitally restored 

the colour, the music, the true artistry of this classic is reborn. Embarking 

from Oslo, the ship sets out across the Atlantic with storm-tossed stops 

in Madeira, Curacao, Puerto Rico and Trinidad. When it arrives in New York 

the Cinemiracle cameras offer a kaleidoscopic treat of colour and sound. 

An encounter with the U.S. Navy Task Force makes for a grand promenade 

of ships but when a submarine emerges from the depths to reveal the 

Windjammer, Cinemiracle becomes the star of this breathtaking story. 

Seen digitally, the picture hasn’t looked and sounded as good as this since 

its original theatrical engagements more than 50 years ago.

Print Source: Cinerama Inc.

This screening sponsored by Cinerama, Inc. 
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THE BLUE LAGOON (70MM) 
Monday 29 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Randal Kleiser USA 1980 104 mins (15)

Brooke Shields, Christopher Atkins, Leo McKern

This remake of the earlier 1949 film was surely an unexpected hit 

when it was released in 1980. With the phenomenal success of his 

debut film Grease behind him, director Randal Kleiser was finally able 

to realise this more personal project. When two children (played by 

Brooke Shields and newcomer Christopher Atkins) are shipwrecked 

on a tropical island they are forced to deal with the trials of coming 

of age without the assistance of adult guidance. Filmed on location 

in Fiji this mouth-watering drama boasts stunning Oscar-nominated 

photography by Néstor Almendros and underwater photography by 

Ron and Valerie Taylor, who had recently worked on the smash hit 

Jaws. Take this rare opportunity to see this underrated film back on 

the big screen in glorious 70mm (complete with six-track stereo) for 

the first time in the UK since 1981.

This 30th anniversary screening is generously sponsored 

by Joe Blackwell.

Print source: Sony Pictures International (UK)

DIE HARD (70MM)
Friday 26 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. John McTiernan USA 1988 132 mins (18)

Bruce Willis, Alan Rickman, Bonnie Bedelia, Reginald Veljohnson

Christmas Eve sees New York cop John McClane (Willis), en-route 

to his estranged family in LA, single-handedly defend a newly-built 

office tower block against deliciously sneering terrorists. Taking 

his lead from ’70s disaster movies, director McTiernan throws 

in a down-to-earth cop of surprising powers and adds the spice 

of Alan Rickman’s superb international villain, Hans Gruber. For 

all its vertiginous, crunchy thrills, Die Hard is also full of heart. 

It makes you wonder why all action movies can’t be this good. 

With breathtaking special visual effects filmed in high definition 

65mm format by effects wizards Boss Films, Die Hard has become a 

timeless classic - a synonym for a cinematic nail-biting rollercoaster 

ride. Its six-track Dolby enhanced magnetic stereo soundtrack adds 

immensely to the ‘You are there’ experience, making full use of the 

theatre’s subwoofers and bringing Michael Kamen’s thrilling score 

to pulse-pounding life. 

Print source: 20th Century Fox
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QUEST FOR FIRE (70MM)
Monday 29 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Jean-Jacques Annaud Canada/France/USA 1981 100 mins (15) 

Everett McGill, Rae Dawn Chong, Ron Perlman, Nameer El-Kadi 

When their only fire extinguishes, a primeval tribe sends out three 

young men onto a journey into the wilderness to retrieve a new 

fire. Their dangerous and sometimes violent mission takes them to 

places they’ve never been before and confronts them with lots of 

adventures, among which are encounters with another tribe and a 

sabre-toothed tiger. Director (and BIFF patron) Jean-Jacques Annaud’s 

and screenwriter Gérard Brach’s intention to be as authentic as 

possible in recreating a prehistoric environment went so far that 

they even invented a new language for the film. The wide vistas of 

the movie (which was partly filmed in Scotland) made it an ideal 

vehicle to be presented in 70mm. In addition Philippe Sarde’s score - 

performed by Les Percussions de Strasbourg, the Ambrosian Singers, 

the London Symphony Orchestra and the London Philharmonic 

Orchestra -  makes a powerful presence in six-track Dolby Stereo 

magnetic sound.

Print source: National Media Museum Archives

With thanks to 20th Century Fox
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CINEMO RETRO PRESENTS...

THE ALAMO (35MM)
Sunday 28 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. John Wayne USA 1960 167 mins plus intermission (PG)

John Wayne, Richard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Frankie Avalon, 

Linda Cristal, Patrick Wayne

“Remember the Alamo!” John Wayne’s epic 1960 film The Alamo 

is one of only two feature films directed by the Duke (the other 

being The Green Berets). It was a pet project focusing on the epic 

battle in 1836 between massively outnumbered American patriots 

(led by Wayne as Davy Crockett) under siege from 7,000 Mexican 

troops commanded by General Santa Anna. Wayne’s production 

was beset by many problems from the start and caused a firestorm 

of controversy in terms of the Oscar campaign that was waged on 

behalf of the film. Upon release, the movie was subject to severe cuts 

by United Artists. It was also nominated for seven Academy Awards, 

including Best Picture, but won only one, for Best Sound. Yet Wayne’s 

film still stands as a magnificent epic on a vast scale – the kind of 

movie about which they say “They don’t make ‘em like that any more.” 

In association with Cinema Retro magazine Bradford Intl. Film Festival 

is delighted to present this screening of The Alamo to celebrate its 

50th anniversary.

This screening is generously sponsored by Cinema Retro magazine.

Print Source: Park Circus Releasing

CINEMA RETRO
BRINGING CINEMA OF THE PAST INTO THE FUTURE

WWW.CINEMARETRO.COM

CINE RETRO COL AD.pmd 1/27/2009, 4:45 PM20

THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER (70MM)
Monday 29 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. John McTiernan USA 1990 134 mins (PG) 

Sean Connery, Alec Baldwin, Scott Glenn, James Earl Jones, 

Sam Neill, Peter Firth

Russian commander Markus Ramius (Connery) is leading the 

undetectable submarine Red October – equipped with the latest top 

secret technology – towards America’s east coast. Both nations are 

equally in the dark about his motivations and frantically try to locate 

the atomic submarine. Based on a novel by Tom Clancy, director John 

(Predator, Die Hard) McTiernan once again proves his talent for big 

screen action blockbusters. Filmed in 35mm anamorphic Panavision 

and blown up to 70mm as seen in this presentation, The Hunt for 

Red October features an impressive sound mix which makes use of 

the split surround channel layout (restricted to 70mm magnetic 

prints back in the ‘90s). The 7-track mix not only brings to bear the 

Oscar-winning sound effects, but also lets the score (by the late Basil 

Poledouris) unfold fully.

Print Source: Paramount Pictures
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SCREENTALK:
JOHN HARVEY
In conversation with Larry Smith

Saturday 27 March, Pictureville Cinema

We are delighted to welcome Cinerama entrepreneur John Harvey 

back to Bradford for his first return visit since July 1993 when the 

Museum revitalised this important and unique system. The event 

promises to be a great celebration of John’s working life and his 

steadfast devotion to preserving the Cinerama format. John assisted 

Willem Bouwmeester with the installation of the 3-strip system in 

Pictureville Cinema, here in Bradford. This celebration of John’s career 

and his fascination in preserving the first commercially viable wide 

screen projection system promises to be a wonderful opportunity to 

learn more about the man himself: what inspired him and how he 

was driven to reach the goals he eventually aspired to. John will be in 

conversation with Larry Smith, his friend and former business partner 

at the New Neon Movies in Dayton, Ohio. Larry is President of the 

Cinerama Preservation Society, Inc. and a nitrate film specialist at the 

Library of Congress National Audio Visual Conservation Center.

This event would not be possible without the assistance of many 

people and is kindly sponsored by Cinerama aficionados Tom March 

and Willem Bouwmeester. 

OYSTER BAY: 
HISTORY OF A TENNIS COURT
An Illustrated Lecture by David Coles

Friday 26  March, 3pm

Pictureville Cinema

Join self-confessed Cineramaholic David Coles as he embarks on 

a journey of discovery, unearthing fascinating trivia about the 

Oyster Bay, the Long Island ‘Gold Coast’ estate which was the base 

of Cinerama operations for 15 years. This quirky and entertaining 

presentation features never-before-seen images of the Cinerama 

facility (and its staff) from the 1950s plus some choice revelations 

about the fabulously rich Woolworth family, including the high 

society scandal of the Woodward shooting. Impossible to describe, 

too big to believe, this presentation is more than a slide show and not 

quite a book. Be swamped by an overwhelmingly dense cornucopia of 

detail which will leave you reeling.

 

David Coles is a widescreen enthusiast, and International Cinerama 

Society stalwart, who lives in Sydney. He is on his first visit to 

Bradford since attending the opening of This Is Cinerama in 1993 

to provide aficionados with his own particular take on aspects of 

Cinerama history.

 

CINERAMACANA
Sunday 28 March, 10am

Pictureville Cinema

Host: Bill Lawrence

A perennial favourite with the widescreen audience due to the 

spontaneous response this show often brings. Once again BIFF has 

trawled through personal and company archives to enlighten and 

entertain one and all. A multi-formatted array of clips will once 

again put the projection team through its paces, culminating in the 

nomination for 2010 membership into the Wide Screen Academy. The 

past 12 months has also witnessed loss of some of the greats of the 

film world, including several individuals who attended BIFF in previous 

years. Cineramacana will pay tribute to them. Expect some eye-opening 

surprises in a fun show for all that never disappoints. Enjoy!

CINERAMA’S LEGACY
Sunday 28 March, On Location, 8pm

Host: Bill Lawrence

This year Bradford International Film Festival gathers all the leading 

figures of Cinerama under one roof to celebrate the installation 20 

years ago of the Cinerama system in Pictureville Cinema. Experts 

Keith Swadkins, John Harvey, Larry Smith, David Coles, Willem 

Bouwmeester, Jim Morrison, David Strohmaier and others will offer 

an insight into how they have worked to stimulate and promote the 

survival of a system that many in the world believed was obsolete. 

The National Media Museum is proud to support this event: an 

invaluable living archive of how and why Cinerama has such historical 

significance within the film and exhibition worlds.
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ALICE IN WONDERLAND:
AN IMAX 3D EXPERIENCE
Sunday 28 March, IMAX Auditorium, 8.30pm

Dir. Tim Burton USA 2010 110 mins (12A tbc)

Johnny Depp, Helena Bonham Carter, Mia Wasikowska, 

Anne Hathaway, Stephen Fry, Alan Rickman

Join us for some Disney magic as Alice returns to the whimsical world 

she first encountered as a young girl. Reunited with her childhood 

friends, the White Rabbit, Tweedledum & Tweedledee, the Dormouse, 

the Caterpillar, the Cheshire Cat and, of course, the Mad Hatter, Alice 

embarks on a fantastical journey to find her true destiny. Utilising 

IMAX’s amazing DMR (digital re-mastering) format, experience the 

magic of this classic tale as seen through the eyes of visionary director 

Tim Burton in 3D and amazing wraparound sound.

Print source: Walt Disney

ALIEN (70MM)
Saturday 27 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dir. Ridley Scott USA 1979 115 mins (15)

Sigourney Weaver, Tom Skerritt, Veronica Cartwright, Harry Dean 

Stanton, Yaphet Kotto, Ian Holm, John Hurt and Bolaji Bodejo as the 

alien

In the depths of space, the crew of the mining ship Nostromo is 

awakened from sleep by a distress signal from a far-off planet. What 

they discover there will eventually slaughter most of them, leaving 

Warrant Officer Ripley (Weaver in her breakthrough performance) 

alone to face an unimaginable horror as it runs amok in the 

labyrinthine tunnels of the giant ship. Ridley Scott’s landmark sci-fi 

shocker presented John Hurt with one of the most memorable – and 

arguably the goriest – on-screen exits in cinema history. As hapless 

Kane, host to an extraterrestrial life form that erupts from his chest 

after gestation, John Hurt brings humanity and tragedy to a chill tale 

of isolation. And as the alien systematically wipes out all human life, 

this masterpiece of horror builds to a shattering crescendo until only 

one terrified survivor remains. The original and the best, and playing 

in glorious 70mm.

Print source: National Media Museum Archives

With thanks to 20th Century Fox
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THIS IS CINERAMA (3-STRIP)
Friday 26 March, Pictureville Cinema

Dirs. Merian C. Cooper, Michael Todd, Fred Rickey USA 1952 120 mins 

plus intermission (U)

Documentary with Lowell Thomas

Throughout the ‘30s and ‘40s, movie-going became a family 

habit. Box office returns reached unimaginable heights but it wasn’t 

to last. In the early ‘50s audiences stayed away and watched a 

flickering black and white image in the corner of their living rooms. 

Then came Cinerama with its enormous screen and 7-track surround 

sound which practically lifted the audience out of its seat. It changed 

the shape of cinema screens and box office numbers boomed. 

Nevertheless despite its success, within 15 years it was all over 

leaving only a pleasantly recalled memory. Then in 1993 this Museum 

opened an exact reproduction of a Cinerama theatre. Even the 

curtains and upholstery were the same shade of red as the original. 

As one of our most prestigious acquisitions we embarked on a “first 

Saturday of every month” screening policy that continues to attract 

enthusiastic audiences far and wide – re-live the moment once more! 

This is Cinerama was the first 3-strip film ever made and is about as 

fun a piece of Americana as you are ever likely to see.

Print Source: National Media Museum Archives

bradford international film festival
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industry weekendfestival special events

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
With live accompaniment on the Wurlitzer cinema organ 

by Donald MacKenzie

Sunday 28 March, Victoria Hall, Saltaire

Dir. Rupert Julian USA 1925 93 mins (PG) b/w Silent Digital

Lon Chaney, Mary Philbin, Norman Kerry, Arthur Edmund Carewe

During the latter decades of the Victorian era, the great Paris Opera is 

troubled with whispers of a ghost – a frightening spectre that visits 

misfortune on the company should they fail to please him. Up-and-

coming singer Christine Daae (Mary Philbin), meanwhile, is more 

preoccupied with her singing tutor. He is a disembodied voice she 

believes to be an emissary from her dead father, who guides her to 

new heights but demands she put her music above all else, including 

(and especially) her handsome childhood sweetheart, Raoul. Bradford 

International Film Festival is proud to present a unique screening 

of this timeless classic with live accompaniment on the Wurlitzer 

cinema organ by international concert organist Donald MacKenzie.

Donald MacKenzie specialises in the accompaniment of silent films 

and has over 20 feature films at his fingertips including The Black 

Pirate, Carmen, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and King of Kings. He has 

appeared on BBC Radio 2, 3 and 4 as well as on the World Service, and 

played for Her Majesty the queen at several Royal Film Performances. 

He is house organist at the Odeon Leicester Square, London.

Founded in 1952, the Cinema Organ Society presents concerts, 

workshops and tutorials around theatre pipe organ performance. The 

COS directed the installation of its Northern Wurlitzer (built in 1937 

and recently upgraded) at the Victoria Hall, Saltaire, in 2008. 

Print source: BFI 

Tickets for this special event are priced at £10 or £8 concessions. 

COS members can enjoy the extra discounted price of £7.

A TASTE OF HONEY
Includes an extended introduction and talk by Keith Withall

Wednesday 24 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Tony Richardson GB 1961 100 mins (15) b/w 35mm

Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan, Murray Melvin, Paul Danquah 

Rita Tushingham made her indelible screen debut as Jo, a young girl 

who falls pregnant after leaving home and her floosie of a mother – a 

revelatory performance by Dora Bryan. Jo befriends Geoff, a gentle, 

kind-hearted gay man and they move in together, for a while finding 

an innocent but fragile happiness. Tony Richardson, always skilled 

with actors, draws fine performances from his entire cast, and this 

remains an outstanding example of the British New Wave, shot by its 

star cinematographer Walter Lassally.

Print source: BFI

We hope to welcome Rita Tushingham as a special guest at this 

screening.

BLUE SKY
Includes an extended introduction and talk by Keith Withall

Saturday 27 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Tony Richardson USA 1991 101 mins (12A) Digital

Jessica Lange, Tommy Lee Jones, Powers Booth, Amy Locane

Set in 1962, the title of Tony Richardson’s final film refers to a US 

nuclear military testing programme. Tommy Lee Jones as Hank 

Marshall is a radiation expert, but his work problems become 

embroiled with those created by his sexy wife, Carly. Jessica Lange 

won an Academy Award for her flamboyant performance in this role. 

The plot brings together two abiding themes in Richardson’s work: 

sexuality and rebellion. Unfortunately, Orion held back the release of 

the film until 1994 and Richardson died before its Oscar success.

Print source: Park Circus Releasing
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THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI
Thursday 25 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Robert Wiene Germany 1920 71 mins (adv PG) Silent b/w Digital

Werner Krauss, Conrad Veidt, Friedrich Feher, Lil Dagover, 

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari is one of the earliest, most influential and 

most artistically acclaimed German Expressionist films. The film tells 

the story of the deranged Dr. Caligari and his faithful somnambulist 

Cesare, and their connection to a string of murders. Critics worldwide 

have praised the film for its expressionist style, complete with 

wild, distorted set design including crooked buildings and twisted 

landscapes. The film also boasts one of the first attempts at a twist 

ending, something quite new and shocking for its time. 

This is a genuinely creepy film which delves deep into the mysteries 

of the abnormal mind... an uncomfortable journey to say the least. 

Subtle and ingenious, we see the world the way an insane person 

might see it: warped and confused, a nightmarish terrain where 

nothing makes sense and balance is not to be found. The impact of 

this film is still being felt and seen today, and for good reason. Caligari 

has been cited as an influence on film noir, one of the earliest horror 

films, and a model for directors for many decades. It is a shocking, 

disturbing masterpiece. 

To coincide with the 90th anniversary of this classic silent horror 

film Cipher – saxophonist/flautist Theo Travis and bassist Dave 

Sturt – perform their new score live along with the film. Cipher’s 

score incorporates hypnotic low flutes, haunting saxophones, dark 

soundscapes, pulsing beats, deep bass and rich textural landscapes.

Print source: BFI

Tickets for this special event are priced at £10 or £8 concessions.
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WORKSHOP: WHAT’S THE STORY?
Sunday 21 March

Leeds Trinity University College, 2pm-4.30pm

A workshop exploring the screenwriter’s art led by Maggie 

Roux and Liz Rymer. We’ve all heard the term ‘character-driven’ 

in reference to cinema, but what lies behind this? Character 

is at the heart of all movies and using clips from many well-

known films, we will delve into the world of the archetypes 

– from Lorenzo’s Oil to Elizabeth and all points in-between, 

the archetype is ever present. We will examine the Lover, the 

Seeker, the Warrior, the Caregiver, the Destroyer and the Creator 

and their contributions to some of cinema’s greatest works. A 

fascinating afternoon for writers and movie-goers alike.

Tickets: £3.50 (£2.50 unwaged/students) 
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INDUSTRY 
WEEKEND
Friday 19 & Saturday 20 March
National Media Museum and
The University of Bradford

Industry Weekend
Full pass £30 / £20
Day pass £20 / £15 

Available from the box office 0870 70 10 200

The BIFF 2010 Industry Weekend Strategies for Survival is two packed 

days of events and masterclasses for anyone working in film. This 

year’s event will focus on how people and organisations are creating 

new business models to help them survive in these difficult times, 

including how different platforms are enabling filmmakers to get 

their work to new audiences. Speakers will include award-winning 

screenwriter and film producer Dean Cavanagh, producer Piers (Like 

Minds) Tempest and writer and producer Jeremy (The League of 

Gentlemen) Dyson. Other speakers (yet to be confirmed) will bring 

perspectives from broadcasters, commissioners, distributors and 

leading filmmakers. The BIFF 2010 Industry Weekend is presented in 

the world’s first UNESCO City of Film by Fabric, in partnership with 

Screen Yorkshire and the University of Bradford.
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ALIENADAS
Dir. Andrew Barchilon Argentina/USA 2009 11 mins (adv PG) Subtitles

Documentary

Buenos Aires. A secret collection of perfectly preserved human heads 

sits within a crumbling mental institution. Its discovery gives a rare 

insight into the very beginnings of neuroscience. Eerie, unsettling and 

immensely sad.

ANA’S PLAYGROUND
Dir. Eric Howell GB 2009 19 mins (adv 12A) 

Noah Kol Balfour, Raven Bellefleur, Immonuel Grace

Tense drama built around the effects of living in a war zone on 

children and the dehumanising effects of everyday violence. 

CHOKING GAME
Dir. Cynthia Tremblay Canada 2009 10 mins (adv 12) Digital

Annick Bourassa, Malika Vary-Labbé

In the midst of a Canadian suburb an adventurous teenage girl 

embraces her budding sexuality by flirting with death in the hope of 

killing the everyday tedium of her life. 

EMBRACE
Dir. Josh Tanner Australia 2009 7 mins (adv 18) 

Belle Fitzgerald

Living in a world that has forgotten her, a woman struggles with her 

miserable existence. 

 

THE ENCHANTED ISLAND
Dir. Noel Kearns Ireland 2010 26 mins (adv U) 35mm

Robert Harrington Jnr, June O’Donovan

A gardener on a beautiful island off the coast of Ireland discovers a 

mermaid in the waters.  A sweet film, full of Irish charm.

FATHER’S DAY
Dir. Will Gilbey GB 2009 15 mins (adv 15) Digital

Toby Richards, Jamie Ryan, Kevin R. McNally

Joe has been in and out of his prison most of his life. The only thing he 

lives for is his son, Max. But when a court order bans Joe from seeing 

Max, it soon becomes a race against time to avert a tragedy.

HAMMERED
Dir. Collette Chambers GB 2009 11 mins (adv U) Digital

Paul Mundell, Jenny Coverack, Cameron Stewart

An intruder’s attempts to burgle a house take an unexpected turn when 

he comes face to face with the owners.

LATE
Dir. Keir MacKenzie GB 2009 6 mins (adv 12A) 

Matthew Jure

Whilst others sleep, David makes his way deliberately to someone’s 

home to commit a crime. But can it be justified? Especially, when it’s 

late.

…LIKE DAUGHTER
Dir. Mel Melcer GB 2009 12 mins 55 secs (adv 12A)

Frank Jakeman, Anita Crisinel, Jennifer Oliver

A daughter’s world comes crashing down in the wake of her mother’s 

funeral as she faces coming to terms with both her loss and the 

resigned acceptance of her father’s failings. 

MR BOJAGI
Dir. Marco Van Belle GB 2009 10 mins (adv U) Digital

Brian Blessed, Hildegarde Neil, Gemma Madden

Mr. Bojagi inhabits a strange world beyond a doorway at the end of a 

corridor. He is the man to go to if you are looking for the perfect gift…

ONE LAST DANCE
Dir. Richard Lehun Canada 2009 11 mins (adv 12) Digital

Anthony Lemke, Dorotheé Berryman, Reneé Girard

A young man’s grandmother is on the edge of death. Soon he faces his 

own emerging awareness of mortality during a surreal meeting with 

her when she is 20 years old.

THE PACKAGE
Dir. Marco Gadge Germany 2009 9 mins 13 secs (adv 15) Subtitles 

Michael Schrodt, Thomas Dehler

Two hapless gangsters have been allocated the task of kidnapping an 

amorous musician who’s been dallying with their boss’ wife. 

THE PHOTOCOPIER
Dir. Al Campbell GB 2010 5 mins (adv U) Digital

Nat Saunders, Chris Hayward, Cassandra Harwood

On his first day at work Nathaniel makes a remarkable discovery 

in the photocopying room – a copier that can duplicate anything. 

Alone with a magical machine, Nathaniel manages to take things 

one step too far.

THE SICKNESS IS COMING OR, THE 
BLIND MAN’S TELEVISION
Dir. Dan Duran GB 2009 9 mins 55 secs (adv PG)

Meghan Leslie, Andrew Ioakim, Eleni Parousi

Set against the backdrop of a wasted countryside that changes 

as they want it to, three teenagers travel to see the last film ever 

made and debate whether life on demand is better than what’s 

real.

TRUE BEAUTY THIS NIGHT
Dir. Peter Besson USA 2009 10 mins (adv 12A) 

Dustin Seavy, Meegan Michel

A charming tale of an eager young man who believes he met the 

love of his life the previous evening and is determined to follow 

up on their initial meeting, which is surprising when you find out 

how they met.

UERRA (WAR)
Dir. Paulo Sassanelli Italy 2009 16 mins (adv U) Subtitles 35mm

Dino Abbrescia, Toto Onnis, Angela Iurilli

In an Italian town at the end of the war, conflicts rage between socialist 

and fascist neighbours. However, while they argue, the young boys in the 

neighbourhood revel in the idea of being soldiers. 

VERY HEAVEN
Dir. Gopal Dutta GB 2009 12 mins (adv 15) Digital

Rachel Sherrard, Josh Wilson, Jarvis Thompson

Paula is a tomboy playing out with a gang of lads in the woods during 

the last summer before high school. Her loyalties are tested when her 

burgeoning interest in the much-bullied Rob is spotted by the gang leader.

WEDLOCK
Dir. Itai Raziel France/Israel 2009 8 mins (adv 15) Digital

Rebecca Griffin, Guy Ariely

A young couple shut themselves away in a hotel room the night before the 

wedding, but something doesn’t feel quite right. 

ZAHN UM ZAHN (TIT FOR TAT)
Dir. Ivana Lalovic Switzerland 2009 6 mins (adv 15) Subtitles 35mm

Patrick Diemling, Sherry Stelly Emuzel, Paolo Dos Santos

In this engaging black comedy, a young neo-Nazi finds himself trapped 

between ideology and humanity when he unwittingly befriends a little 

black girl. 

SHORTS 2010
This year’s shorts play throughout the 
festival alongside selected features at 
the National Media Museum.

festival shorts festival shorts

bradford international film festival
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THE 2010 SHINE JURY

STEPHEN DORRIL

Stephen Dorril is a senior lecturer at Huddersfield University where 

he is course leader for Film Journalism and Media. With a background 

in investigative journalism he is an acknowledged expert on the 

security and intelligence services. An internationally acclaimed and 

best-selling author, his research has been turned into major television 

documentaries and his study of the Profumo Affair became the book 

of the film Scandal. 

BARRY HANSON (Chair)

Currently co-producer and consultant for Dan Films, one of the UK’s 

leading cutting edge independent production companies, Barry 

Hanson also teaches Media Production at Royal Holloway College, 

London University. Barry is one of Europe’s leading consultants on film 

and television. His productions over more than 30 years have included 

the multi-award winning TV film The Naked Civil Servant, starring 

John Hurt and the internationally successful British gangster classic 

The Long Good Friday starring Bob Hoskins and Helen Mirren. 
 

ALISSA JUVAN

Alissa Juvan is the Development Manager for Fabric, the arts 

development organisation for Bradford and the delivery partner for 

Bradford City of Film. Alissa founded Girls on Film in Manchester, 

curating and organising regular showcase events which attracted 

female talent from around the world. She is also a film actor, having 

studied with Carter Thor Studios East in the United States, a writer 

and a creative development coach.

BILL LAWRENCE

Bill Lawrence is the Creative Director at Showroom Workstation in 

Sheffield. Until April 2008 he was Head of Film at the National Media 

Museum where, over 16 years, he developed the film delivery to 

include its various film festivals. He was also one of the driving forces 

of Bradford City of Film. He has been a director on the board of Screen 

Yorkshire since its creation in 2002, sits on their award panel for 4iP 

and is a director of the York Film Trust. 

PHIL PENFOLD

A veteran film, theatre and television journalist, Phil Penfold started 

his professional life on the Evening Chronicle in Newcastle. He became 

a freelance after leaving the brave experiment that was Yorkshire on 

Sunday and has since written for publications as varied as The Daily 

Record, Daily Mail, Sunday Express and the Big Issue in the North. He 

is also a regular contributor to the Yorkshire Post. In a long career, Phil 

has interviewed everyone from Bette Davis to Tom Cruise. 

LIZ RYMER

Liz Rymer was one of the founding directors of Leeds International 

Film Festival and became sole director in 1995. In 1999 she became 

Chief Executive of Yorkshire Screen Commission, a body that 

encouraged and supported production in the region, and was 

instrumental in creating the agency that would become Screen 

Yorkshire. She is currently an Associate Principal Lecturer in Film 

Industry and Practice at Leeds Trinity University College, Leeds. 

THE SHINE SHORT 
FILM AWARD 2010
Treading the borders 
yet pushing the boundaries

Saturday 20 & Sunday 28 March
Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Inaugurated in 1998, Shine is the short film platform 

in the Bradford International Film Festival. This forum 

showcases the films short-listed for the Shine Award – our 

competition for best international film. Works featured 

in competition are selected from hundreds of entries 

submitted to the festival each year. The focus of the Shine 

Award is to honour the best short by an emerging director, 

and to support innovation and originality.  The Shine Jury 

will select the winning film from the short list during the 

opening weekend of BIFF2010. The award will be presented 

by BIFF patron Alex Cox on Sunday 28 March in Cubby 

Broccoli Cinema. 

shine shorts shine shorts

THE SHINE SHORT LIST

CRESCENDO
Dirs. Pierre Terrade, Didier Woldemard France 2009 14 mins (adv 15) 

35mm

Julie Gauvin, Didier Woldemard

In this gritty French drama, young mother Steph tries to escape the 

violent relationship with JB, her drug dealer boyfriend and the father 

of her young son. 

DEATH OF A DOUBLE ACT
Dir. Christine Entwhisle GB 2009 12 mins (12A) Digital

Ellie Haddington, Lynne Hunter, Mia Wilson

A quirky short film about a double act called ‘Fox and Hen’. After years 

of performing, Hen decides to retire. Fox, desperate to keep the act 

together, persuades Hen to do one final gig at the Morecambe Winter 

Gardens. 

LA PREDA  (THE PREY)
Dir. Francesco Apice Italy 2009 18 mins (adv PG) 35mm

Paulo Sassanelli, Valerio Tramentozzi, Tommaso Miro Sturno

Without telling their mother, an estranged father takes his two 

young sons away on a hunting trip to their old family cabin. The Prey 

explores the nature of broken families, the need to be loved and, more 

importantly, understood.

THE MAN WITH ALL THE MARBLES
(MANNEN MED KULORNA)
Dir. Hans Montelious Sweden 2009 15 mins (adv U) 35mm

Jonas Larsson, Lukas Loughran

Two estranged brothers battle each other for their late father’s money 

and shares in the family business. Old rivalries surface and wounds 

are re-opened as they use a simple game of marbles to settle their 

scores. 

AN ODE TO MODERN DEMOCRACY 
AND THE HAIRDRESSER
Dir. Matt Strachan GB 2009 5 mins 51 secs (adv PG)

Holly Horner, Gerard McDermott

In a quiet room in 10 Downing Street, hairdresser Janice is giving the 

Prime Minister his monthly trim. But the PM is about to have a bad 

hair day – and Janice will go down in history… 

TOSHI
Dir. Jon Gilbert GB 2009 14 mins (adv 12A) Digital

Kentaro Suyama, Sandy Foster

A lonely and unhappy Japanese businessman, Toshi, gets a new lease 

of life courtesy of a British drunken bride-to-be. An amusing short 

film where cultures clash but create life-affirming results.
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UNDER GOD
Dir. Richard Farmer USA 2009 11 mins (adv U) 35mm

Jeffrey Buckner Ford, Barry Levy, Rob Munroe

In this intriguing period drama, President Eisenhower encounters 

UNIVAC, a super computer. Under God explores the themes of 

faith, politics and technology and depicts the events that led to 

the words ‘In God we trust’ and ‘Under God’ being added to the 

American constitution. 

WHEN THE HURLYBURLY’S DONE
Dirs. Alex Eslam, Hanna Maria Heidrich Germany 2009 16 mins 

(adv U) Digital

Damien Molony, Fiona Hampton, George Taylor

When their affair is discovered by Gwynn’s husband, Jacob’s love for 

her is tested to the limit. A beautifully shot period/anachronistic 

film from the Badan – Wurttemberg film academy.  

YELLOW CAKE
Dir. Nick Cross Canada 2009 8 mins 33 secs (adv PG)

Animation

What starts out as a playful animation progressively gets darker, 

delivering a sly but humorous punch, until, by the end, we’re ques-

tioning the ideas of freedom and retribution – all in the name of a 

bit of cake.
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WILLY WONKA & THE 
CHOCOLATE FACTORY
Saturday 27 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Mel Stuart USA 1971 100 mins (U) Digital

Gene Wilder, Jack Albertson, Peter Ostrum, Roy Kinnear

With Gene Wilder as Willy Wonka this classic family film (scripted 

by Dahl from his own book) is the one that many people remember. 

The world is astounded when Willy Wonka announces that five lucky 

children will be given a tour of the factory and shown all the secrets 

of his scrumdiddlyumptious sweets. However, only one will win a 

lifetime supply of Wonka chocolate. Charlie Bucket, along with four 

other children, begins his tour of the factory unaware that a magical 

adventure awaits him inside. A delicious fantasy.

Join us for family art activities, stories and quizzes throughout the 

day. Tickets £1.

Print source: Filmbank

MATILDA
Sunday 28 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Danny De Vito USA 1996 98 mins (PG) Digital

Mara Wilson, Danny De Vito, Rhea Perlman, Embeth Davidtz, 

Pam Ferris

Matilda is a girl of extraordinary talent and sensitivity. She has the 

misfortune to be the daughter of dreadful parents. They send the 

precocious six-year-old a very strict school under the direction of the 

world’s worst head teacher, Miss Trunchbull. Matilda soon discovers 

that she has a special talent – she can move things with her mind! 

Matilda joins forces with her teacher Miss Honey and teaches her 

nasty parents and Trunchbull a lesson they will never forget!

Join us for family art activities, stories and quizzes throughout the 

day. Tickets £1.

Print source: Filmbank

FAMILY FILM 
FUNDAYS: 
ROALD DAHL
Bradford International Film Festival is delighted 

to host two special Family Film Funday weekends 

featuring Mel Stuart’s original Willy Wonka & the 

Chocolate Factory plus Nicolas Roeg’s The Witches, 

Danny De Vito’s Matilda and Tim Burton’s Charlie 

and the Chocolate Factory. Come and indulge in a 

phantasmagorical feast of Roald Dahl films.

Join us on 20 and 21 March to celebrate the official 

launch of Bradford as the world’s first UNESCO City of 

Film and help us create our very own magical sweet 

factory on Level 5 of the Museum. You may even get 

the chance to meet an Oompa Loompa… or even Willy 

Wonka himself!

CHARLIE AND THE 
CHOCOLATE FACTORY
Saturday 20 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Tim Burton USA/GB 2005 115 minutes (PG) 35mm

Johnny Depp, Freddie Highmore, David Kelly, Helena Bonham Carter

Working from the classic Roald Dahl story, Tim Burton has created 

a magical world with a hint of unpleasantness lurking beneath the 

surface. From a passion for chocolate, Dahl fashioned the tale of Willy 

Wonka the eccentric chocolate maker. Charlie Bucket lives in a poor 

home with a view of the factory and spends his nights wondering what 

lies inside. One day Willy Wonka announces he will open the factory 

and reveal “all of its secrets and magic” to five lucky children who find 

golden tickets.

Tickets £1.

Print source: Warner Bros.

ANIMATED CHOCOLATE FACTORY WORKSHOP
Saturday 20 March, 10.30am - 12.30pm

Have a go at creating your favourite scene from Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory in this special family animation workshop. 

Suitable for children aged 5+.

£3 per ticket (adults and children). Booking essential.

MEET WILLY WONKA 
AND AN OOMPA LOOMPA 
Saturday 20 March, 11am - 4pm

Come along and meet Willy Wonka and an Oompa Loompa 

in our very own chocolate factory!

BE MIKE TEAVEE
Saturday 20 & 21 March   11am - 4pm

Design a golden ticket or change channels on your own 

Mike Teavee hat and remote control.

THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY 
Saturday 20 & 21 March, 11am - 4pm

Wander through our imaginary Wonka World and be 

photographed with your giant sweet prop.

ROALD DAHL FACE PAINTING
Saturday 20 & Sunday 21 March, 11am - 4pm

Drop in to this free event and have your face painted as one 

of Roald Dahl’s famous characters.

ROALD DAHL STORYTELLING
Saturday 20 & Sunday 21 March, 11am - 2pm

Come along and join us as we tell some of Roald Dahl’s 

fantastic stories.

STORIES ON FILM WORKSHOP
Sunday 21 March, 10.30am – 12.30pm

Make the magic of Roald Dahl’s stories come to life in this family film 

workshop. Using storytelling, technology and humour this workshop 

will put your family in the story! Suitable for children aged 5+.

£3 per ticket (adults and children). Booking essential.

YOUNG PEOPLE’S 
FILM REVIEW COMPETITION
Win two free cinema tickets every month for a year!

During Bradford International Film Festival we’re running a 

competition to find the best film reviews written by young people. 

Simply choose a film for the festival line-up, come along and watch 

it for the special price of £2.50*, write your review and email it to 

talk@nationalmediamuseum.org.uk with ‘BIFF Film Review’ in the 

subject line. Don’t forget to tell us your name and age in your email.

There are two age groups for entries: under 15 (250 words max) and 

15 -19 (500 words max). The winner in each age group will receive 

two cinema tickets for Cubby Broccoli, Pictureville or IMAX (including 

DMR films) every month from May 2010 to April 2011. The closing 

date for all entries is Friday 2 April. Good luck! 

* Review tickets are unavailable to book online. Please call the Box 

Office or call in to book.

family events learning events
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NATIONAL
MEDIA MUSEUM
Pictureville, Cubby Broccoli and IMAX 
Cinemas open daily until late.
Museum open 10am - 6pm Tues - Sun
(open bank holiday and school holiday Mondays) Free entry.

Film Festivals at the Museum

Bradford International Film Festival is one of three major 

international film festivals that the Museum hosts annually.  

The Fantastic Films Weekend (4 - 6 June 2010) is a celebration 

of classic horror and sci-fi with guests, classics from the archives 

and sneak previews of new releases. Bradford Animation Festival 

(9 - 13 November 2010) is a vibrant industry event packed full of 

seminars, masterclasses, tributes, screenings and awards.

Refreshments (During Film Festival)

Cafe: Open 10am - 5pm daily

Pictureville Bar: Open from 5pm

Access

The Museum is fully accessible. All cinemas have wheelchair 

spaces and the Sennheiser infra-red hearing system. Subtitled 

and audio described screenings are listed inside.

Accommodation

We have special rates available with The Midland, our official 

Festival hotel located in the heart of Bradford and close to 

the Museum. Please ring for more details, quoting ‘Bradford 

International Film Festival’: Midland 01274 735 735 or  www.

midland-hotel-bradford.com

National Media Museum

Pictureville, Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD1 1NQ

(Bradford Interchange is five minutes walk away with rail, bus and 

taxi services). By road: From the M6 and the M1, the M62 leads to 

the M606. Follow the Bradford City Centre signs and then brown 

tourism signs which lead directly to the Museum.

THE WITCHES
Sunday 21 March, Cubby Broccoli Cinema

Dir. Nicolas Roeg GB/USA 1990 91 mins (PG) Digital

Anjelica Huston, Mai Zetterling, Jasen Fisher, Jane Horrocks

Young Luke learns from his kind Norwegian grandmother how to identify 

witches. She knows all about their square feet, blue tongues and itchy 

scalps. Luke is training his pet mice in a hotel convention hall, when by 

chance he finds himself in the midst of the witches’ convention, The 

Grand High Witch announces a dreadful plan: to turn all of England’s 

children into mice!. Jim Henson developed this screen version of Roald 

Dahl’s deliciously scary story about witches and their terrible scheme.

Tickets £1.

Print source: Filmbank

bradford international film festival
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THE NAKED CIVIL SERVANT 
Tuesday 23 & Wednesday 24 March, both at noon

Dir. Jack Gold Thames Television 1975 85 mins (adv 15)

John Hurt, Liz Gebhardt, Patricia Hodge, John Rhys-Davies

John Hurt won the 1976 BAFTA Best Actor Award for his unforgettable 

performance in this ground-breaking Thames Television drama. Based 

on the autobiography of flamboyant homosexual quentin Crisp.

KING LEAR
Monday 22 & Saturday 27 March, both at 10.30am

Dir. Michael Elliott Granada 1983 159 mins (no cert) 

Laurence Oliver, John Hurt, Diana Rigg, Robert Lindsay 

A star-studded production of Shakespeare’s famous tragedy, which 

boasts memorable performances from Laurence Oliver, Diana Rigg, 

Robert Lindsay, David Threlfall and Leo McKern, as well as John Hurt in 

the role of the Fool. 

I, CLAUDIUS: OLD KING LOG
Tuesday 23, 1.30pm & Thursday 25 March, 11.20am

Dir. Herbert Wise BBC 1976 55 mins (no cert)

Derek Jacobi, John Hurt, Siân Phillips, Brian Blessed

The final episode of the highly acclaimed BBC drama series based on 

Robert Graves’ books. Set during the dying days of the Roman Empire, 

Derek Jacobi gives a bravura performance as Claudius and John Hurt 

is on suitably outrageous form as the psychotic emperor, Caligula.

LOOKS AND SMILES 

Saturday 20, 10.30am & Sunday 28 March, 2.50pm

Dir. Ken Loach ATV 1981 90 mins (no cert) 

Graham Green, Carolyn Nicholson, Tony Pitts, Roy Haywood

Written by Barry Hines and directed by Ken Loach in grainy black and 

white, Looks and Smiles follows the varying fortunes of two Sheffield 

school leavers. 

TALES OUT OF SCHOOL: 
MADE IN BRITAIN
Saturday 20, 12.30pm & Sunday 28 March, 12.15pm

Dir. Alan Clarke Central 1983 80 mins (18) 

Tim Roth, Terry Richards, Bill Stewart, Eric Richard

Trevor is an intelligent but nihilistic skinhead whose uncompromising 

stance is leading him deeper and deeper into trouble. The third 

collaboration between director Alan Clarke and writer David Leland, 

Made in Britain features a stunning debut from Tim Roth as Trevor, 

and marked the start of the kinetic camera style that would dominate 

Clarke’s later work. 

ROME:
EPISODE ONE - THE STOLEN EAGLE
Friday 19, 11.40am & Saturday 27 March, 1.45pm

Dir. Michael Apted BBC 2005 55 mins (15) 

Kevin McKidd, Ray Stevenson, Polly Walker, Kenneth Cranham

I, Claudius meets Sex and the City in this lavish take on Roman history 

from the BBC and HBO. 

notes by Kate Dunn

TV Heaven
TV Heaven is a collection of more than 900 classic 

television programmes from the last 60 years of British 

broadcasting, all of which can be viewed free of charge in 

our custom-built viewing gallery. 

During Bradford International Film Festival, TV Heaven 

will be celebrating the television work of some of Britain’s 

best known film directors, including Ken Loach, Mike 

Leigh, Steven Frears, Michael Apted, Alan Clarke and Tony 

Richardson, as well as some memorable small screen 

performances from Festival guest, John Hurt.

All titles showing during BIFF2010 will screen in the TV 

Heaven Viewing Room on Level 3 of the Museum. Please 

collect your free tickets from the Museum Box Office.

For further information on any of the screenings, 

please visit the festival web site:  

www.nationalmediamuseum.org.uk/biff
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ITV SATURDAY NIGHT THEATRE:
ANOTHER SUNDAY AND SWEET FA
Friday 19, 12.45pm & Saturday 27 March, 2.50pm

Dir. Michael Apted Granada 1972 50 mins (no cert) 

David Swift, Gordon McGrae, Freddie Fletcher, Fred Feast, Joe Gladwin

The much-abused referee of an amateur league Sunday Football 

match is determined to show the players he’s not as useless as 

they all think in this subtle and well-observed play written by Jack 

Rosenthal and directed by Michael Apted. 

THE LOVERS 
Sunday 21, 2.15pm & Friday 26 March, 4.15pm

Dir. Michael Apted Granada 1970 30 mins (no cert) 

Paula Wilcox, Richard Beckinsale, Joan Scott

Despite the sexual revolution of the previous decade, Beryl Battersby 

longs for marriage and motherhood. Her boyfriend is more than 

happy to embrace sexual liberation in this battle-of-the-sexes sitcom 

from long-time collaborators Jack Rosenthal and Michael Apted.

PLAY FOR TODAY:
STRONGER THAN THE SUN
Sunday 21, 12.30pm & Sunday 28 March, 10.30am

Dir. Michael Apted BBC 1977 95 mins (no cert) 

Francesca Annis, Tom Bell, Clive Merrison, John Proctor, Gerald James

When a lowly power plant worker realises that the world is moving 

towards a nuclear accident of cataclysmic proportions, the apathy 

she encounters from colleagues, the press, and even environmental 

pressure groups, is horrifying. 

SCREENPLAY: CHRISTINE 
Friday 19, 10.30am & Sunday 28 March, 1.45pm

Dir. Alan Clarke BBC 1987 55 mins (no cert) 

Vicky Murdock, Kelly George 

This harrowing play depicts the everyday life of a teenage heroin 

addict. Christine is an early example of Clarke’s ‘walking’ films which 

allowed the director to literally follow his subject. 

ELEPHANT
Saturday 20, 4pm & Sunday 28 March, 4.40pm

Dir. Alan Clarke BBC 1989 40 mins (15) 

Gary Walker, Bill Hamilton, Michael Foyle, Danny Small

Written by Bernard MacLaverty and directed by Alan Clarke, Elephant 

is a controversial and bleak depiction of a series of 18 violent 

sectarian killings in Northern Ireland. 

OTHELLO
Monday 22, 1.45pm and Friday 26 March, 2pm

Dir. Tony Richardson BBC 1955 110 mins (no cert) 

Gordon Heath, Rosemary Harris, Paul Rogers, Daphne Anderson

Tony Richardson’s second television project was this relatively lavish 

production of the Bard’s famous study of jealousy and tragedy. 

Produced in 1955 at a cost of £1,246, it was the first televised version 

of Othello to feature a black actor with a white supporting cast. 

PLAY FOR TODAY: HOME SWEET HOME
Sunday 21 March, 10.30am & Saturday 27 March, 3.50pm

Dir. Mike Leigh BBC 1982 95 mins (no cert) 

Timothy Spall, Eric Richard, Tim Barker, Kay Stonham, Su Elliot

Gordon, Harold and Stan are postmen living and working on a 

housing estate in a working class English village. Stan lives alone after 

separating from his wife and when Harold and Gordon are at work he 

calls in to have affairs with their wives. 

A SUBJECT OF SCANDAL AND CONCERN 
Tuesday 23 March, 3.30pm & Thursday 25 March, 10.10am

Dir. Tony Richardson BBC 1960 65 mins (no cert) 

Richard Burton, Rachel Roberts, George Devine, John Freeman

A dramatised account of a Victorian cause celebre, in which diffident 

socialist reformer George Holyoake (Richard Burton) was imprisoned 

for blasphemy after speaking in public about his atheist views.  

Also showing in TV Heaven:

ME! I’M AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF
Sunday 21, 3pm & Wednesday 24 March, 1.30pm

THE WEDNESDAY PLAY: UP THE JUNCTION
Sunday 21, 4.20pm & Thursday 25 March, 12.20pm

FILM ON FOUR: WALTER
Monday 22, 4pm & Thursday 25 March, 1.40pm

THE WEDNESDAY PLAY: CATHY COME HOME
Tuesday 23, 10.30am & Wednesday 24 March, 2.50pm

A DAY OUT 
Tuesday 23 March, 2.30pm & Thursday 25 March, 3pm

PLAY FOR TODAY: NUTS IN MAY
Wednesday 24 & Friday 26 March, both at 10.30am

PLAY FOR TODAY: ABIGAIL’S PARTY
Saturday 20, 2pm & Friday 26 March, 12.10pm

free tv heaven tickets from the museum box office
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68 festival staff

FESTIVAL STAFF

HONORARY PRESIDENT

Lord Puttnam of queensgate CBE

PATRONS

Steve Abbott

Jean-Jacques Annaud

Simon Beaufoy

Sally Burton

Alex Cox

Simone Izzo

Vittorio Storaro

Ricky Tognazzi

David Nicholas Wilkinson

Michael G. Wilson

NMeM EXECUTIVE

Director of Museum Colin Philpott

Head of Public Programmes Kathryn Blacker

Head of Collections Paul Goodman

 
Make a reel
day of it at the 
Bradford  
Film Festival
And what better way to get there than by train, 
to see your favourite stars on the big screen. 
Services are fast and frequent into Bradford,  
and with great value fares you will have more 
money to splash out on refreshments.

Proud sponsors of the Bradford International Film Festival 2010

For more information on fares  
and services call 0845 484950 www.northernrail.org

00714

northern
ADMIT ONE

00174
00714northern
ADMIT ONE

00174
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ADVISORY BOARD

Maggie Ellis, Film London

Dr. Mark Goodall, University of Bradford

Kevin Matossian, SilverCrest Entertainment (LA)

Julian Richards, Prolific Films (London)

Liz Rymer, Wildlight Pictures Ltd (Sheffield)

David Nicholas Wilkinson, Guerilla Films (London)

Andrew Youdell, BFI (London)

Neil Young, Film Lounge

GUEST CONSULTANTS

International Consultant Neil Young

Widescreen Cinema Consultant Bill Lawrence

Technical Consultant Dion Hanson

Digital Cinema Consultant Darren Briggs

NMeM PROJECTION TEAM

Projection Team Manager Duncan McGregor

Senior Projectionist Tony Cutts 

Projectionists: Roger Brown, John Cahill, Dave 

Chambers, Symon Culpan, Allan Foster, 

Jennifer Weston-Beyer

CORE FESTIVAL STAFF

Artistic Director Tony Earnshaw

Festival Producer Ben Eagle

Festival Programmer Tom Vincent 

Booking Coordinator Jennifer Hall 

Festival Coordinator Martyn Culpan

Senior Press Officer Caroline Joynson 

Press Officer Phil Oates 

Senior Marketing Executive Steve Hyman 

Senior Development Executive Jodie Marsh 

Cultural Events Organiser Fozia Bano

Team Assistant Stephanie Tales

Web Developer Richard Claxton

Community Learning Programmes 

Coordinator Elaine Richmond 

Curatorial Assistant TV Heaven Kate Dunn

Senior Graphic Designer Janet qureshi

Senior Graphic Designer Sally Walker

Media Developer Oliver Trenouth

Media Developer Emma Shaw

Shutter Island
Opens March

Green Zone
Opens March

The Bounty Hunter
Opens March

Book your tickets in advance at cineworld.com or call 0871 200 2000

CINEWORLD IS PROUD TO HAVE
BECOME PART OF THE BRADFORD
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

Cine_Bradford Film Fest c5  12/2/10  11:23  Page 1

THANKS…

THE 16TH BRADFORD INTERNATIONAL FILM 
FESTIVAL wishes to acknowledge the support of 
the following individuals and organisations:

Special thanks to:
James Addyman, Valérie Ascah, Joe Blackwell, 
Willem Bouwmeester, Bob Brook, Manon Cerdan, 
Nanxi Cheng, Alex Cox, David Coles, Symon 
Culpan, Amanda Donohoe, Stephen Dorril, Anna 
Draniewicz (consultant, Polish cinema), Jan Dunn, 
Dr. Mark Goodall, Randy Gitsch, Rich Greenhalgh, 
Wolfram Hannemann, Thomas Hauerslev, Tobe 
Hooper, Rob Hummel, John and Anwen Hurt, 
David Jones, Joshua Jackson, Norman Jewison, 
Alissa Juvan, Bill Lawrence, Gill Leggat, Tom March, 
Stephen McCole, Clare McCollum (Cineworld), 
Fernando Meirelles, Terry Miles, Justin Molotnikov, 
Chris Morris, Jim Morrison, Professor Lúcia Nagib, 
Charles Officer, Josine Opmeer, Ian Palmer, Sarah 
Polley, David Powell, Rafaél Ouellet, James Riley, 
Julian Richards, Abbé Robinson, Dave Robson, 
Nicolas Roeg, Rogers & Cowan (Emma McCorkell, 
Caragh Cook, Jenny Innes), Liz Rymer, Sheila 
Seacroft (consultant, Hungarian cinema), Gideon 
Seymour (Fabric), Deanne Sowter (E1 International 
Films), Imelda Staunton and Jim Carter, David 
Strohmaier, The Tony Earnshaw Collection, Rita 
Tushingham, Sherry White, Peter Whitehead, 
Michael G. Wilson, Liang Ying.

Thanks to:
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 
(Maryrose McMahon), Artificial Eye Film Company 
Ltd (Ben Luxford), Arts Alliance Media (Darren 
Briggs), Dietmar Brehm, British Film Institute 
(Andrew Youdell, Fleur Buckley, Dave McCall), 

Britfilms Distribution Company (Nick 
McCaffery, Amir Bazrafshan), Bundesarchiv 
– Filmarchiv, Berlin, Capricci Films (Julie 
Philippe), Cinema Retro (Dave Worrall, Lee 
Pfeiffer), Cineman (Dion Hanson), Cinema 
Organ Society (David Lowe), Cinerama 
Inc., (John Sittig), Datasat Digital (formerly 
DTS), Mike Denner), EON Productions (Rosie 
Moutrie, Mike Penny, Anna Skrein), Filmbank, 
Film Friends Productions (Bob Geoghegan), 
Films Elémentaires (Jacques Richard), Hebden 
Bridge Picture House (Jonny Courtney), 
Hyde Park Picture House (Wendy Cook), 
Ilkley Playhouse (Richard Fort), Keighley & 
Worth Valley Railway (Chris Lawson, Jim 
Shipley), Leeds Trinity University College 
(Fiona Thompson, Chrissie Poulter, Liz Rymer), 
Lionsgate UK Ltd (Matt Smith), MediaWorld 
Logistics, Metrodome Group Plc, Midland 
Hotel, Bradford (Gary Peacock, Joanne Miller), 
Miracle Communications (Martin Myers), 
Momentum Pictures (Moira McDonough), 
Optimum Releasing (Suzanne Noble, Candy 
Vincent-Smith, Adam Hotchkiss), Park Circus 
Releasing (Nick Varley, Elizabeth Gault, Mark 
Truesdale), Peccadillo Pictures (Kahloon Loke), 
Pocklington Arts Centre (James Duffy), Post 
Factory NY (Michael Almereyda, Douglas 
Graham), Premier PR (Phil Cairns), Revolver 
Entertainment (David Shear, Carly Morell), 
Rezolution Films (Christina Fon), , Screen 
Yorkshire (Tony Dixon, Hugo Heppell, Rachel 
McWatt), Sixpackfilm (Michaela Grill), Sony 
Pictures Releasing (Gareth Bettridge, Paul 
Hodgson, Darren Sands), The Space, Brighton 
(Wayne Imms), Swedish Film Institute 
(Andreas Fock), Tavistock Wood (Camilla de 
La Moriniere), 20th Century Fox (Joe Nunes), 

TVP (Aleksandra Biernacka), Universal Pictures 
(Andy Leyshon, Sarah Hatton), Katalin Vajda 
(and the Hungarian FilmUnion), Verve 
Pictures (Colin Burch, Elliott Binns), Walt 
Disney, Warner Bros (Bob Cockburn, Richard 
Hühndorf), Watchmaker Films (Mark Rance), 
Withoutabox (Mary Davies), The Works 
UK Distribution (Damien Spandley), Yume 
Pictures Limited (Chris Oosterom) and www.
laserhotline.de

Particular thanks also to the directors and 
producers of the selected films, and to all of 
the other filmmakers who submitted films for 
consideration.

Festival Selection Committee:
James Addyman, Tony Earnshaw, Mark 
Goodall, Ben Haller, Alissa Juvan, Bill Lawrence, 
Duncan McGregor, Abbe Robinson, Sheila 
Seacroft, Tom Vincent and Neil Young.

Film notes by:
Joe Blackwell, David Coles, Kate Dunn, Tony 
Earnshaw, Randy Gitsch, Mark Goodall, Ben 
Haller, Wolfram Hannemann, Alissa Juvan, Bill 
Lawrence, Duncan McGregor, Abbe Robinson, 
Howard Rust, Sheila Seacroft, Tom Vincent and 
Neil Young

Festival identity:
Photography: Paul Thompson
Model: Dawn Townend
Location: Keighley & Worth Valley Railway, 
Oakworth

BIFF2010 catalogue design by National Media 
Museum Design Studio

bradford international film festival



• In the Heart of Bradford

• Magnificent Public areas

• 90 spacious bedrooms

• Free Car Parking

Traditional elegance in the heart of Bradford

The Midland Hotel, with its wide sweeping staircases, high ornate ceilings
and glittering chandeliers, has all the ambience of an era long ago. 
Favoured by stars of stage and screen, it’s a uniquely relaxing experience
that will make even the shortest visit a memorable one. And, although our
roots are in the past, our facilities are the finest the 21st century have to
offer, including the choice of Contemporary bedrooms NEW for 2010 &
Standard designed bedrooms with Doubles, Twins, Family Interconnecting
and Four Poster Suites. Plus the Midland Hotel has two of the North’s Finest
Ballrooms, for up to 300 guests.

Forster Square • Bradford • West Yorkshire • BD1 4HU • Tel: 01274 735735  e-mail: info@midland-hotel-bradford.com

CINEMA RETRO magazine

THE ALAMO

John Wayne’s

A rare showing
of this classic
epic on the
big screen!

Never shown
before at the

Pictureville
Cinema!

www.cinemaretro.com
UK Office: 01425 276 735     solopublishing@firenet.uk.com

USA Office: (001) 732 752 7257    cinemaretro@hotmail.com

is proud to sponsor this weekend’s widescreen
screening celebrating the 50th anniversary of
is proud to sponsor this weekend’s widescreen
screening celebrating the 50th anniversary of

ALAMO AD.pmd 1/22/2010, 6:58 PM1

Engage with current debate on the latest in 
visual art, film, music, theatre and

new writing with Aesthetica

UK based. Published six issues per year.

Available from WH Smith, select newsagents and galleries. 

www.aestheticamagazine.com

JCT600
99 Sticker Lane, Bradford BD4 8RU
Tel: 0844 844 3147
Calls will be recorded for training purposes
www.jct600bmw.co.uk

JOY IS PURE DRIVING PLEASURE
JCT600, the name for BMW in Bradford, are pleased to support
the Bradford International Film Festival 2010.

The Ultimate
Driving Machine

JCT600

T16303 Film Mag BMW 148x210  29/1/10  9:21 am  Page 1

Emai: ugadmissions@scim.brad.ac.uk
masters@scim.brad.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1274 235963 Website: www.scim.brad.ac.uk

Stop imagining,
start creating…

Undergraduate and Postgraduate courses in:

� BA Film Studies

� MA Digital Cinema

� MA Media Studies

� MA Digital Arts and Media

School of Computing,
Informatics and Media

The Festival Identity was 
photographed at Oakworth Station. 

We would like to thank The Keighley 
& Worth Valley Railway for their kind 
assistance.



3We’ve found revive

We’ve found a recycled 
paper that fits our budget

We’ve found a recycled paper 
that fits our quality requirements

We know that recycled paper  
prevents waste paper going to landfill

We know that FSC/PEFC  
paper can still end up in landfill

How many 
boxes
can you
tick?

www.revivepaper.com
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index of films      

1 4
10 Rillington Place 49
1984 48
2001: A Space Odyssey (70mm) 52
2010 (70mm) 52
45365 28
A Day Out 67
Abigail’s Party 67
Alamo, The 54
Alice in Wonderland (IMAX) 56
Alien (70mm) 47, 56
Alienadas 60
Ana’s Playground 60
And Then Came Lola 4
Angels of Bradford 34
Animal Heart 5
Anna May Wong: Frosted Yellow... 40
Another Sunday and Sweet FA 67
Around a Small Mountain 5
Bad Lieutenant 6
Bad Timing 44
Battle of the Bulge (70mm) 53
Beetle Queen Conquers Tokyo 28
Blacks, The 6
Blindness 51
Blue Bus 29
Blue Lagoon, The (70mm) 55
Blue Sky 59
Bluebeard 6
Bonecrusher 29
Breakfast Club, The 32
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, The 58
Calling, The 7
Cathy Come Home 67
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 64
China Town 30
Chip on My Shoulder ... 7
Choking Game 60
Christine 67
Cineramacana 57
Cinerama’s Legacy 57
City of God 51
Constant Gardener, The 51
Constantin and Elena 8
Crackie 26
Crescendo 62
Crying with Laughter 8
Death of  a Double Act 62
Deep In The Valley 9
Die Hard (70mm) 55
Dirty Dancing 33
Dogtooth 9
Donkey 9
Don’t Look Now 43
Eccentricities of a Blonde Haired Girl 10
Eggshells 30
Elephant   67
Elephant Man, The 47
Elkland + 2 shorts 10
Embrace 60
Enchanted Island, The 60
Enid Loosens Up 34
Eureka 44
Family Film Fundays: Roald Dahl 64
Father’s Day 60
Field, The 49
Fish Eyes 10

Fluke 11
Flying Clipper (70mm) 53
Four Lions 11
Freezer Fright  31
Green Waters 12
Greenberg  12
Hammered 60
Henri Langlois: The Phantom... 40
Henri-Georges Clouzot’s Inferno 40
Heppy’s Daughter 41
Highly Strung 13
Home from Home  13
Home Sweet Home 67
Hunt for Red October (70mm), The 54
I, Claudius: Old King Log 66
Industry Weekend 59
International Shorts 1 39
International Shorts 2 39
It Was Great, But... 31
Jean Simmons: Rose of England 41
King Lear 66
L’Affaire Farewell 13
La Preda 62
Last Action, The 13
Late 60
Life During Wartime 14
Like Daughter 60
Looks and Smiles 66
Love and Death on Long Island 49
Lovers, The 67
Lowlands 30
Made in Bradford: The Rock ‘N’ Roll Years 34
Made in Britain 66
Made in Bruddersford 34
Man Who Fell to Earth, The 44
Man Who Would Be Polka King, The 14
Man With All The Marbles, The 62
Manhattan 53
Matilda 65
Me, I’m Afraid of Virginia Woolf! 67
Midnight Express 48
Modern Love is Automatic 14
Mosque in Morgantown, The 15
Mr Bojagi 60
Naked Civil Servant, The 66
Necessities of Life, The 26
New Denmark 27
New Muslim Cool 15
New York, I Love You 16
No One Knows About Persian Cats 16
Nurse.Fighter.Boy 26
Nuts in May 67
Ode to Modern Democracy... 62
One Fast Move or I’m Gone 17
One Last Dance 60
Othello 67
Oyster Bay: History of a Tennis Court 57
Package, The 60
Pandrogeny Manifesto 21
Paradise  17
Park Shanghai 17
Performance 43
Perpetuum Mobile 18
Perrier’s Bounty 2
Phantom of the Opera, The 58
Photocopier, The 61
Piccadilly 40

Presumed Guilty  18
Prima Primavera 18
Puffball 43
Pump up the Volume 33
Quest for Fire (70mm) 54
Railway Children, The 3
Rebel Without a Cause 32
Red Poet  19
Red Rooster, The 27
Redland 30
Reel Injun 41
Remastering... Windjammer 53
Repo Chick 19
River’s Edge 32
Rome: Episode One 66
Scandal                                                                 48
Screentalk:  John Harvey 56
Screentalk:  John Hurt 47
Screentalk:  Fernando Meirelles 51
Screentalk:  Nicolas Roeg 43
Screentalk:  Imelda Staunton 45
Search, The 20
Shed Your Tears and Walk Away 20
Shine Short Film Award 2010 62
Shooting Dogs 48
Sickness is Coming, The 61
Silent Films by Cecil Hepworth 41
Sinful Davey 49
Sounds Like Bradford 34
Splinters 21
Stories on Film Workshop 64
Stronger Than the Sun 67
Subject of Scandal and Concern, A 67
Taste of Honey, A 59
Terrorism Considered as One of… + short 21
This is Cinerama  56
Three Hams in a Can  21
Toshi 62
Toto  22
True Beauty This Night 61
Uerra 61
Under God 63
Unworthy, The 22
Up the Junction 67
Valhalla Rising 22
Vera Drake 45
Very Heaven 61
Victoria Day 27
Vincere 23
Vortex 23
Walter 67
Wedlock 61
Welcome to the Dollhouse 33
When The Hurlyburly’s Done 63
When You’re Strange  24
Where You From? 34
Whip It 24
White on Rice 25
Widescreen Weekend                                      52
Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory 65
Windjammer                                                      53
Witches, The 65
Woman with the 5 Elephants, The  25
Workshop: What’s The Story? 59
Yellow Cake 63
Young People’s Film Review Competition 65
Zahn um Zahn 61

72



Don’t miss next year’s Festival: 17 - 27 March 2011 
EXPERIENCE FILM

NATIONAL MEDIA MUSEUM
Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD1 1NQ
Box Office 0870 70 10 200 
www.nationalmediamuseum.org.uk/biff

Special thanks to our printers Spellman Walker and paper suppliers 
Robert Horne Group and Sappi for their in-kind support
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